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Extended Affine Lie Algebras and Extended Affine Weyl Groups 
This thesis is about extended S n e  Lie algebras and extended affine Weyl groups. In 
Chapter I, we provide the basic knowledge necessary for the study of extended affine Lie 
algebras and related objects. In Chapter II, we show that the well-known twisting phenom- 
ena which appears in the realization of the twisted f i e  Lie algebras can be extended to 
the class of extended d n e  Lie algebras, in the sense that some extended affine Lie algebras 
(in particular nonsimply laced extended &ne Lie algebras) can be realized as fixed point 
subalgebras of some other extended f i n e  Lie algebras (in particular simply laced extended 
affine Lie algebras) relative to some finite order automorphism. We show that extended 
f i n e  Lie dgebras of type A l ,  B, C and BC can be realized as twisted subalgebras of types 
At(I 2 2) and D algebras. Also we show that extended f i n e  Lie algebras of type BC 
can be realized as  twisted subalgebras of type C algebras. In Chapter 111, the last chapter, 
we study the Weyl groups of reduced extended affine root systems. We start by describ- 
ing the extended affine Weyl group as a semidirect product of a finite Weyl group and a 
Heisenberg-like normal subgroup. This provides a unique expression for the Weyl group 
elements which in turn leads to a presentation of the Weyl group, called a presentation by 
conjugation. Using a new notion, called the index, which is an invariant of the estended 
afine root systems, we show that one of the important features of finite and affine root 
systems (related to Weyl group) holds for the class of extended f i n e  root systems. We also 
show that extended affine Weyl groups (of index zero) are homomorphic images of some 
indefinite Weyl groups where the homomorphism and its kernel are given explicitly. 
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Abstract 
This thesis is about extended afline Lie algebras and extended affine Weyl groups. In 
Chapter I. we provide the basic knowledge necessary for the study of extended affine Lie 
algebras and related objects. Ln Chapter 11, we show that the well-known twisting phenom- 
ena which appears in the realization of the twisted affine Lie algebras can be extended to 
the class of extended affine Lie algebras, in the sense that some extended affine Lie algebras 
(in particular nonsimply laced extended afine Lie algebras) can be realized as fixed point 
rubalgebras of some other extended f i n e  Lie algebras (in particular simply laced extended 
affine Lie algebras) relative to some finite order automorphism. We show that  extended 
affine Lie algebras of type A:,  B, C and BC can be realized as twisted subalgebras of types 
.&(I 2 2)  and D algebras. Also we show that extended affine Lie algebras of type BC 
can be realized as twisted subalgebras of type C algebras. In Chapter 111. the last chapter, 
we study the Weyl groups of reduced extended affine root systems. We start by describ- 
ing the extended f i n e  Weyl group as a semidirect product of a finite Weyl group and a 
Heisenberg-like normal subgroup. This provides a unique expression for the Weyl group 
elements which in turn leads to a presentation of the Weyl group, called a presentation by 
conjugation. Using a new notion. called the index, which is an invariant of the extended 
affine root systems, we show that one of the important features of finite and affine root 
systems (related to Weyl group) hoIds for the cIass of extended affine root systems. We also 
show that extended affine Weyl groups (of index zero) are homomorphic images of some 
indefinite Weyl groups where the homomorphism and its kernel are given explicitly. 
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Chapter O 
Introduction 
In this thesis we study the class of extended affine Lie algebras (EALA's for short) and 
related objects. This class is an axiomatic generalization of the simple finite dimensional 
complex Lie dgebras and the affine Kac-Moody algebras. 
In 1968 V. Kac and R. Moody introduced independently a class of infinite dimensional 
Lie algebras, called Kac-Moody algebras. These infinite dimensional algebras have been 
studied intensively and shown to  be powerful tools for the investigation of many apparently 
disconnected fields, both in mat hematics and mat  hematical physics. 
Extended affine Lie algebras, in their axiomatic forms, were introduced in [H-KT] (under 
the name quasi simple Lie algebras) in an attempt to  generalize the affine Kac-Moody 
dgebras which occupy the most remarkable place among the class of Kac-Moody algebras. 
because of their connection with different fields in mathematics and mathematical physics. 
E.4LA.s and related objects have been studied in various forms since the mid eighties. In 
this regard and not claiming to  be complete, we can name the works of [Sal]. [Sa2]. [W], 
[H-KT], [Po]. [BGK], [BGKN], [Kr], [AWW-L], [AABGP].[ABGP], [A], [Sa-TI and [Y]. 
Roughly speaking, an EALA is a complex Lie algebra satisfying the following axioms. 
0 It has an  invariant symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form. 
0 It has a finite dimensional self-centralizing abelian subalgebra relative to  which we obtain 
a root space decomposition. 
Elements of root spaces corresponding to  nonisotropic roots act locally nilpotently via the 
adjoint representation on the whole algebra. 
The set of roots is a discrete set, is irreducible in the usual sense and nonisotropic roots 
are not isolated. 
Finite dimensional simple Lie algebras and affine Kac-Moody algebras are examples of 
EALA's. It is shown in [AABGP. Chapter I] that the set of roots of an EALA satisfies some 
axioms (see Definition 1-1-14) which are a natural generalization of the  axioms For a finite 
irreducible root system given in [Bou] or [Hum]. An EARS is defined to be a subset of a 
real vector space satisfying these axioms. Beside the finite irreducible root systems the root 
systems of affine Kac-Moody algebras are also examples of EARS's. More generally, the 
toroidal Lie algebras (possibly with certain derivations added) st  udied in [BC], [EMY 1,2] 
and [EM] also have root systems which are EARS's. We remark here that there are EARS'S 
which are not the root system of any EALA. For each EARS. there is a finite root system 
attached to  it of unique type (see 1.1.18). We call an EARS "simply laced" or "nonsimply 
laced" according t o  whether the type of the attached finite root system is simply laced or  
nonsimply laced, respectively. We also call an EALA or EAWG, simply laced or nonsimply 
laced according t o  the type of the corresponding EARS. The rank and the nullity of an 
EARS are defined to  be the rank of the  finite root system attached t o  it and the dimension 
of the real span of isotropic roots respectively. We have 
any simply laced affine Lie algebra is a nontwisted f i n e  Lie algebra. and 
any twisted affine Lie algebra is a nonsimply laced affine Lie algebra. 
For a systematic study of E.4LA.s and EARS'S we refer the reader to  the paper [AABGPI 
which. as well, is our main reference throughout this thesis. We recall many relevant results 
from [AABGP] in Chapter I. 
This thesis consists of three chapters with Chapter I as an introduction to  EALA's and 
E.4RSts. In Chapter 11. we study the notion of "twisting" for EALA's and in Chapter I11 we 
study the structure of EAWG's. Chapters I1 and 111 can be studied independently. Chapter 
11. being more related t o  the material in Chapter I, appears right after it. 
In Chapter I. we provide the basic knowledge about EALA's and EARS's. M o m s  for 
EALA's and EARS's are given and the basic properties which we will need throughout the 
thesis are presented. Each statement is supplied with either a proof or a direct reference. 
In Chapter 11. we generalize the notion of "twisting3 which appears in the realization 
of affine Kac-Moody algebras. t o  the class of EAL.4's. for the cases under consideration. It 
is well-known that twisted affine Kac-Moody algebras ( which are in particular nonsimply 
laced EALA's) can be realized as the fixed point subalgebras of some simply laced affine 
Lie algebras, with respect t o  some diagram automorphism. Here the process of twisting can 
be formulated as follows. 
Describe the root systems of the Lie algebras (finite and affine). 
0 Assign a unique diagarm t o  the root system so that the vertices of the diagram are 
in one to one correspondence with a basis of the root system. 
Define an automorphism of a finite or affine Lie algebra which is a diagram automorphism 
(or graph automorphism). 
Extend the automorphism to  the corresponding loop algebra. 
Then the twisted affine Lie algebras are the fixed point subalgebras of these loop algebras 
with respect to  the extended diagram automorphisms. 
In 1985 the concept of (marked) EARS's was introduced by Saito [Sal] in an attempt 
to  construct a flat structure for the space of the universal deformation of a simple elliptic 
singularity. He classified. up to isomorphism, (marked) E.4RS7s of nullity 2. Similar to the 
finite and affine cases he assigns a unique diagram to each EARS. Then a natural question 
was the realization problem. that is, are there some Lie aigebras having (marked) EARS's 
as their root systems. Since (marked) EARS's are a natural generalization of the finite and 
affine root systems (see Section 1 of [Sal]), the natural way t o  approach this was to give the 
realization by using the twisting process. this time starting from an affine Kac-Moody Lie 
algebra. Historically. [W] in an unpublished paper. [H-KT] and [PI tried to give realizations 
for the EARS's of nullity 2 by using the twisting process. where the work of [Po] completed 
the realization problem for EARS'S of nullity 2 (see also [BR] ). The basic step in the twisting 
process is 
to realize nonsimply laced finite or affine Lie algebras as fixed point subalgebras 
of some simply laced finite or affine Lie algebras. respectively. 
Chapter I1 of this thesis is devoted to investigate the process of twisting for the class 
of E..\LA's. In Chapter I11 of [AABGP], the authors give a construction which provides 
many new examples of EALA's. Modifying the construction given in [.-\ABGP]. we show 
that for types A1. B. C and BC all such examples can be realized as the root systems of 
fixed point subalgebras of some EALA's of types A and D. with respect to some period 
2 automorphism. In [AABGP] the given examples of EALA's of types A*.  B. C and BC 
are realized as derived subalgebras of certain subalgebras of Mn(A) consisting of skew- 
symmetric elements relative to an involution of Mn(A). Here A is a quantum torus. Using 
this, with slight modifications, it is easy to see that these examples can be obtained by the 
twisting process from EALA's of type A (see Section 3 and 3) .  We also show tha t  (see 
Section 5)  EALA's of type ..I1 and B can be obtained by the twisting process from EALA's 
of type D. Here we mention that realizing a Lie algebra as a twisted subalgebra of another 
Lie algebra which has a simpler structure often leads to a better understanding of that Lie 
algebra. We also show that all the known EARS's of type BCI arising from Lie algebras. 
can be realized as the root systems of fixed point subalgebras of some EALA's of type C, 
with respect to some period 2 automorphisms. We note here that the notions of "basis" 
and "diagram" have only been defined for EARS's of nullity 0 , l  and 2 (nullity 0 and 1 are 
just finite and f i n e  case and for nullity 2 these notions are defined by [Sal]). Therefore, 
it is interesting to see the generality of the automorphisms given in Chapter 11. for each 
type, in the sense that the autornorphisms are given in a general form which covers all the 
cases under consideration and that the given automorphisms do not depend on the notions 
of "basis" and "diagram". 
In Chapter 111, we study the structure of EAWG's. By definition an EAWG is a subgroup 
of endomorphisms of some r ed  vector space which contains the real span of roots (see 
Definition 111.2.15). Beside the finite Weyl groups and affine Kac-Moody Weyl groups, the 
toroidal Weyl groups (see [M-S]) are also EAWG's. 
In 1985. Saito [Sal] defined the Weyl groups of (marked) EARS's. Employing the 
Eichler-Siegel map Saito was able to study EAWG's even though at that time the structure 
of EARS's of nullity > 2 was not investigated in details. In 1992. Moody and Shi [M-S] 
studied the toroidd Weyl groups. the Weyl groups of toroidd Lie algebras. [M-Sj'sapproach 
was based on the complete knowledge of the structure of toroidal root systems. Their work 
covers the Weyl groups of simply laced EARS's of rank > 1. Chapter 111, in part, is a 
generalization of [M-S] to all EAWG's of reduced type, that is. types .A, D, E. B. C. F 
and G. Based on the knowledge of the structure of EARS'S. investigated in [AABGP], we 
follow the [M-S]'s method to study the structure of an E.4WG. 
We start  Chapter III by giving the basic definitions and results about semilattices which 
play an important role in the study of E.4WG's. The new notions of indes and duality are 
defined for the class of EARS's where, as it will be revealed in Chapter 111, these are useful 
tools for the study of EAWG's and EARS'S ( see also [A]). 
In Chapter III we show that an EAWG W is a semidirect product of a finite Weyl group 
and a characteristic subgroup H of W. where H is a 2-step nilpotent abelian group with a 
center. given explicitly. which is a free abelian group of rank v(v - 1)/2. v being the nullity 
of the root system. This provides a unique expression for a given element of W which we 
will use to  give a presentation for W, when W has indes zero. called "a presentation by 
conjugation". This generalizes the  works of [Sh] and [Kr] for simply laced cases of rank> 1. 
We will also consider for the class of EARS'S, one of the characterizations of a basis of a 
finite or  affine root systems. Namely, for an EARS of type X, there exists a subset II(X) 
of nonisotropic roots so that all the  nonisotropic roots can be recovered by the action on 
IIc-Y) of the subgroup of W generated by reflections r,, a E II(X). Moreover II(X) 
has the least cardinality ind( R )  + t! + u with this property. where ind( R ) is an invariant of 
R. l' is the rank of R and u is the  nullity of the EARS R. In the finite or  affine case. that 
is when v = 0. or 1, n(X) ,  Wn(x) and ind(R) + l +  v are. as one expects. a set of simple 
roots. the Weyl group. and the rank of R, respectively. 
We conclude Chapter 111 by generalizing the results given in Section 2 of [M-S], showing 
that the Weyl group of an EARS of indes zero is the homomorphic image of some Weyl 
group of indefinite type where the  homomorphism and its kernel are given explicitly. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction to Extended Affine 
Lie Algebras 
1 Extended Affine Lie algebras 
Chapter I of this thesis. consisting of one section. is an introduction to extended affine 
Lie Agebras (EALA) and extended affine root systems (EARS). We start off by giving the 
definition of an EALA L and recording the basic properties of C and its EARS R. The 
results of this chapter appear in [H-KT]. [BGB] and [AABGP]. where [AABGP] is our main 
reference for this chapter. We have provided a proof in the cases in which we could not find 
a direct reference in which the proof is given. We have recorded only those basic properties 
of EALA's and EARS'S which are of use to us in this thesis. We refer the reader to [AABGP. 
I]. for a through study of the basic properties of EALA's. 
Definition 1.1 A n  Extended afine Lie algebra ( E A  LA for short) is a triple ( L .  (- .  -),1H) 
consisting of two complex Lie algebra *H and C with 'H C L, and a symmetric bilinear f o r m  
( .. a )  : L x C - C such that the axioms (EA I )  through (E-45) described below hold. 
{ E A  I )  The form (-, - )  i s  nondegenemte and invariant. (-4 form (.. .) on L is called inuariant 
i f ( x , [ y . = ] )  = ([x. y],z) for all x . y . z  E L:.) 
(E-42) (0) # 1-1 is finite dimensional, abelian and self-centralizing. Moreover a d ( h )  f 
End(C)  is diagonalizable for all h E I H .  
From (EA.2) we obtain the usual mot space decomposition 
where f, = {x E t I [h. x] = a(h)x  for all h  E H ) .  Let 
Then we can decompose R as  R = Ro u R X .  whem Ro and R X  a m  the sets of isotropic and 
nonisotropic roots of R respectively. (The symbol means disjoint union). So 
~ O = { c r ~ R I ( c ~ a ) = 0 )  and R X = { a ~ R I ( a . a ) # O ) .  
Our next axioms are 
(EA3)  a d c ( x )  is locally nilpotent for all x E Lo, a E R X  . 
(EA4) R is a discrete subset of 'H'. 
( E M )  C is irreducible; that is the root system R satisfies the following two conditions: 
(a )  Rx  cannot be decomposed as a disjoint union RI wR*, where RI and R2 are nonempty 
subsets of R X  satisfying (R1, R z )  = (01, 
(b )  For any cr E Ro, there exists a E R X  such that a + 5 E R. 
When there is no confusion, we simply call L an E.4L.4. 
We now state some of the immediate consequences of axioms (EAl  )-(EA5). 
From (EA2) we have 0 E R and Co = X. From the Jacobi identity we get 
[La, La] c for a. E H', 
and from t h e  invariancy of the bilinear form in ( EAl ) we get  
(L,.Lo) = {0) unless (I + 13 = 0. (1.4) 
In particulat the restriction of ( -. - )  to H is nondegenerate. This allows us to define for any 
a E H' a unique element t ,  E H by requiring that 
We t ransier the form to  H' by setting 
Using the  invariancy of (-, -)  and the nondegeneracy of ( -. - )  restricted to  H. we easily get 
[x.y] = (x. y)t,, for all x E L,, y E La. cr E R. ( 1.7) 
Thus 
[L,. L,] = C t ,  for all a E R. 
..tuiom (EA3) allows us to construct autornorphisms of the form 
where G E La, f, E C-,, a f R X .  and t f C X .  
Next for u E R X  we define r ,  E GL(H')  by 
2 ( a 7 B )  f o r d f i f x = .  f d 3 )  = ? - ( 1.10) b-4 
Let W = ).Vr be the subgroup of G L ( X ' )  generated by the reflections r,. a E R X  . Wr is 
called the Weyl group of L. Let us also define for cr E R X  . the element r, E GL( 'H)  by 
Then using the isometry a + t ,  from R* onto 'H. one can see that WL is isomorphic to  the 
subgroup of GL(7-l) generated br elements r;. a E R X .  It turns out that  (see (1.26) and 
( 1.27) of [AABGP. Chapter 11) 
In particular for t E C \ (0). 
wc 2 ( e , ( t ) l ~  I a E R ~ ) .  
Using ( 1.9). we have the  following result. 
Theorem 1.11 [AABGP, 1.1.29] Let C satisfy (EA1)-(EA3) and a E R X .  Then 
(a) For 0 E R, we have E Z. 
( b )  r,(R) = R. 
(c) C a n  R = {O.fa). 
(d) dimC, = 1.  
(e )  For any ,B € R there exist two nonnegative integers u ,  d such that for any n E Z we have 
d + na E R if and only if -d 5 n 5 u. iMoreouer. d - u = W3.a) (0.0)  ' 
We next want to  describe the root system of an EALA. 
Assume now that L: is an EALA. From Proposition 2.1 of [AABGP. I] we have 
( R .  RO) = { O } .  (1.12) 
Let V be the real span of R. Then the form (., - )  can be scaled so that 
(See Theorem 2.14 of [AABGP. I]). From now on we assume that ( 1.13) holds. Then it turns 
out that the  root system R satisfies the axioms (R1)-(R8) listed in the next definition. 
Definition 1.14 Let V be a nontrivial finite dimensional real vector space with a positive 
semidefinite symmetric bilinear f o m  (.. .) and let R be a subset of V .  Let 
R X  = {a E R : (a. a) # 0) and RO = { a  E R : (a. a) = 0) .  
Then, 
R = R X  M RO. 
R is called an extended a@ne root system (E.4 RS for short) in V i f  R satzsjes the follouling 
axioms: 
( R I ) O E  R 
(R2)  - R =  R 
(R3) R spans V 
( R d )  a E R X  * 20 # R 
(R5) R is discrete in V 
(R6)  If a E R X  and J E R. then there ezist d ,  u E Z>o - such that 
{ p + n o  : n  E Z } ~  R = { g - d a  .....@+ ua). 
(ad) and d - ,u = 2- (a,&) '
(R7) If R X  = R1 u R2, where (R l ,  R2) = {0), then either R1 or R2 is empty. 
(R8) For any a E Ro, there exists cr E R X  such that a + o E R. 
Two EARS'S R and R' in V are said to be isomorphic, mi t ten  R 2 R'. i f  there exists 
a linear bijection d from V onto itself so that q5 preserves the j'om ( - .  - )  up to a nonzero 
scalar and d( R )  = R'. 
Xow let R be an EARS in V (in particular R can be the root system of an EALA). Let 
vo be the radical of the form (- ,  .). Let 1, := V/V' and let - : V - 3 be the canonical map. 
Since the form (-. .) is positive semidefinite. we have 
Define a bilinear form ( .. - )  on v by letting 
(6.5) = (aJ) for d a,$ E V .  
The important fact here is that 
the form ( - . - )  is positive definite on v and that  
R ,  the image of R under - is a finite irreducible (not necessarily reduced) root system. 
(1.15) 
(Here we depart from [Bou] in assuming that an irreducible finite root system contains 0). 
Definition 1.16 The nullity of an EARS R is defined to be the dimension v of V'. The 
type of R is defined to be the type X of the finite root system R.  The mnk of R is defined 
to be the mnk 1 of R. Also R is called reduced i f  R is reduced. If R is the root system of an 
EALA f. then the nullity, the type and the rnnk of C are defined to be the nullity, the type 
and the rank of R,  respectively. We call the EALA L *simply laced' or -nonsimply laced' 
according to the type S 01 R. Therefore t is simply laced if it has one of the types S = A.  
D or E and is nonsimply laced if it has one of the types S = B .  C. F .  G or BC. 
We now lift R to a finite root system in V as follows. 
f t ~  a basis lI = {al, . .. , at) for R and choose (li in R so that &; = a;. (1.17) 
Let v be the real span of bl,.  . . . &. Then 
and - restricts to an isometry of v onto 3. Moreover. - sends the set 
R = I6 E v I d: + o  E R for some o E YO} 
onto R. Thus 
R is a finite root system in i! isomorphic to R and 
the restriction of the form on v is positive definite. 
Moreover, it follows that 
if d: E R is reduced. then dr E R. ( 1.20) 
(See [.4ABGP. 11.2.1 I]. .Us0 recall that a nonzero root c i  in a finite root system R is c d e d  
reduced if $6 # R). Let R' = R \ {O). We have R X  = Rsh u Rl, U B e r  where f i s h ,  ~ 1 ,  and 
R,, are the sets of short. long and extra long roots of R. respectively. We always assume 
that in simply Laced cases each nonzero root is a short root. Thus 81, and R ,  might be 
empty. This decomposition of R X  will serve to give a decomposition R X  = RI, U Rl, M R,. 
More precisely, let 
S = { o  E Vo I c i  + a  E R for some ci E R ~ ~ ) ,  
L = { o  E V0 I & + o  E R for some ci E dl,}  and 
E = {a E Vo I b + o  E R for some& E R,). 
Then 
where E E L S and S,  L and E satisfy some inter-relations which will be discussed in 
Construction 1.24 and Theorem 1.28 below. (We interpret + L or k,, + E as empty 
sets if I&, or R,, are empty, respectively. The important thing in the  above discription of 
R is that 
S and L are semilattices in V O  and E is a translated sernilattice in V 0 ,  ( 1.22) 
where the definitions of a semilattice and a translated semilattice are given bellow. 
Definition 1.23 A semilattice in a finite dimensional vector space U is a subset S of U 
sat is fying 
(Sl) 0 E S, ( S 2 )  S f 2s C S. ( S 3 )  S spans U, (S4) S is discrete in U. 
We define the rank of S to be the dimension o jU.  A tmnslated semilattice is a subset S of 
U which satisfies (S2). (S3) and (S4). 
The notion of a semilattice is a crucial notion in the discription of EARS'S and extended 
affine Weyl groups (see Chapter 3 for the definition of an  extended affine Weyl group). 
Semilattices are also used to give new examples of EALA's (see Chapter I1 and [AABGP, 
1111). To see more about semilattices see [AABGP. II-l]. We also consider sernilat tices in 
more details in 111. showing new aspects of their importance in the theory of EALA's. 
U p  to this point. we have shown how to decompose any EARS as in (1.21) using a finite 
root system and up to 3 semilattices and translated semilattices. Conversely. we can use a 
finite root system and semilattices to construct EARS: 
Construction 1.24 Suppose that R is an irreducible finite root system o/ type S in a finite 
dimensional real uector space 9 with a positiae definite symmetric bilinear form ( -. . ) . We 
decompose the set R of nonzero elements of R according to length as R x = R , ~  u R ~ ,  uR,. 
Let V' be a finite dimensional real uector space. let V = v @ V O ,  and extend ( - ,  - )  to V in 
such a way that (V.vO) = {O). 
(a)  (The simply laced construction) Suppose that S is simply laced. i.e. S = .At([ 2 1 ). 
D t ( e  2 4 ) .  Es, E7 or Es. Suppose that S is a semilattice in  vO. If S # A l  suppose further 
that S is a lattice in vO. Put 
R = m-t-, S) := ( S  + S) U ( R  + S). 
(b) (The reduced nonsimply laced construction) Suppose that X is reduced and nonsimply 
laced, i.e. S = B [ ( f  2 2).  Cc( t  > 3) .  F4 or GZ. Suppose that S and L are semilattices in 
YO so that 
L + k S C  L and S + L c S .  ( 1.2.5) 
where k is defined to be 3 i f  = Gz and 2 otherwise. Further. zf -1- = BB/(€  > 3 )  suppose 
that L is a lattice. if,Y = Ct(C 2 3 )  suppose that S is a lattice. and if-Y = F4 or G2 suppose 
that both S and L are lattices. Put 
( c )  (The BCt construction? t? 2 2 )  Suppose that X = BCt(& 3 2). Suppose that S and 
L are semilattices in Yo and E is a translated semilattice in V O  such that E n 2s = 0 and 
L + 2 S c L , S + L G S . E + ' Z L Z E  and L + E C L .  ( 1 .26) 
If C 2 3. suppose further that L is a lattice. Put 
( d )  (The BC1 construction) Suppose that X = BC1. Suppose that S is a semilattice in 
Vo and E is a translated semilattice in Vo such that E n  2s = 8 and 
E + 4 S & E  and S + E C S .  ( 1.27) 
In the  following two theorems. we state the main results on the structure of EARS'S. 
Theorem 1.28 [AA BGP, 11.9.371 Let X be one of the types for a finite mot system. Start- 
ing from a finite root sptern R of type X and u p  to three semilattices or translated sernilat- 
tices (as indicated in the construction). Construction 1.24 produces an extended afine root 
system of type S. Conversely, any extended af ine  root system of type -Y is isomorphic to 
a mot system obtained from the part of Construction 1.28 corresponding to type S. a 
Theorem 1.29 [.4A BGP. II.3.11 
( a )  Suppose that S is simply laced and R ( X .  S )  and R ( S .  S t )  are as in Construction 
a ) .  Then. R ( S  S )  2 R( .Y .S t )  i s  there exists y E GL(V')  so that 
(b) Suppose that X is educed nonsirnply laced and R ( X ,  S,  L )  and R ( X ,  S'. L') are as 
in Construction 2-24. Then R ( X  S. L )  2 R ( X .  S'. L') ifl  there exists p E GL(VO) so that 
for some 6' E S' and A' E Lf.  
We saw that given an EALA L, we have a nice description of the root system of L. Now 
we come back to the Lie algebra L itself to see what more we can say about C. 
Let. as before L be an EALA of type and nullity v with root system R. 
Definition 1.30 The core o f L  is defined to be the subalgebm of C generated by  root spaces 
La. a nonzsotropic. W e  denote by LC the core of C .  
Since LC. as a subalgebra of C, is generated by homogenous elements with respect to the 
grading C = EoEHm Lo.  we get 
We have C, LC for CL E R X .  Thus 
From (1.4) and (1.7) we have t ,  E LC for ct E R x .  From this and axiom (EA5)(b) .  it 
follows easily that t ,  E LC for a E RO. Thus 
Lemma 1.33 LC is perfect. 
Proof. We only need to show that f, [L,.L,]. Since C, is generated by root spaces 
C,. a E R X .  it is enough to show that C, [L,.Lc] for a E R X .  So let a E R X  and 
x, E L,. By (1.32).we have t a  f L,.Thus 
Since a E R X .  we have a ( t , )  = (a. a )  # 0. This gives x, E [L,.Lc]. 
Recall from ( 1.17)  that v = c:=, Rhi where . . , & E R. ..Us0 recall that R0 = 
R n YO. V 0  having dimension v. From ( 1.21) we have RO = S f S where S is a semilattice 
of rank v .  Then one can see that ( [AABGP. 11.1.1 I]) 
S contains a basis J1,. . . .6, of V 0  such that (S) = x:=, 26;. ( 1 . 3 4 )  
where (S) denotes the Z-span of S in v*. Let 
I& = Ct6,  and V; = Cts , .  
Since b l ,  . . . -6 ,  are R-linearly independent. we have 
Since ( -. ) is real valued and is nondegenerate on V ,  it follows that 
the restriction of the form on l& is also nondegenerate. 
For our later use we need to make the following definition here. 
Definition 1.38 The EALA C is called nondegenemte if dimVg = v .  L is called degenemte 
otherwise. (The relations between degenerate and nondegenemte EAL.4.s is clarified in a 
forthcoming paper by Yun Gao.) 
We continue our study of EALA C. (without assuming that f is necessarily nondegenerate 
at this stage). 
Lemma 1.39 % n t ,  = vC $ Vg.  
Proof. We have t a ,  , . . . . t , ,  . t a ,  . . . . . tbu are in 31. Then it becomes clear from ( 1 .X) that 
We now show the reverse inclusion. First note tha t  if a E R( 2 v 5 yo ) .  then a is in the 
real span of hi's and hi's- Thus t ,  is in the real span of ts,'s and tst's.  Therefore 
Now since LC is generated by La, a E R X  . we have 
Thus from ( 1.8) and ( 1.40) we get 
This completes the proof. 
Next let 
the orthogonal complement of LC in L with respect to (-. -). .Use let 
the centralizer 
Thus Z ( L , )  S 
Lemma 1.43 
Proof. Let 
ct E R X .  Then 
Lemma 1.44 
Proof. We 
tf- = Cr(L,)- 
13:. where Z(C,) denotes the center of LC. 
s E Z(C,) = Lb. Then (x.Lc) = {O}. In particular ( x . L , )  = (0) for all 
from the nondegeneracy of the form and (1.4) it follo~vs that x E CaERO La.
have Z(C,) C C:. Thus (Z(Lc) n 'H, LC n 71) = {O). Since z ( L c )  n C 
LC n H = vC @ by lemma 1.39. we get Z(C,) n 7.1 E Vg.  To get equality. we only need 
to show that ts,. . . . , ts, E Z(C,). But for cr E R and 1 5 i < v. 
since 6; is isotropic. Thus t6, E Z(L,). 
From ( 1.32) we have t ,  E LC for any E R, thus 
( t , .  Z(L ,)) C (t,. L:) = { 0 }  for E R. 
Lemma 1.46 Let a E R. then 
t ,  E 2(&) if and only if a(% n LC) = (0). 
Proof. From Lemmas 1.44 and 1.39 we have 
t ,  E Z ( f . ) = t ,  E S ( L , ) n H o t ,  E ~ : o ( t , , l & @ ~ g ) =  { O l e  o ( H n L , )  = {O). 
If a E R X  and a E RO. then a + a is nonisotropic and so 
[La. &I s La+, G L C .  
From this. it follows that 
LC is an ideal of L. 
Hence we have a representation 
p : C - D e r ( t c ) .  (the derivation algebra of LC) 
Clearly the  kernel of p is just CL(L,) which is equal to L: by ( 1.42). 
Definition 1.48 The EALA L is called tame if t: equals the center Z ( L C )  of the corn. 
By (1.42).  we have C is tame if and only if L$ C LC. 
From now on we assume that t is a tame EALA. Since t h e  restriction of the form to 
both H and is nondegenerate and (v= 5 V: ,V:)  = {O). it follows that there exists a 
subspace 2, of H which satisfies 
By Lemma 1.39. we have 
Lemma 1.50 H = vC (g V: @ D. 
Proof. Let W' be a complement of I& $ V g  $ V in 'H such that (& @ V:. W') = ( 0 ) .  
By Lemma 1.39, C, n H = vc $1.': and LC n W' = {O). Thus 
(t,, w') = (1 f,n L,. w') = (13, n Lot w') = {o). 
aER 
Therefore W' & L: = Z ( L , )  f , since L is tame. Hence W' = (0). o 
By (1.36), [f]  5 dimVt 5 v. Let p = dimV:. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
that ts ,  , . . . . t h ,  are C-linearly independent. Since (l&, V: ) = (0) , (Vg , V: ) = {O) and the 
restriction of the form to 'H is nondegenerate. it follows from Lemma 1.50 that 
there exists a basis d l .  . . . . d, of 27 such that 
( h , y d j ) = 6 i j y  ~ S ~ ~ J S P *  
Let Ai be the unique element in 'H' so that ta, = d i ,  1 5 i 5 p. Then H* = ~ f = ,  C a i  f3 
Chi 6 ELt C A i .  We set 
Then R 2 P 31': and the form restricted to P is nondegenerate. For a E R X  we define 
the reflection ra E G L ( G )  b y  r,(X) = X - (A.&)(I: and we form the group 
Recd  the Weyl group Wr of the EALA 13 defined earlier in this section. It is easy to see 
that 
Wc 2 W,. ( 1.53) 
Indeed the assignment r ,  - tolo, (I E RX induces this isomorphism. Ln Chapter 111. we 
investigate structure of the Weyl group W,. 
Next. we want to make L into a 2"-graded Lie algebra. For this purpose 
we assume, from now on, that L is a nondegenerate EALA. 
(See Definition 1.38.) By (1.51) 
that there exists a basis d l , .  . . , d, of V such that 
( t a , ,  d j )  = bij  for 1 5 i, j 5 U. 
Note that by (1.21) and (1.34). any a E R can be written in the form o = XI=, nibi + 
EL1 mjhj .  ni. rn, E Z. Then for x E L,. we have 
That is d j  is the j - th degree derivation. We define 
e 1/ 
d e g ( x ) = ( m l  ,..., m , ) E Z U  fo rx  E La. a = C n i a i + C m j b j  E R. (1.35) 
i= 1 j = 1  
This defines a grading on L so that  
C =  Lu where tu = {r E C I d e g ( z ) = a ) .  
4 E Z "  
Lemma 1.56 Let G be a Lie algebm and M an abelian subalgebra of G with a decomposition 
Then for any grading G = xaEA Va ofG with M 2 Do and A and abelian group. we have 
Proof. The inclusion -2'' is clear. To see the reverse inclusion let a E .Ifm and x E Go 
x = xal + . a .  f xat for somexal  E Da'. a; fa ,  if i # j. 
Therefore. it is enough to show that xal E La, for i = 1.. . . . t .  For h E M we have 
t t C (l(h)zat = a ( h ) z  = [h. x]  = C[h. xal]. where 
i= 1 t = 1  
a ( h ) x a t  E Dal and [h. za t ]  E [ M .  D"'] [DO. DO') Dal.  
Thus a(h)xa8 = [h. xal] for all h E M. Hence xa' E G,. 
Since Lo = 'F1 Lo. Lemma 1.56 gives 
Since 13, is generated by La? a € RX. and L, is generated by homogenous elements with 
respect to the 2"-grading on Lt we get that LC is 2" -graded with 
L C =  L: where LF =LcnLq. ~ E Z " .  
u € Z U  
Thus from (1 .57) .  (1.31) and (1.58) we have 
C = L, = Cff n C, and 
a € R  a€RaEZW 
Chapter 2 
Twisting by Automorphisms 
Introduction 
The objective of this chapter is to  show that ,  as in the case of affine Kac-Moody Lie 
aigebras. some of the known EALA's can be realized as the  fixed point subalgebras of some 
other EALA's by a twisting process. The process of twisting is a well-known phenomena 
which first appeared in t he  attempt t o  find realizations for twisted affine Lie algebras starting 
from a nontwisted one. 
One of the most important points in the development of the theory of Kac-Moody Lie 
algebras is to find a realization of such Lie algebras. The  class of affine Lie algebras is 
divided into the subclasses of "twisted' and *nontwisted" affine Lie algebras (see [Ka], [M- 
P] ). On the other hand we can also divide the class of affine Lie algebras into the classes of 
"simply laced" and "nonsimplq. laced" affine Lie algebras (see Definition 1.1.15). Then we 
have 
any simply laced affine Lie algebra is a nontwisted affine Lie algebra. and 
any twisted affine Lie algebra is a nonsimply laced affine Lie algebra. 
Here we note that a Lie algebra over the complex field is an affine Kac-Moody Lie 
algebra if and only if it is a tame EALA with nullity u = 1 (see [ABGP]). 
It is well known that nontwisted (in particular simply laced) &ne Lie algebras can be 
realized as the tensor product over C of a simple finite dimensional complex Lie algebra 
with the Laurent polynomials in one variable. We must make clear that by an affine Lie 
algebra here, we simply mean the loop version. that  is no central element or derivation is 
added. The nonsimply laced (in particular twisted) affine Lie algebras can be realized as 
the fixed point subalgebras of simply laced affine Lie algebras with respect t o  some finite 
order automorphism. The process in part shows that dl finite dimensional complex Lie 
algebras of nonsimply laced type can be realized as the fixed point subalgebras of simply 
laced ones. with respect to  some diagram automorphism. We wiU refer to this pattern, that 
is the pattern of realizing an algebra as the fixed point subalgebra of some other algebra. 
as the rwisting pattern". 
In the development of the theory of EALA's. a basic natural question is the realization 
problem. Kamely, for a given type and fixed nullity. axioms of an EALA C, allow the 
description of all the possible sets R which can be considered as the root system of C. Now 
the realization problem is that given such a root system R. is there any EALA L. which has 
R as its root system. 
In 1990. Heegh-Krohn and B. Torresani. [H-KT] introduced axioms for a very interesting 
class of Lie algebras which they called "quasi simple Lie algebras". (In [AABGP]. after some 
modification and simplification of axioms this class is called EALX's.) [H-KT] describe the 
corresponding root systems and give a partial answer to the realization problem. (The 
description of root systems given in [H-KT] contains some inaccuracies. ) Basically. the 
realization for a simply laced EALA of type X and nullity u is the generalized loop algebra 
& c[z:'. . . . . z:']. where is a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra of type X and 
c[z:'. . . . , x ; l ]  is the commutative ring of Laurent polynomials in v variables (see [H-KT], 
[BGE]. [t\ABGP]). For the construction of EALAgs of nonsimply laced type. [H-KT] follow 
the twisting pattern. In general if the root system R is nonsimply laced with nullity v = 2. 
they realize the EALA with root system R as the k e d  point subalgebra of some simply 
laced EAL-4 of nullity 2 with respect to some finite order automorphism. 
The root systems of the examples given in [H-KT] do not cover all the possible EARS's 
of nullity 2. Later in 1991. U. Pollmann (Po] in her thesis followed exactly the same method. 
the twisting pattern. to  give realizations for EALA's of nuUity u = 2. Her work completed 
the realization problem for the case v = 2. 
In 1985 Saito [Sail classified all (marked) EARS's of nullity u = 2. He assigns a diagram 
to each such root systems which determines the root system uniquely. He shows that each 
(marked) EARS of nonsimply laced type can be realized as the fixed point subset of some 
diagram automorphism of a (marked) EARS of simply laced type. 
We would like to remark here tha t  there are plenty of EARS's which do not arise as the 
root systems of known evamples of EALA's. In fact in [AABGP]. the authors conjectured 
that 
there are EARS of type F4. G3, B2, Ct(Q 3)  and BCc( t  2 L )  
which do not arise as the root system of an EALA. 
(We learncd in a private communication from B. Allison and Y- Gao that this conjecture is 
now known to be true for the cases El2, CC(& 2 3),  F4 and G2. ) We formulate the following 
question which arises na tu rdy  with respect to  the above twisting pattern. 
Can nonsimply laced EARS's be reaiized as the root systems of fixed point subalgebras 
of some simply laced EALA7s. with respect to some finite order autornorphisms?. 
We will give a positive answer to  this question for the types B, C and BC. in Chapter 
I11 of [AABGP], the authors give a construction which provides the most general form 
of the known examples of EALA's. in the sense that the root systems of such examples 
covers dl the known EARS's, arising from Lie algebras. given in [AABGP] or given by 
others. Modifying the construction given in [AABGP], we show that for types A*. 8. C 
and BC all the known EARS'S. arising from algebras. can be realized as the root systems 
of fived point subalgebras of some E-4LA's of types A and D. with respect t o  some period 
2 autornorphism. In [AABGP] the given examples of EALA's of types .A1. B. C and BC 
are realized as derived subalgebras of certain subalgebras of Mn(A)  consisting of skew- 
symmetric elements relative to an involution of Mn(A). Were A is a quantum torus. Using 
this, with slight modifications. it is easy to see that these examples can be obtained by the 
twisting process from EALA's of type A (see Sections 3 and 4). We also show that (see 
Section 5) EALA's of type rll and B can be obtained by the twisting process from EALA's 
of type D. Here we mention that realizing a Lie algebra as a twisted subalgebra of another 
Lie algebra which has a simpler structure often leads to a better understanding of that Lie 
algebra. We also show that all the known EARS's of type BC. arising from Lie algebras. 
can be realized as the root systems of fixed point subalgebras of some EALA's of type 
C. with respect to some period 2 automorphisms. An interesting point is the generality 
of the automorphisms which we give in each type, in the sense that the automorphism is 
given by a general matrix which covers all the cases under consideration and that the given 
automorphisms are independent of the notion of a diagram. We remark here that all of 
our examples of Lie algebras will be Lie subalgebras of some matrix algebra M,(A) with 
commutator product in which A is a quantum torus. Here the only quantum tori which we 
need are those which are associative algebras generated by a finite number of generators 
Xi, X;' which commute modulo f 1. 
1 A General Construction of Extended Affine Lie Algebras 
Ln this section. we start by constructing an EALA L: of nullity v from a given Lie algebra 
which we call a (tame) generalized loop algebra (see Definition 1.20). satisfying some 
prescribed conditions. The imposed conditions on G are a modified version of those given 
in [AABGP. 111.11. The objective is that our constructed EALA L: covers all the examples 
which will arise naturaly in future sections while some of these examples do not fit the 
construction given in [AABGP. In. 11. 
-4s it is shown in [AABGP.III.1.20] when is tame. the constructed EALA L: is also 
tame. Moreover G is a central quotient of the core of C. In Proposition 1.35 we give a 
converse result to this, namely, given any (nondegenerate) tame EALA L, the quotient 
algebra of the core of L modulo its center is a tame generalized loop algebra. We also state 
some results regarding the core of G (see Definition 1.20). 
We start with a Lie algebra G satisfying 9 conditions. (C1)-(C9) bellow. This will let us 
construct a Lie algebra 1: satisfying axioms (EA1)-(EAJ) of an EALA. Imposing two more 
conditions. (C10) - (Cl l ) ,  on G,  L becomes an E,4L.4 which might not be tame. Imposing 
one more condition, (C12),  L becomes tame. We refer the reader to [AABGP, III.1] for 
more details on this section. 
Let v be a positive integer. Let (B, (+. +), 'H) be a triple consisting of two cornples Lie 
algebra fi and G ('?? G ) and a symmetric bilinear form ( .. . ) : E x G - C. satisfying 
conditions ( C I )-( C9) bellow. 
(Cl) The form (.. .) is nondegenerate and invariant. 
(C2) fi is a nontrivial finite dimensional abelian subalgebra of G such that adp(7?) is 
diagonalizable. and 
(C3) (- , .)ITix~isnondegenerate.  
Because of (C3), we may transfer ( a ,  - )  to  a form on fi'. the (complex) dual space of 7-k 
Also, by (C2). we have 
Put 
Assume next that 
(C4) The restriction of the form ( - .  - )  to the real space spanned by R is a positive 
definite real vdued form such that R is an irreducible finite root system in 0 and 
(C5) B = $ C u E Z u  Gu is ZY-giaded as a Lie algebra. 
(Recall that an algebra 4' with product is said to  be Zu-gmded if J' = $ CuCZu yo. where 
Yo. u E Z", are subspaces of y such that yo + YT for u. T E Zu. In that case. if 
y E Yu, we say that y has degree u and write deg( y )  = 0.) 
We assume further that the Zu-grading on G in ( C 5 )  has the following compatibility 
properties: 
(C8) {a E ZY I gu # {0}} generates a subgroup of ZY of rank v, and 
Before introducing some more conditions on we will derive some implications from 
( C l  )-(C9). 
It follows from ( C 5 )  that we may define d ;  f Der(G), for i = I. . . . . v .  by 
for x E ~("l?"'J'v). Also it follows from (C8) and (C9) that 
( a )  dl . .  . . . d, commute and are independent over C. 
( b )  (d;x, y )  = -(x. d i g )  for all x ,  y E G, 1  5 i 5 v. ( 1.2) 
( c )  (di[x. y], +) + (di[y. r ] ,  X )  + ( d i [ t .  x], 9) = 0 for dl X, 3. z E G, 1 I i < v- 
(For details see (AABGP. 111.1.121). 
We now define a triple (C. ( -. ). 'H) which will finally give our desired EALA. We start 
with C. Let 
C = G a C @ D .  (1 .3)  
where 
C = Ccl $ - - 5 Cc,, a v-dimensional vector space. and 
V = Cdl @ - - - 5  Cd, c Der(G).  
Define the anti-commutative product [., .I' on L as follows: 
It follows easily from ( 1.2)(c) that L is a Lie algebra over 43. Nest. define the form ( -. - )  on 
L: such that 
e( - .  - )  extends the  form (- .  .) on G, 
e(C.C) = (D.V) = {O}. 
e(ci, d j )  = hi,, i ,  j = 1,. . .. V, and 
C E )  = (W2 = {o). 
It follows from ( C l  ) and the definition of [.. .I' t ha t  
the extended form ( -. - )  on C is nondegenerate and invariant. ( 1.4) 
Nest pu t  
?i=.Fiecev. 
By (C'2) and (C7) ,  'H is an abelian subalgebra of L. We can identify 
Let {bl. . . . .6,) be the basis for D' dual to { d l , .  . . . d,). Identify Zu as a subset of D m  
through 
Then? 
We transfer the form ( - . - )  on H to H' using the elements t,. a E X' (see (1.1.6)). Let 
{ J ~ .  . . y V }  be the basis for C' dual to {cl, .  . . . c,). It is clear from definition of t,'s that 
for 6 E ?i' and i = 1, . . - . v. Hence if we restrict the form on H' to g' . we get the form 
transferred from fi at the beginning of this section. and 
(~?,T@C*) = {O), (V*,V') = {O), (Cm.C') = {0} and ( 7 i 7 d j )  = hij  (1.7) 
for 15 i , j  5 Y. 
For a f 'H', let 
t, = {x E L : [ h . x ]  = a ( h ) x  for a l l  h EX} .  
Then, by (C2).  (C5).  (C6), (C7) and (1.5), we have 
where 
and 
L6+u = & n G u .  for ti E R, o E Zu with & + o  # 0. 
Therefore, if we put 
R = { a €  H' : C, # { O } } .  
we get 
R = {d. + u I d. E d :a  E Zu.Gb n Go # {O)) 2 R + Z Y .  
Note that. by (Cd), 
(&.it) > O for c i  E d x -  
Then. it follows from (1.11), (1.7) and (1.12) that  
Thus 
R~ := R \ RO = {it + a I d! E R ~ ,  0 E zY. G* n # {o}}. 
Note also that  from (1.11) and (1.13) we have 
The following Lemma is a part of the statement of Proposition 1.20 of [AABGP, 1111. 
Lemma 1.16 Suppose the triple (F. ( - .  -),fi) satisfies (C1) through (C9). Then the triple 
( C .  ( ., -). 7f) conslructed above satisfies axioms ( E A I )  through (E.44) from Definition 1.1.1. 
Proof. First (EA1)  follows from (1.4): and (EA2)  iolIows from (1.8) and (1.9). 
For ( E M )  note tha t  if 17 E R and a E R X .  then by (1.14). the a-string through ,d in R 
is finite (since R is finite). So we have (EA3). 
Nest by ( 1.1 1 ), R is a discrete subset of 'H' and so we have (EA4). [7 
Our goal is t o  make (L. (.. -), 3.1) into a ( tame)  EALA. As we've seen in Lemma 1.16, 
conditions ( C l )  through (C9) guarantee that  (E.41) through (EA-I) holds. We need to put 
some more conditions on (G. (-,-).fi) t o  force f to  satisfy ( E X ) .  Let S denote the type 
of the root system R. .Also. as usual. decompose dX as R~ = tish U ~ 1 ,  U R,, where R , ~ ,  
R ~ , .  and R., denote the  set of short, long and extra long roots of dX respectively. As a 
convention, we assume tha t  
if .X- is simply laced then any root is a short root. 
Therefore in the  above decomposition of dX . R ~ ,  and R,, might be empty. Assume that 
(C10) if -1- # Ce. then 
Go n G= jL { O )  for ir E ~ 1 ,  and there exists r E Zu such t h a t  GT n G6 + {O) for d E R S ~ .  
and if -X' = Ct, then 
Go n Gdr # {0} for c i  E brh and there exists r E Zu such tha t  F7 n G= f { O }  for c i  E &,. 
Note tha t  if T = 0, then (C10) is equivalent to  
1 
GO n Gb # {o} for each ir E RX such tha t  # R. (1.17) 
(C11) If 0 E Ro. then there exist (r E R~ and r )  E ZY such that  Gb n Gr) # {O) and 
86 n F"'" # {o}. 
As we will see later these two additional conditions guarantee that  ( EAS) holds. 
Corresponding t o  the  element r E Zu which appeared in (C10). we define a finite root 
system k ,  as follows. Let €1. . . . . rr+l be the usual orthogonal basis for R'+ l .  Then we can 
Note that if X = Es or S = E;. then R~ can be identified canonically with a subsystem 
of E8. 
Definition 1.18 Let R have one of the f o m s  as above and k t  r E ZY.  Let R~ be the set 
obtained from R by  changing each ci to ci +r ti-Y # Cc and by changing each 6; to ci + (r/2) 
if S = Cc Since r is in the radical of the form, it is clear thal R, is a finite mot system 
in spanp &, isomorphic to R.  WE tail 8,. the r - translation of fi. In fact R,  has the fonn 
Lastly. we impose the following condition on (F, (-. -).??) to  make L into a tame EALA. 
(C12) is generated as a Lie algebra by G*. 6 E tix. or equivalently 
Remark 1.19 Condition (C11) is  a consequence of conditions (C1)-(C9) and (C12). To 
see this, first note that by  Lemma 1.16. L satisfies ( E A l )  through (EW). Therefore by 
Theorem I.1.11, R = -R. Now let a E R? B y  ( l . l j J ,  Fun  Go # {O). By (C12)  we have 
Thus it follows from (C5) and (C6) that there exists C, C E 2" and 6 E R X  such that 
& n Gc # {O), G-= n GC' # (0) and C + C' = a. By (1.14). -ci + (" E R and so ir - C' E R 
( since R = - R ) .  Thus Gh f~ G-I' # { 0 ) ,  by (1.14) again. Put I )  = -if. Then we have 
Hence ( C l  I )  holds. 
Definition 1.20 Let E and f i  be two complez Lie algebras and (- .  - )  : G x G -- C be a 
symmetric bilinear / o m .  We call the triple (G, ( - .  -),7?) a generalized loop algebm if  it 
satisjies conditions (C1) through (C11) above. We define the core of G. denoted by  g,. to 
be the subalgebra of generated by spaces G*, d E dX. Indeed. 
If moreover (Q, ( -, -), fi) satisfies (C12), uw call it a tame generalized loop algebm. When 
there is no con/usion we simply call E a ( tame) genemlized loop algebm. I f G  is tame. then 
by (C12),  G, = 9. W e  define the type o f E  to be the type of f in i te  mot system R .  defined by  
The following Proposition is a modified version of Proposition 1.20 of [AABGP. 1111. 
Proposition 1.21 Let (F, (-.-),fi) be a genemlized loop algebm and (L, ( - .  -).H) be the 
triple constructed above. Then L is an EAL.4 of type X and nullity v which is tame if 
G is tame. Moreover. if r = 0 in (CIO). then the root system R of L is isomorphic 
to R ( X .  S ) .  R ( S .  S .  L ). R ( S  S. E )  or R ( X ,  S. L.  E )  (see Construction 1.1.24) according to 
whether .ri is simply laced. reduced nonsimply laced, BCI or BCr(l 2 2 )  respectively. where 
s = {o E ZY 1 G& n Gu # {o}) for 6 E f i sh .  
L = {u E ZY I G* n E" # {O)) for & E RI, (if RI, # 0). and ( 1.22) 
E = {o E Zw I & n Qu # { O } )  for d! E d ,  (if R,, # 0) .  
Proof- Let F be a generalized loop algebra. By Lemma 1.16 the axioms ( EA 1) through 
( EA4) are  satisfied. Therefore t o  show that L is an EXLA. it only remains t o  prove ( E45).  
We must show that  
( a )  R X  cannot be decomposed as a disjoint union R1 ttr R2,  where R1 and R2 are 
nonempty subsets of R X  satisfying (R1, R 2 )  = (0). 
( b )  For any a E Ro. there exists o E R X  such that  a + a  E R. 
We star t  with (a). Since (EA1) through (E-43) holds. we have from Theorem I . l . l l ( c )  
tha t  
if cr E R X .  then for any ,13 E R there esists two non-negative integers 
u.d such that for any 12 E Z. we have ( 1.23) 
2 ( J . a )  P + n ~ € R e - d < n < u ,  and d - u = -  (Q,Q)  
Now let V be the  real span of R. Then by ( 1.11), ( 1.7) and (1.12). the form (.. - )  restricts 
t o  a real valued form on V .  Let V o  be the kernel of ( - , - )  restricted to  V .  let L' = V / V o  
and let - : V - 3 be the canonical map. Let r E ZY be as in (C10) and let R ,  be the 
r- translation of R. We claim that 
if d. is reduced in R,. then d: E R. ( 1.24) 
We first note that  by ( 1.23) 
R = - R .  
By (CIO), (1.14) and (1.25) 
( E i r h * r ) ~ d r , ~  R i f S # C c  and 
Eish u(dlg k T )  5 R if X = Cc.  
This in particular shows t h a t  
if d E R' is reduced then there esists s E { O . i l )  so t h a t  f d 5 nr E R. 
( 1-27) 
This in t u r n  gives nr E (Span,R n Z Y )  Span,Ro. 
Now if -rr' = .A1 o r  -' = BCl. ( 1.24) is satisfied. by ( 1.26). If -4.. = Bt(I 2 3)  or  
X = BCt(Z 2 2) ,  then the  set  of reduced roots in R, is 
By (1.26) we only need t o  show that  5 ( r i  + E j  + 2 r )  E R for 1 5 i # j 5 l .  Fix i # j. We 
have ci - cJ E R and €i + T E R. It can be easily seen that  ci + Cj + 2r is in the ( 6,  + r )-st ring 
through Ei - c j .  Therefore. by ( 1.23). ci + c j  + 2r E R. Thus 1.24 holds in this case. 
Next let X = Ce(l 2 2) .  We have 
By (1.26). we only need t o  show that * ( r i  + e j  + r )  E R for 1 5 i # j l. FLY i # j .  
We have r i  - € j  € R and 2e j  + r E R. It can be easily seen tha t  ci + 6, + T is in the 
(2c, + +string through Ci - Ej. By ( 1.23) ,  c; + c, + r E R.  Thus ( 1.24) holds in this case 
too. 
For the remaining types we can use similar arguments t o  see that  ( 1.24) holds in these 
cases too. This finishes t h e  proof of ( 1.24) .  
Xext let vr be the real span of R,. By (1.24). l& V. Hence k + V 0  & L'. We now 
show the reverse inclusion. We need only to show that  R E 3, + V O .  Let a E R. By 
(1.14) and ( l . l j ) ,  a = ci + a for some ci E R and o E 2'. By definition of R~ there exists 
n E {0, il, f 2) such that  ir + nr  E BT.  Now since 
h + o = ( d r + n r ) + ( o - n r ) E R c V  and d . + n r E  ~ , c c , c V .  
we get 0 - n r  E V II ZY. Thus  0 - n~ E V O .  This gives a = d + o E Gr + Vo. Hence 
V  = V, + v*. But this sum is direct because of (C4) and the fact tha t  R, 2 R. Thus 
V = 5 V0 and so the  restriction of - to is an  isometry. Moreover the argument we 
used to  prove that  V  2 cr + V o  shows that  this map sends R,  t o  R. the image of R under 
- Hence R is an irreducible finite root system in (which is isomorphic to R).  Now (a) 
follows easily from this fact. 
To show (b), let o E Ro. Then by (Cll), there exist d E R' and q E Z" such that  
G*nGq # {O)  and F6nEu+" # {O}. Then by ( 1.14). o := &+r) E R and a+o = ci+q+o E R. 
Therefore ( b ) holds. 
Thus. f is an EALA. Since we have seen R 1 R. it follows that R (and hence by 
definition C) has type X. 
Sext , we show that R has nullity v. For this we need to check that V o  is v-dimensional. 
By ( 1.11) and (1.13). Ro 2 Vo RY. Therefore by (C8). we will have V0 is v-dimensional 
if we prove that 
{u E ZY I G" # {0)} 2 spanR RO. ( 1.28) 
By (C5).  (C6) and (1.15) 
Therefore. ( 1.28) follows if we prove that 
& n G U  # {O). O E  Z". ci E R' implies o E  span,^*. ( 1.29) 
So let a E ZV and G& n Gu # (0) for some ir E R ~ .  By (1.14). ci + o E R. If' d. is 
reduced in R. then by (1.27). there exists n E Z such that f d + n r  E R. Now consider the 
(f ci + nr)-string through d. + o t o  get that o f. n r  E R. Thus a i n r  E R n 2' = Ro. 
Hence a E SpanR~O.  If d! is not reduced in R then & = 2 3  for some reduced d in R. Then 
by (1.27).  f d + nT E R for some n E Z. Now consider the (i$ + nr)-string through d: + o 
to get that a& 2 n r  E R. Thus cr f 2nr E R n ZY = Ro. This gives o E Spanp R0 and finishes 
the proof of ( 1.29). Hence R has nullity v. 
Nest. we want t o  show that if G is tame , so is L. First. we make the following claim. 
Claim. If LC and Ec are  the cores of L and E respectively, then f, = Gc 5 C. 
Proof of claim. By ( C 6 ) .  (1.10) and (1.14). we have that  f, is the subalgebra of C 
generated by Gb, ir E d '. Thus from the way the bracket is defined on L, we get LC d8C. 
For the reverse inclusion note first that By (C6)  and ( 1.10). 
Therefore Gc & t,. Thus it only remains to show that C LC. Let 0 E Ro. By (1.1.32). 
1, E LC. By (C8) and (1.28). RO contains a basis of R". Thus t, E LC for d o E ZY and so 
ci = ta, E LC for i = 1.. . .. u. Hence C C LC and so 
as claimed. 
Now if G is tame. then (C12) holds and so G, = G. Thus LC = G G C. by the above 
claim. Therefore the orthogonal complement L: of LC in L: (see (1.1 -1 1 ) for definition) is 
C. which is contained in LC. So C is tame. 
Finally if the element r appearing in (C10) is zero. then the last statement of the 
proposition follows from Theorem 2.37 of [MBGP.  111. 0 
We now would like t o  s ta te  some results regarding the core Gc of a generalized loop 
algebra E. So in what follows let (F, (.. .),7?) be a generalized loop algebra and (t. (.. - ) .  H )  
be the EALA constructed above. 
From the claim stated in the proof of Proposition 1.21. we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.30 LC = Gc 6 C. 0 
Since for ir E k X .  we have [&, Go] Cb Gc, it follows that  
G, is an ideal of G. 
Corollary 1.31 The core Gc of G is perfect. In particular a n y  tame generalized loop algebra 
is perfect. 
Proof. We only need to  show that Gc [Gc. &I. By Proposition 1.21, C = E 13 C 3 D is 
an EALA. By Lemma 1.1.33. LC, the core of C. is perfect. Thus 
Since Gc is an  ideal of G which is perfect. it follows easily from invariancy and nondegeneracy 
of the form that  
G: = {x E G  I [I.&] = {o)}. ( 1.32) 
Corollary 1.33 @ S C E C:.
Proof. We have L C  = G c @ C .  Thus 
Lemma 1.34 Let (4. (-, -). 7?) be a generalized loop algebra such that & Gc and the form 
( - .  - )  restricted to Gc x Gc is nondegenerate. Then (Gc, ( - ,  -).3.1) is a tame generalized loop 
algebra. 
Proof. We have (C1)-(C11) hold for and we want t o  show tha t  (C1)- (C12) hold for 
G,. Clearly ( C l ) .  (C2) .  (C3) and f C4) hold for Gc. Moreover. we have 
Indeed. 
( a 6  = Gc5 i f d ~  R X  and ( F c ) o = G c n G o  = [G*.G-&]. 
*CRY 
Since G = &zY and by (C6) ,  Gc is generated by homogenous elements with respect to 
the Z" -grading on G. we have 
Thus  (Cj) holds for GC. Since (CS) holds for G. we have ?i Go. Thus 3i E O n G c  = (GC)O- 
Thus ( C 7 )  holds for G,. Next. we show (C8) hols for Gc. Since (C8) holds for G. we have 
{cr E Zu I gg # {0)} generates a subgroup of rank v of 2". So it  is enough t o  show 
that the set {a E ZY I Bu # (0) } is contained in the subgroup of 2' generated by the set 
{a E ZY I G; # {O} } -  Let E E ZY and PE # {O}. Then {O} # CZ G = &A&z" &nCb. 
Thus @ n & # (0) for some b E R. If dr E R * .  then 
If ir = 0. then @ n Go # {O). Since (C11) holds for G. there exist d E BX and 7 E ZY such 
that Gb n " # {O) and GB n GZ+? # (0). Thus 
Hence ( belongs to the subgroup of ZY generated by {o E Zu I GF # {O}}. Hence (C8) holds 
for R. (C9)  holds for GC since it holds for G. Since (GC)& = & for d E dX . ( CIO ) holds for 
Gc. (C12) holds for Gc since 
By Remark 1.19, (Cll) also holds. 0 
We now state a converse result to Proposition 1.21. Let us denote by Z(Y), the center 
of a Lie algebra Y .  Recall the definition of a nondegenerate EALA from Definition L1.38. 
Proposition 1.35 Let (C. ( -. -). 71) be a nondegenemte tame extended afine Lie algebm. 
Let C, be the core of L and set 
( - ,  -), be the induced bilineorfonn f m n  I: on Gc. 
Then the triple (Gc. ( .. . ), fi, ) is a tame generalized loop algebm. 
Proof. Let - : LC'- 3 $ c ,  be the canonical quotient map. Let us denote by Z the image of 
an element x E LC under the map -. Define 
- 
[f. y] := [x.y] = [x, y] + Z(&) for d x. y E LC. 
Since L is tame, 2(Lc) = Ck and so (., -), is a well-defined symmetric bilinear form on 
G, x Fc. We must show that the triple (Gc,(-, -),,7iC) satisfies (C1)-(C12). 
Since the form (-, -) is symmetric and invariant. so is (-, -),. Since Z(Lc)  = L:. (., a), 
is nondegenerate. So ( C l )  holds. Clearly 7& is a finite dimensional abelian subalgebra of 
Fc. We show that adG& acts diagonally on gc. Let R be the root system of L as in 
Chapter I. From (I.1.31), we have LC = xpERL,  n LC. Thus {i 1 x E t, n LC) spans 
G, and so cantains a basis of Gc. Now for x E C, n LC, a E R. and h f 'H n LC we have 
[h, Z] = [h, z] = n ( h ) f .  Thus ad&, acts diagonally and s o  (C2) holds. Recall the vector 
spaces vC and V: from (1.1.35). From (1.1.37) we have (-. -) is nondegenerate on vC and 
from (L1.44) we have V; E(L,). By Lemma 1.1.39, 
Thus the restriction of the form (a, -), to ?& is nondegenerate. So (C3) also holds. As usual 
we transfer this form to 7i;. Since (C2) holds we have 
Put  
We have {O) # Gc (gc)O, SO 0 E Rc. We also put R: = R, \ {O) .  To go on we need to 
introduce some new notation. For cr E R, define d E fi; by 
(Recall the definition of t ,  from (1.1.5) and note that t i  E fi, by (L1.32)). Let 
- 
R, := { d  1 a E R ) .  
Then for a E R, we have 
ti = 0 iff a is isotropic. 
Indeed. 
a is isotropic. 
Let 
Then 
Next, we need to prove that 
BY (1.40), zs (&)& for any 4 E R with f i  = 6.  Thus 
Since G, = xOER LD, we have. using ( 1.42), 
Thus 
Since R, 2 R,, (1.43) gives (1.41). 
For ((24). note that, using Lemmas 1.1.39 and 1.1.44, we have 7?, P k. Let R be 
the  finite root system defined by (1.1.18). Then the assignment fi + a,. defines a linear 
vc 
isometry from ??, onto & which maps R, = R, onto R. This gives (C4). For (CS), let 
L: = x u E Z u  Cu be the ZY -grading on f defined by (1.1 5 5 ) .  By (I. 1.601, C, = xOEZu LC nfu 
and so 
t,nLQ)+Z(Ccl Thus Gc = $ x o E I v  GF where GF = Z(&) n u  For (C6). we . Clearly Gz s(ec 
must show 
By Lemma Ll.56. we only need t o  show that fi, G:. We have vc Lo by (1-1.55)- Thus 
using ( 1.37), we have 
For ((27). we must show g, = Gz n (G&. By ( 1.39) and (1.41) 
(1.1.22), S is a semilattice of rank v. Let a E S. Then c i  + o E R X  and Cdr+,, LC I-I P . SO 
Thus S C {o E ZY I GF # {O}}. Thus (C8) holds. We now show (C9) holds. Let a. r E Zu 
and (Cz, G:) # {O}. Then (Lo. Lr) # {O}. So using (1.1.59), there exist a. J E R and 
x E L g n C , ,  y E LrnCp. so that  ( x , y )  # {O). By (1.1.4).a+4 = 0. If a = (r+C;='=, mihi. 
c i  E 8. then @ = -d. - EL1 mibi. So a = (ml  ,..., m,) and T = (-ml ..... - m u ) .  Thus 
a + T = 0. This gives (C9). 
Next, we show that (C10) holds with T = 0. Therefore we only need to  show that (1.17) 
holds. Recall from (1.1.18), the finite root system R attached t o  the root system R of C. 
and a E Ro. If d. is not reduced in R. then !pi is reduced. By (1.1.20). f c i  E R. Thus 
$& E R,. But 46 - = $6 E R, which is a contradiction. Thus ir is reduced and so  6 E R. 
by (1.1.20). we have Lg n Z ( L , )  = (0). by Lemma 1.1.43 and so C; # {o}. By (1-1.55). 
Lg C Lo f~ LC and so Lb & @. Also Za C L; = L g  (Gc)+ Hence 
which gives (C10). 
By Remark 1.19. (C11) is automatically satisfied if we show that (C12) holds. Since 
Gc = &eRc(Gc)a,  we only need to show that is generated by spaces (Gc)a, 6 # 0. By 
(1.41 ), it is enough to  show that if f l  = 6, then is generated by spaces Lei d # 0. So let 
d # 0 and f E La. x E Lo n LC. Since LC is generated by root space t,, a not isotropic. so 
i is generated by spaces t,, a not isotropic. But 1, 2 Cs and 6 # 0 by ( 1.39). Thus Z is 
generated by spaces La, d # 0. Hence (C12) holds. This completes the proof. o 
2 Twisting by Automorphism 
In this section. we briefly recall from [AABGP. 1111, the definition and some properties of a 
quantum torus with an involution (See Chapter 4, Section 6 of [MI for information about 
the quantum torus). All of our examples in this chapter will be subaigebras of a matrix 
algebra with coordinates from a quantum torus. Corresponding to any quantum torus there 
exkts a semilat tice which we will need here. Finally we introduce two tame generalized loop 
algebras which we will use in future sections. 
Let e = ( e l . .  . . . e,) be a vector in C" and let q = (q,,) be a v x u-matrix so that 
Let A be the associative algebra over C with generators xi, z;' . i = 1. . . . . v. subject to 
the relations 
We use the notation xu = xY1 - - . x r Y  for o = (nl,-...n,) E ZY. and so we have A = 
~ u E I u  C x u .  Let - be the involution (a  period 2 anti-automorphism) on A such that 
(It is easy to  see, using (2.1), that the involution - satisfying (2.3) exists.) It is clearly 
unique. The associative algebra ( A , - )  is called the quantum torus with involution de- 
termined by the vector e and the matrix q. With respect to the involution - we have 
A = A+ A,. where 
A+ = { ~ E A I  h = h )  and A- = { S E A I S = - s ) .  
Let 
where F2 is the field of two elements. Let - : h -- be the canonical map. Recall tha t  a 
map Q : A -- F2 is a quadratic form on if and only if satifies the conditions, 
Q(cb) = c 2 Q ( 6 )  for all a E 11, c E F2 
f ( 5 , q )  := Q(a+ ti) - Q(5) - Q(?) is bilinear . a . q ~  A. 
or equivalently, Q is a quadratic form on if and only if it is of the form 
where I is a subset of {I.. . .v} and J is a subset of {(i, j )  I 1 < i < j 5 v). Put 
It is clear that S = Z(Q) satisfies conditions ( S 1  ) through (S4) of Definition 1.1 2 3  and 
hence Z(Q ) is a semilattice in RV. We denote the complement of a set Z in 2" by 2". 
Lemma 2.6 Let Q be a quadratic form on A and let 0 # T E Z(Q)'. Then there exists a 
quadratic form Q, on so that 
Proof. Since T E Z(Qlc.  Q ( f )  = 1. Therefore 
0 = Q(2.T) = Q ( f )  + Q ( F )  + f ( f t  7 )  = 2 + I(?. r )  = f (r .  r ) .  
and so 
We define 
- Qr : A - F 2  by 
QT(5) = Q(5) + f ( 5 .  F). 
We show that (2.5) holds for Q,. For c E F2 and 0 E -4 we have 
(Here we used the fact that c2 = c for all c E F2.) Also for o. T E A we have 
Thus (2 .5)  holds for Q, and so it is a quadratic form on 1i. 
Next, we show Z(Q,) = Z(Q)' + T. Let o f A, then 
Thus 
Now. using I, and ,Iq we define a quadratic form Qe,q byl 
(If Ie = 0 or Jq = 0 we interpret the corresponding s u m  as 0.) We note that  any quadratic 
form on A is of this form for some e and q. Put 
Then. ZeVs is a semilattice in R'. By Lemma IH.3.5 of [AABGP]. we have 
A+ = spanc(xu I o E Zeqs}, A- = spanc{xO I o E Zg,q}. and 
( 2.8 1 
t he invo lu t ion -= I  e = l , a n d q = l , , , .  
(in which case A is the commutative ring of Laurent polynomials in v variables.) 
Next. suppose n 1 2 and consider the associative matrix algebra M,,(A). Define the 
C-linear map : A - 43 by linear extension of 
Then the form €(a ,  6) = ~ ( a b )  is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on A preserved 
by -; that is ~ ( i i , 6 )  = € ( a ,  b )  for aU a ,  b E A. Also 
( t r ( A ) )  = ( t ( ) )  and c ( t r ( A B ) )  = e ( t r ( B A ) ) ,  ( 2 . 9 )  
for -4. B f iZIn(A)- Define a form ( a .  .) on hin(d) by 
By (2.9). this form is an associative symmetric bilinear form on k/I,(d) which. as one 
can see by a straightforward computation, is nondegenerate. It also follows that ( -. . ) is a 
nondegenerate invariant symmetric bilinear form on gl,(A).  where g l , (A)  is the Lie algebra 
with the underlying space n/i, ( A )  and the commutator product. 
Xu'est, suppose 1 1 1. Let 
sle+l(A) = {Y E Mt+,(A) I t r ( Y )  a 0 mod [A.A]} .  
Then ~ l c + ~ ( A )  is a Lie subalgebra of glt+l(A). Let 
Define 
deg(xgeij) = o. 
Then it is straightforward to  see that properties (C1)-(C12) from Section 1 hold for triple 
(sk+l(A), (a, .).7?). Hence 
(If A is commutative, (2.12) also follows from Example 1.29 of [AABGP. 1111. In general 
if E = slol(A) and L = C + C + 2) as in Section 1. then by [BGK] C is a nondegenerate 
EALA. Then it follows from Proposition 1.35 that G is a ( tame) generalized loop algebra. j 
!Sow let e = 1, and q = l,. Then the quantum torus (A- ) is the commutative ring 
of Laurent polynomials in v variables. Let 
Then &(A) is a Lie subalgebra of s12[(A). Indeed, D[(A)  is the fixed point subalgebra of 
S Z ~ ~ ( A )  with respect to  the period 2-automorphism 
IC'K : S I ~ ~ ( A )  - s12!(A), defined by 
dJ(Y) = -I<Yt I<. 
where K = 1 J . It is easy to see horn (2.9) that the form I-. - 1  restricted to s C r ( l )  
is invariant under the autornorphism +A-. Then it follows from the nondegeneracy of the 
form on slzt(A) and the next Lemma that 
the restriction of the form (.:) to De(A)  is nondegenerate. (2.14) 
Lemma 2.15 Let E be an algebm with a nondegenernte form ( .. ) which is invariant under 
a period 2-automorphism ib of G. Then the restriction of the form to the fixed point 
subalgebra of G, with respect to +, is also nondegenerate. 
Proof. Let X be in the radical of the restriction of the form to the fixed point subalgebra. 
Then for any 1. f G. we have 
Thus X is in the radicd of the form on G and so is the zero element. R 
From [BGK, (2.19)] we have Dt(A) 2 @ A where C is a finite dimensional simple Lie 
algebra of type Dc. Then by Example 1.29 of [AABGP. 1111. we have 
if l 2 4, then (D[,(.:-).7?) is a tame generalized loop Dt .  (2.16) 
3 Types dl, B and BC as Twisted Subalgebras of Type A 
Let v 2 1. Let e be a vector in Cu and q be a Y x v matris satisfying (2.1). Let (A- ) be 
the quantum torus determined by e and q. 
Now suppose that m 2 1 and rl, . . . . r, are elements of 2" so that  
r1 = 0,  
rl , . . . ru represent distinct cosets of '22" in 2". and 
ri E Zeaq, i = 1 ..... rn. 
Yext Iet 12 1 and put 
;: :I. 
O O F  
- 
4 
Then F is an  invertible rn x m-matrix and I< is an invertible n x n-matrix, where 
n = 2t + m. 
and K = 
Put 
G = &(A). 
Then by (2.12), 
( G ,  ( -, .). 7?) is a tame generalized loop algebra of type 
By (3.1). we have Ft = F and K t  = li. Note that  for Y = ( y i j )  and Z = ( q j )  in M,(A),  
we have 
and so 
t r ( ~ - ~ p ' h ' )  I t r ( Y )  mod [A,A]. 
Therefore, if Y E &(A), then K-'Y'K E &(A). Define 
- Since K t  = K and Y Z  = P B t  for Y, Z E Mn(A), it can be seen easily that z b ~  is a period 
2-automorphism of G. Denote by Go. the fixed point subalgebra of G with  respect to ?hh-, 
that is 
Go = {x = i K ( Y )  + Y I 1' E 9). 
The general form of a matrix in Go is 
where A.S,T E Mt(d) .  C. D E &,l(A) and B E Mm(d).  
On the other hand, if A- is any matrix in &(A) of the form (3.4), then A- = $ ( Y )  + Y .  
where 
Thus 
Go consists of alI matrices in MTL(A) of the form (3.4) .  
Now let 
and let (-, - )  be the form (.. - )  on hITL(A), defined by (2.10). restricted to Go. It is easy to 
see that ( .. ) is invariant under @A-. Thus by Lemma 2.15, the restriction of the form ( *, . ) 
on Go is nondegenerate. For dr E HG, Iet 
and 
fi = { b  E f i ~  1 (GO)& # {O)} .  
It follows that R is an irreducible finite root system in the real span of R. Lloreover. if X 
is the type of R. then 
Al if 1 = 1, e = 1, and q = l, 
.r = Bc if I 2 2, e = 1, and q = I, 
BCc if e # 1, or q # l,,. 
(See [AABGP. 111.31 for details.) Then by Proposition 3.14 and Lemma 3.31 of [AABGP. 
1111 and (3.6) we have that 
the triple (Go, ( .. . ). 'Ho) is a tame generalized loop algebra of type S. (3 .7 )  
Moreover. we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.8 [AA BGP. 111.3.321 Let Go be as aboue and let C = Go 3 C 5 Z, be the Lie 
algebra consructed in Section 1( with Go in place of g). Then L is a tame EALA of nullity 
v with root system 
where 
S = uZn_,(ri + 2ZY), L = 2Zu and E = 22gaq. 
4 Type C as a Twisted Subalgebra of Type A 
As in Section 2, let (A,- ) be the quantum torus determined by a vector e and a matrix q, 
where e and q satisfy (2.1). 
Suppose 1 >_ 2 .  Let 
defined by (2.11). Then by (2.12), 
(G. ( -. -), k) is a tame generalized loop dgebra of type ..lzt-l. 
Let h. = I O I' I and define 
It is easy to see that d~h- defines a period 2-automorphism of the Lie algebra F. Denote by 
Go, the kved point subdgebra of 4 with respect to +F;. -4 general form of a matrix in Go is 
A B B ' = B ,  C t = C  and 
with (4-1) 
t r ( X )  I 0 mod [A. A]. 
where -4. B.C E ;&(A). On the other hand if .Y E M 2 ( ( A )  has the form (4.1). then 
r 1 
Go consists of all matrices i n ~ t f ~ ~ ( d )  of the form (4.1).  
Let 
and let ( - . - )  be the form (. ..) on M2,(d) restricted to Go. It is easy to see that (a. a )  is 
invariant under ~+!JK. Therefore by Lemma 2.15. the restriction of the form (.. .) on Go is 
nondegenerate. As usual for c i  E 3ii, let 
By [AABGP. 111.41, R is an irreducible finite root system of type Cc in the real span of R: 
and 
the triple (Go. ( -. a). fro) is a generalized loop algebra of type CE. (4 .3 )  
Moreover. we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.4 [AABGP. 111.4.71 Let Go be as above and let L = Go $ C 3 V be the Lie 
algebra constructed in Section I (with Go in place of G). Then L: is a tame E.4LA of nullity 
u with root system 
R n R(c[, zu. z,,~). 
5 Types A1 and B as Twisted Subalgebras of Type D 
Let u 2 1 and let A be the  associative commutative algebra of Laurent polynomials in v 
variables X I ,  . . . . xu. 
Now let 1 2 i .  m > 1 and 71. . . . T~ be elements of Z" so  that  
TI = 0 and 
TI, .. . , T, represent distinct cosets of 22" in E". 
Put  
and 
Then F is an invertible m x m-matris  and K an invertible (272 x 2n)-matris with I<-' = A-. 
where 
where D,(A) is the  Lie subalgebra of slz,(A) defined by (2.13). Then by (2.16), 
if n > 4.  ( D , ( A ) ,  (a, a ) ,  fi) is a tame generalized loop algebra of type D,. 
Define 
Then, zb(1i )  is a period 2-autornorphism of g. Denote by Go. the fixed point subaigebra of 
G with respect t o  ~ h - .  So 
A typical element of G has the form 
A3 A4 -Bi B4 Bi = -B1. BI, = - 8 4 .  I with 
Therefore, the general form of a matrix -3- in Go is 
where A. S. T E Mt(J1), D. C E &Im , [ (A)  and B. P E :I.l, (A) .  Let us  denote a matrix of 
-1. = 
the form (5.3) by 
If -ri = S ( A .  B, C ,  D. P. S , T )  E ~ b f ~ ~ ( A )  has the form (5.3) and we put 
FC -B t  FD F P F  
T -Ct ---It -CtF 
y = I 0 -B t /2  F D  F P F  I 
St = -S, Tt = -T,  Pt = - P  
with (5.3) 
and F-' Bt F = - B. 
Go consists of all matrices X ( A .  B. C. D. P, S, T )  E 6 of the form (5.3).  ( 5 . 4 )  
Next, we want to introduce a form (-, - )  on A and a subalgebra of Go. Let (.:) be the 
form on M2,(A), defined by (2 .10) .  restricted to Go. It is easy to see that the form (-,.) is 
invariant under ~ K .  Then Lemma 2.15 gives that 
the form (-. .) on hf2,(A) restricted to Go is nondegenerate. (5.5)  
Next. we want to define a finite dimensional subalgebra 7?0 of GO. Let 
Then. *ria is an abelian subalgebra of 9. CVe define Ej E f i ~ .  by 
Let 
(GO)& = {x E Go 1 [ k x ]  = &(h )x  for d h E 7&) (d. E g ~ ) .  
Then 
where 
(Go)O consists of aU matrices X ( A ,  B.0.0, P. 0.0) E B in which -4 is diagonal. (.5.7) 
Let R = { d  ~ e 6  I (Go)& # 0). Then 
Using (2.101, one can see that 
Hence 
I 
R is an irreducible finite root system of type X in v = C Rei. where 
:= 1 
Next. we want to give a Zu-grading to Go. We first give a ZY-grading to 1bf2,(A) by defining 
where Xi's are defined by 
Then iL12,(A) and consequently glPn(A) become Zu-graded Lie algebras with glZn(A) = 
LVI~~(A)*-  To show Go is also Zu-graded with respect to the above grading, we need t o  
show that Go is generated as a vector space over C by elements which are homogenous with 
respect t o  the Zu-grading on G. First. note that as a vector space 
(Go)o  is generated by elements which have one of the forms. 
( 1 ) xU(ei , i  - et+rn+i,e+m+i 1 5 i L dr 0 f ZV 
Note that  elements of the form ( 1 )  generate all matrices of the form X(A.O.0,O.O.O.O). 
-4 diagonal, elements of the form ( 2 )  generate all matrices of the form X(0 ,  B. 0,O.O. 0.0) 
(since F-I Bt F = - B) and elements of the form ( 3 )  generate all matrices of the form 
S(O.O.0.O. P,O.O) (since Pt  = - P ) .  One can check that,  
each element of the form ( 1 ) has degree 20 and 
each element of the form ( 2 )  or (3) has degree 2 0  + Ti + rj. 
From (.5.8)-(?i.lO) we see that 
each of thespaces (Go),,-,, . (Go )c.+=, and (Go o)-,,-t, . 
is generated by elements of degree 2a for some o E Z". 
Also from (3.11) and (3.12), we see that 
each of the spaces (Go), ,  and (Go)-,, is generated by elements of degree 
(5.20) 
~ c T + T ~ ,  1 S j s r n .  
By (5.6). (5.1';): (5.18). (5.19) and (5.20), Go is generated by homogeneous elements with 
respect to the ZP-grading on g12n(A)- Hence. 
!vf oreover. as we have just seen 
Lemma 5.23 The Lie olgebm (Go,(.,-).";) satisfies conditions (Cl )  through (Cfl) and 
so is a generalized loop algebra. 
Proof. ( C l ) ,  (C2). (C3) ,  (C4) .  (C5) and (C6)  follow respectively by (3.5). (5 .6) .  (5.13), 
(5 .6) .  (5.21) and (5.22). ( (37)  follows from (5.17),  (5.18) and the fact that  if i # j .  then 
2 0 + r i + ~ ,  # 0 for d E Zu (see (5.1)). By (5.18).  Gio # 0 for all o E Z". Thus ( C 8 )  holds. 
To see that (C9) holds. it is suffices to show that (M2,(A)". .bl2,(A)') = {0) if o. T E Z" 
with a + r  # O .  But for 15 i . j , p . q < 2 n  and 0.7 E Z "  we have 
which is zero if 20 + X i  - X j  + 2r + A, - A, # O. Thus (C9) holds. 
Next, we want to find an element T E Zu such that (C10) holds. Let T = 0. Then (C10) 
holds by (5.8) through (5.12), (5.19). (5.20) and the fact that rl = 0. Finally. we show that 
(C11) holds. Let o E RO. Thus Gong; # {O). By (5.17) and (5.18), we have o = 2C+ri+rj  
for some ,f E ZY and 1 5 i. j 5 rn. Let r )  := -2( - Ti. Then CT + q~ = rj- Now by (5.11) and 
(5.20). we have 
(A  I,, n G: # {o) and (Go I t ,  n G:+" # {o).  
Hence (C11) holds. This finishes the proof of Lemma. 0 
To see if the condition (C12) holds for Go, we need to compute the subalgebra (GO), of 
Go (see Definition 1.20). 
Lemma 5.24 We have 
Proof. Let us denote by Ad the right hand side of the equality in (5.25). Then M is 
a subalgebra of Go. Indeed, if := X(Ai1 B;.Ci .  D;. P;.Si,Ti) E r L l  with Pi = BiF" for 
i = l , 2 ,  then 
[Sl.Xz] = X(*.B.*.*,P.t .*).  where 
B = -CID:F  + PiFP2F - DIC:F + BIB2 + C2DiF  - P2FPlF + &C;F - B2B1 and 
P = -C1 D: - B1 F-I Bi - DIC; + B1 B2Fd1 + C2D:  + B2F-I B: + DzCi - B2B1 F-I. 
Since F-'B:F = -Bi and Pi = BiF-l for i = 1.2. it follows that P = BF- ' .  Thus 
[X1, .Y2]  E M .  B y  (5.8)-(5.12). iCI contains all spaces (Go)*. b E f i x .  Thus ( G o ) ,  M .  
Conversely. we show that .bI (Go),. Let S = X( A. B .  C .  D .  BF-I. S. T )  E M .  We 
want to show S E (Go),.  By (5.9)-(.5.12), X(O.0. C. D. 0, S O T )  E (go),. Subtracting this 
element from S, we can assume that X = S( A. B. 0, 0, BF- ' ,  0,O). We are done if we 
show that SA := X( A. 0.0.0.0.0.0) and XB := (0.8.0.0, BF-l .  0.0) are in (Go),. First. 
we show E (Go),. By (3.8). each matrix of the form X(A1.O.  0,O.O.O.O) in which .41 has 
zero diagonal is in (Go),. So subtracting an element of this form from Xrl we can assume that 
-4 is a diagonal matrix. Consider two matrices in (Go), of the form Xc1 := (0.0. C 1 ,  O,0,0,0) 
and XD, := (0.0.0. D l ,  0,0,O). Then 
Fix 0 # a E A and take D l  = ( d i j  ) E MmXr(A)  to be the matrix whose only nonzero entry 
is dl*  = a E A and C 1  = (c*, ) to be the matrix whose only nonzero entry is ell = - 1/2. 
Then 
[ S D ~  Scl]  = sell - aec+m+l,t+m+~ E (Go)=. (5.2'7) 
NOW. consider two elements S1 = ael j - ae~+,+j ,~+,+l  and X2 = e j l  - er+,+~,c+,+~ in 
(GO),=. 1 < j 5 t .  Then 
Xow (5.27) and (5.28) implies that -YA E (Go)=. Finally. we show that XB f (G& 
First. note that since F-'B'F = -B, B is asum ofelements of the form U X ~ J ~ ~ ~ - ~ X ~ ~ ~ ~ , ,  
a E A, 1 5 i .  j 5 rn. (In particular B has zero diagonal.) So it is enough to show that 
SB E (go)c where B = axr le i j  - ax"eji for some a E A and 1 5 i # j 5 rn. Fix 
a E A and 1 5 i # j 5 m. Take Dl = -aeil and Cl = e j l .  Then D:FCl = 0  and 
- D I C :  F + C1 D! F = a x r ~ e i j  - axTae j i .  From (5 .26)  we get that X s  E (Go),. u 
Corollary 5.29 (GO, (-. -),'Ho) is a tame generalized loop algebra if and only if rn = 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.23, we only need to show that (C12) holds if and only if m = 1. 
This is equivalent to say (Go)* (GO), if and only if m = 1. 
Consider a typical element .Y( A, B, C, Dl P, S, T) E Go. Since B. P  E Mm ( A ) ,  Pt = - P 
and F - l B i F  = - B ,  so if m = 1. then B = 0  and P = 0.  Thus by (5.7), 
Hence C (GO)=, by Lemma 5.24. If m > 1, then there exists 0 # P E Ltl , (A) with 
P' = -P. Thus S ( 0 , 0 , 0 . 0 .  P.O.0) E (Go)o. b y  (K), and ~y(O.O,O.O, P.O.O) 4 (Go),. b y  
Lemma 5-24. Thus (Go)o (GO)c. 0 
Proposition 5.30 Suppose 1 1 1, m > I and T I , .  . ..r, satisfy (5.1) .  Let (Go, (., .),?to) be 
the triple defined above. Then the triple (L, ( -, -), X )  constructed in Section 1 (with Go and 
'Fie in place o f G  and is an EALA of nullity v with mot system 
where. S = uZl (ri + 2ZY ) and L = 2ZY. 
Proof. By Lemma (5.23), Corollary 5.29 and Proposition 1.21, C is an EALA of nuUity 
v. By (5.14) and Proposition 1.21. R is isomorphic to the root system indicated in the 
statement. Finally by (1.22). (5.8)-(5.12) and (5.19)-(5.20). we have S = UZl(ri + 22") and 
L = 22". 0 
To see when the EALA L is tame we need to compute L:, the orthogonal complement 
of LC in L. defined by (1.1.41). We start by computing (Go):. By 1.32. we have 
Lemma 5.31 (Go): = {X(O, B, 0.0. P, 0.0) 1 P = -BF-'}. 
Proof. First, we show that (&): is a subset of the right hand side of the equality in the 
statement. So let X = X(A. B.C. D. P. S.T) E (Go):. By Lemma 5.24. 
-YA, := X(-41.0,0,0,0.0.0) E (GO),, for all matrices A l  E b&(A). 
Thus for all A l  E Mc(A) we have 
From this we get C = 0, D = 0. S = 0, T = 0 and -4 = aIt for some a E A. 
Thus S = X(..1,B.O,O,P,O.O) with A = air. Next. let Dl E 1Mmx1. Then So, = 
-Y(O, O.O.D1,O,O. 0) E (Go),. Thus 
0 = [S. SD,] = X(O,O,O. PFDI + BDI + DIAt,  O,O. 0). for all matrices Dl E Mmxl (A) .  
This implies that P F + B = -arm. Taking transpose of this equality and using Pt = - P 
and F- 'B tF  = -B, we get PF + B = aim.  Thus a = 0 and so P = -BF-'. Hence S 
belongs to  the right hand side of the equality in the statement. On the  other hand one can 
easily see that for an arbitrary element S(A1. Bl . Cl. Dl. B1F-I I S1, TI ) E (Go),, we have 
Hence, the right hand side of the equality in the statement is a subset of (GO):. 
Since Go is a generalized Loop algebra, from Corollary 1.30 we get 
Proposition 5.33 The EALA C introduced in Proposition 5-30 is tame if and only i f  
rn = 1. 
Proof. We must show that 13: LC if and only if m = 1. if rn = 1. then by Lemma 
5.29. Go is a tame generalized loop algebra and so C is a tame EALA. by Proposition 1.21. 
Now let m > I. We have (Go): # {0) in this case. By Lemmas 5.24 and 5.31. (Go): fl 
= {0) and so (Go): n LC = {0) (since LC = (Go), 3 C . )  By Lemma 1.33. (GO): C:. 
Thus L$ g LC. 
Nest we would like to determine a subalgebra of L which is tame. regadless of rn. For 
this purpose consider the triple ((Go),, ( -. -). go) where ( .. . ) is the form ( .. 0 )  on Go restricted 
to ( )  By Lemma 5.24. we have fro C_ and by Lemma 5.24 and Lemma 5.31. 
(Go)c n (Go): = {O); that is the restriction of the form to (Go)c is nondegenerate. Therefore 
by Lemma 1.34. we have 
( (Go)=, ( .. .). fro) is a tame generalized loop algebra. 
Hence using Proposition 1.2 1, we have the following result. 
Proposition 5.35 The  Lie algebm (GO), $ C @ V constructed in Section 1 (with (Go), in 
place of G) is a tame EALA of nullity v and type X, where ,rr' = A1 i f 1  = 1 and A- = Bc i f  
1 2 2. &loreover. (Go ), 3 C $ 2 )  has root system 
where S = u K ~  ((r, + 2 Z u )  and L = 2ZY.  
We conclude this section with the following remark. 
Remark 5.36 The Lie algebm (Go), is in 
or BI constructed in Section 3 where there 
of all matrices of the form 
fact isomorphic to the Lie 
Go is the Lie subalgebra of 
St = -S, T t  = -T 
with 
F - ~ B ~  F = - B. 
and 
of type 
consisting 
59 
where rl.S.2- E M[(A) ,  B E hlm(A) and C .  D E Ml,,(A). This can be easily seen b y  
observing that the assignment 
defines an isomorphism of G onto (Go)=. 
6 Type BC as a Twisted Subalgebra of Type C 
Xext. we want to show that EALA% of type BC can be constructed by twisting an EALA 
of type C. 
Let e be a vector and q a m a t r k  satisfying (2.1). Moreover assume that 
Then by (2.8), Z& # 0. Let m 2 1 and TI. .  . .. r,,, be elements of ZY such that 
ri's represent distinct cosets of 22" in Z" and 
E Z&- 
Let 1 2 1. Then 
n : = l + m > 2 .  
Let (A. - ) be the quantum torus determined by the vector e and the rnatris q. Let G be 
the tame generalized loop algebra of type C, constructed in Section 4. (In Section 4, we 
denoted this algebra by Go.) Then G 
Put 
consists of all matrices Y E g12,(A)  of the form 
Bt = B. Ct = C and 
with 
t r ( Y )  G O  mod [A,A]. 
and 
Then F and Ii are invertible matrices with 
By (2.5). we have 
Define 
Then one can easily see t h a t  t u ~  is a period 2 automorphism of E. Denote by Go the fked 
point subalgebra of G with respect to @k- Then 
Let 
Go = {x:= l i tA-(Y)+Y I Y E E l -  
C{ C4 - --4: 1 and -A3 M m x l ( A ) .  
where Bf = B1, B: = B4. C: = C1 and ci = C4. Then 
Therefore the general form of a n  element in Go is 
St = s, Ti = T. Pi = P. 
with F - ~ B ' F  = -B.  and (6.5) 
t r ( - X )  = O mod [A.A]. 
,y = -FC -Bt  - F D  F P F  
T ct -.At - c i ~  
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where A. S,T E .d&(A). C, D E ll.l,,l(A) and B E &(A) .  Let us denote a matrix of the 
form (6.5) by 
X = X ( A .  B, C,  D, P. 5.T). 
If X(A, B,C. D, P. S , T )  has the form (6.5) and we put 
[ 4 2  0 s/2 P F  
then Y f and A- = I' + th(Ir). Thus 
Y = 
Go consists of a l l  matrices ,Y( A. B. C. D. P. S. T)  of the form (6.5 ). ( 6 - 6  
0 - B t / 2  -FD F P F  
T / 2  C' - A t / 2  0 
Let (-.  a )  be the invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on G. defined in Section 
4. For ) l Z  E G we have 
and so ( .. 6 )  is invariant under ~ K .  Therefore by Lemma 2.15. 
the form (., .) restricted to is nondegenerate. 
Xext. we put 
Then, 
?& is an abelian subalgebra of Go. 
We have 
Let d = { c i  E fit 1 (Go)& # 0). Then 
R = {O) LJ { l c i . *2r i  1 5  i 5 I!} 
Using (2.10) one can check easily that 
Then 
1 
R is an irreducible finite root system of type BCc in v = Rci. 
i= 1 
To make Go into a Z"-graded subalgebra of g12,(A). we follow the same method as in 
Section 5. We define 
d e g ( x C e , )  = 2 0  + X p  - Xp. 
AP+m+l = - -  - A2(+m = O and A ~ c + ~ + z  = 71 , r A 2 ~ + 2 m  = r m -  
This makes both the algebra M2,(A) and the Lie algebra glZn(A) into Z" -graded algebras 
with glan(A)@ = *M2n(A)u. a E 2". To show Go is 2"-graded with respect to the above 
gradation. we check that Go. as a vector space over C. is generated by homogenous elements 
with respect to the Z"-grading on g12,(A). In particular, we need to show that GO)O is 
generated by homogenous eiernents with respect to the Z" -grading on  &,(A). This will be 
a consequence of the following Lemma. Recall that (A), is the subalgebra of Go generated 
by spaces (Go)&, c i  E d X  .
Lemma 6.21 We have 
(Go), = {X(A. B.C. D. P.S.T) I P = - B F - I ) .  
Proof. Let us denote by kf the right hand side of the equality in the statement. First 
we show that 1 W  is a subdgebra of Go. To see this let Xi := -I-(& B;, Ci, D;, Pi, .!?;.Ti) f Go 
for i = 1.2, where Pi = -Bi F-' . Then 
Since Pi = -BiF-'  and F - ' B ~ F  = -Bi for i = 1.2. it is easy to see that P = - B F - ' .  
Thus [XI,  S2] E M. Next. we show that (Go), M. By (6.11)-(6.17). M contains all spaces 
(Go)&, (I E R X .  Thus M .  
Conversely. we show that M C (Go), Let -' = X( A. B ,  C. D. - BF-'. S, T)  E M .  We 
want to show ,Y E (Go),. By (6.11)-(6.17), x(O.O,C. D, 0, S . T )  E (go),. Subtracting this 
element from S. we can  assume that X = S(A. B.O?O. -BF-':0.0). By (G.ll).each matrix 
of the form X(AI. O.O.0.0.0,O) in which A1 has zero diagonal is in (Go), .  So subtracting 
an element of this form from X we can assume that A is a diagonal matrix. Consider two 
matrices in (Go), of the form Xc, := (0,0, bej,k, 0,0,0,0) and XD, := (0,0,O. -a;+, O,0,0), 
a, b f A. Then 
is an element of (Go),. Take b = 1 in (6.22), to get the element 
From F - ~ B ~  F = -B  it follows that X ( 0 ,  B, O , O ,  - BF-', 0,O) is a sum of elements of the 
form 
X(O,krJeij + a ~ ~ ' e ~ ~ , O , O , - l e ~ ,   aeji,O,O), a E A, 1 < i , j  < m. 
Thus subtracting a sum of elements of the form (6.23) from X, we may assume that X = 
X ( A ,  0, O,O,O, O,O), A being diagonal. Now take i = j = 1 in (6.23) and replace a by 
a(z")-', to get the element 
Subtracting a sum of elements of this form from X, we may assume that 
Next, let 
X s =  X(O,O,O,O,O,hell,O) and XT= X(O,O,O,O,O,O,ell), h €A+.  
is an element of (Go), for all h E A+. Subtracting an element of this form from X, we may 
assume that 
X = ~ ( 0 ,  ( (X'~)-~SZ" + s)el l ,  0 ,0,  (-(21)-'s - s(xn )-' )ell, 0, 0), where s E A-. 
Since t r ( S )  I 0 mod [d.A]. we have 
(xT1 )-'sx71 + 2s + r T L s ( x T 1  )-' E [A.A].  
This implies that s E A- n [A. A]. 
Now. take i = j = k = 1 in (6.22) and replace a by a ( x T 1 ) - '  to get the element 
Lf we replace b by 1 and a by  a6 in (6 .25) .  we get t h e  element 
The difference of the two elements in (6.25) and (6.26) is the element 
- 
S(0. ( ( x T 1 ) - ' [ a .  b]xrl  - [ a .  b ] ) e l l , O . O . ( - ( x q ) - l [ u .  b] + [ a .  b ] ( x r l ) - '  ) e l l .  0.0) E (G&. 
This implies 
- 
x(O. ( ( zr l  )-'([a. b] - [a.  b ] ) x T 1  + ( [ a .  b] - [ a .  b ] ) ) e l l ,  0.0. 
(-(xq ) - l ( [ a ,  b] - [a, b ] )  - ( [ a .  b] - [a. b])(xTl )-')ell. 0.0) E (Go)=. 
- 
But s is a sum of elements of the form [a, b] - [a. b] and so X E (goo)c. u 
Corollary 6.27 Elements in Go of the / o m  S ( A .  B. 0.0.0.0.0) with -4 and B diagonal 
matrices ore in the C-span of elements which have one of the following forms: 
Proof. By (6.23). (6.24) and (6.25) of the proof of Lemma 6.21. we have that all elements 
of the form ( 1 )-(4),  in the statement have trace zero modulo [A. A] and so are in Go. Wow 
let X = S(A. B. 0.0.0.0.0) is in Go with A and B diagonal matrices. Since F-' Bt F = - B. 
B is a sum of elements of the form 
Thus subtracting a sum of elements of the form ( 1 ) from S we can assume that B = 0. 
that is S = X( A. O.0.0.0.0? 0). A a diagonal matrix. Yext subtracting a sum of elements 
of the form ( 2 )  from X. we can assume that -Y is of the form 
Since t r ( X )  G 0 mod [A. A]. it follows that X is a sum of elements of the form ( 3 )  and (4) .  
0 
From (6.10) and Corollary 6.27 we have the following result. 
Corollary 6.28 (Go)*, as a complex vector space,  is generated by  elements which have one 
of the following forms: 
In Corollary 6.40. we have that 
each element of the form ( 2 )  has degree 20 + 27;. a E Zu, 1 5 i 5 m. 
each element of the form (2)  has degree -La. o E Z Y .  
each element of the form (3) has degree 20. 0 E Ze,g. 
(6.29) 
each element of the form ( 4 )  has degree 2 0 .  for some nonzero a E 2". 
each element of the form (5 )  ha .  degree 2 0  + T; + r,. o E Zu. 1 < i < j m. 
each element of the form ( 6 )  has degree 2 0  + Ti + r,, o E ZY.  1 5 i < j < m. 
From (6.1 1). (6.12) and (6.13) we see that 
.   GO)^,+^, and (Go)-.,-c, are generated by elements of degree 20 .  o E Zu. 
(6.30) 
From (6.14) and (6.15), we see that 
(Go)., and (A)-,, are generated by elements of degree 
2 a + r j .  a € Z U ,  15 j s m .  
Finally. from (6.16), (6.17) and (2.8). we see that 
  GO)^^, and are generated by elements of the forms 
xUei.(+rn+i and xUet+m+i,i, 0 E Ze,q* 
having degree 20. 
By (6.18). Corollary 6.28 and (6.29)-(6.321, we have 
(GO)* = G;n(Go)h for all d E 1'1. (6.33) 
u E Z Y  
In particular. has a basis consisting of homogeneous elements with respect to the 2"- 
grading on glz,(A).  Hence. 
Go is Z"-graded with Go = @ C;. where Gg = GO n gl2,(A)? (6.33) 
a€ZU 
Lemma 6.35 The triple (Goo, (-. -). Go) satisfies conditions (CI) through (C11) and so is a 
generalized loop algebra. 
Proof. Go satisfies (C l ) .  by (6.7).  By (6.9).  the triple (GO. ( . . . ) .7?o)  satisfies ( C 2 ) .  (C3).  
(C l ) ,  (C5)  and (C6)  follows from (6.19) .  (6.20),  (6.34) and (6.33) respectively. For (C';), we 
first see from Corollary 6.28 that ?io Go n n:. Then the equality follows from Corollaq 
6.28. (6.29) and (6.2). By (6.32). 2ZY {cr E ZY I Gu # (0)). and SO (C8) holds. For (C9). 
it is enough to show that ( I M ~ , ( A ) ~ .  M2,(A)') = {0) if o, r E ZY with a + r # 0. But for 
1 5 i. j , p .  q < 2n and a. r E ZY, we have 
which is zero if 20 + Xi - X j  + 2r + A p  - Xp # 0. Thus (C9) holds. 
We now consider (C10). We have X = BC[, by (6.20). By (6.30) and (6.31), we have 
Thus (C10) hoIs with r = 71. 
For (C11), let a E RO. By (1.15) and (6.29). we have 
R' = {2ZY + T, + T, I 1 5 i, j 5 m}. 
Therefore a = 2{+r ,+r j  for some (E ZY. 1 5 i. j 5 m. Let 7) = -ri. Then q+o = 2(+rj- 
By (6.31), we have 
Thus ( C I 1  ) holds. This finishes the proof of Lemma. o 
Proposition 6.36 Suppose l 2 1, m 2 1 and q . . . . . r, satisfy (6.2).  Let (Go, ( .. - ). 7&) be 
the triple defined above. Then the triple (f . (- . . ) ,H) constructed in Section 1 (with Qo and 
7& in place o j  F and 3i respectively), is an EALA of type BCt and nullity v .  Moreover. 
the root system of C is 
#- 
where S = U y l l  (2ZY + rj + r1 ), L = 22" and E = 2(Zeqs + TI ). 
Proof. By Lemma 6.35 and Proposition 1.21, L is an EALA of nullity u. So it remains to 
prove the  statement regarding the root system. By ( 1-14), (6.1 1 )-(6.17) and (6.29)-(6.32): 
we have 
and 
RO = { 2 Z U +  ri+rj 11 5 i . j  < m ) .  
Let r = TI .  Then we can write R in terms of fi, (see Definition 1.18) as 
where S, L and E are as in the statement. This finishes the proof of Proposition. 0 
Remark 6.37 We claim that the root systems of type BC appearing in Proposition 6.36 
am the same as those which we get in Theorem 3.8 (up to isomorphism). To see this let 
( S .  L. E )  be a triple of the form appearing in Theorem 3.8. Then 
w h e ~  e and q satisfy (2.1) and T I ,  . . . . T~ are elements of Z" satisfying (3.1). Moreover 
either e # 1, or q # I,,,. Take 
0 # .; E Z&. 
B y  Lemma 8.6, there exists a quadmtic form 
where I {I. .  . . . v }  and J { ( i ,  j )  I 1 5 i < j < v ) .  such that 
Let ef = (e;.  . . . . el )  and q' = (q: j ) l j i , j<v  where 
e : = - 1  i f i € I  and e:=1 i f i @ I .  
s:j = -1 i f ( i , j ) ~  J and q:, = 1 i / ( i , j ) # J .  
Then e' and qf satisfy (2.1) and Q = Q e t , q t .  Thus 
Z , f ,  = Z(Q) = z;, + r;. 
Put 
r/ = T;  + for i = 2 . .  ... m. 
Then T;? . . . , rk s a t i s .  (3.1). NOW comsponding to the uector e'. matrix q' and elements 
r;. . . .. r&, the triple (St,  L'. E') appearing in Proposition 6.36 has the / o m  
Therefore 
St=  u g " = , 2 Z U + ~ ; ) = S .  L t =  L. and E'=2(2,~,+~;)=22:,~. 
Thus (5. L. E )  = (S'. L'. E'). Therefore the two root systems appean'ng in Theorem 3.5 and 
Proposition 6.36 are iomorphic, by  Theorem 1-1-29. 
Ln what follows Iet C be the E-4LA constructed from Go as in Proposition 6.36. By 
Corollary 1-30? 
Lc = (GO)= + C- (6.38) 
Recall from (1.32) and (I. 1.42) that 
Lemma 6.39 
Proof. First. we show that  (Go): is a subset of the right hand side of the equality in the 
statement. Let -' = X(A. B.  C. D. P. S.T) E (Go)$. B y  Lemma 6.21. 
Then 
From this, we get C = 0. D = 0, S = 0. T = 0 and -4 = aIc for some a E Cent (A) .  Thus 
-Y = S ( A .  B.O?O.P.O.O) with A = aIe,  a E Cent(A). Next. we have 
Xs, = -Y(O.O.O.O,O. Sl,O) E (Go)= for a.l Sl E h&(A) with S: = Sl. 
Thus 
0 = [X..X5,] = S(O,O.O~O.O.rlSl + s1-2.0) .  
Take S1 to be the identity matrix to get A + .At = 0. Therefore a E A. Xext. we have 
XD, = X(O.O.O.D1,O.O.O) E (Go). for all matrices Dl E 
Thus 
Since a E Cent(A) n A- , the above equality gives 
Thus -Y is in the right hand side of the equality in the statement. 
Conversely. let X ( A .  B,O.O. P.0.O) E Go where A = a h .  -PF +- B = aIm and a E 
Cent(A)nA-. Then. one can easily check that [X. Y] = 0 for all Y E (GO),. This completes 
the proof. 
Corollary 6.40 (Go), n (Go): = {O). 
Proof. Let S E (Go)= n (Go)$. By Lemmas (6.21) and (6.39). we have 
where B+PF = 0 and - P F + B  = dm, a E Cent(A)nA,. From this weget B = (1/2)aIm, 
a E Cent(A) fl A_.  Since ir = -a, t r (X)  = (21 + m)a.  Since t r ( S )  = 0 mod [A, A], we get 
a E [A.A]. By [BGK.2.44(iii)]. Cent(A)n [A.A] = {O}, and so a = 0. Hence .ri = 0. 0 
Corollary 6.41 The E.4 LA L might not be tame. In particular i /A-  n Cent(A) # (0). 
then C is not tame. 
Proof. C. is tame if and only if C: t,. By Lemma 1.33, we have (Go)$ C_ 1C:. By 
Corollary 6.40. we have (Go): n LC = {O) (since LC = (Go), $ C). We are done if we show 
that (go): # {O}. For this, consider 0 # a E Cent(A) n A- and let 
Then the element 
X(2aIl .  B.O.0.0.0.0) 
is a sum of elements of the form ( 2 )  in Corollary 6.27. and so is an element of Go. Now 
X = ~ ( 2 a 1 ~ .  B. 0 0: BF-' - a f - I .  O , O )  
is a nonzero element of Go which is in (Go):. by Lemma 6.39. 
Lemma 6.42 ((Go),. (-. -).Go) is a tame generalized loop algebra. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.34. we only need to show that 7& E ( G o ) ,  and that the form (a:) 
restricted to (Go), is nondegenerate. But these follow respectively from Lemmas 6.21 and 
6.40. 0 
From Lemma 6.41 and Proposition 1.21, we get the following result. 
Proposition 
place of G)  is 
isomorphic to 
6.43 The Lie algebra (Go)= 6 C 5 V constructed in Section i (with (Go), in 
a tame EALA of type BCc of nullity o. ibloreover. the rod s y s t e m  R of C is 
w h e ~  S = U $ ~ ( ~ Z "  + rj + T ~ ) ,  L = 2ZY and E = 2(Ze4 + TI). 
Chapter 3 
Extended Affine Weyl Groups 
Introduction 
The main object of study in this chapter is the Weyl group of an  extended affine root 
system which we call an extended affine Weyl group (EAWG for short) .  The definition of 
an EAWG is a natural generahation of the definition of an affine Kac-Moody Weyl group 
(see Definition 2.15). Finite and affine Weyl groups are exampIes of EAWG's. Moreover. 
toroidal Weyl groups, the Weyl groups of troidal root systems. are also E-AWG's. 
There is no need to emphasize the importance of Weyl groups in the theory of Lie 
algebras. In particular. affine Weyl groups are among the most important objects in the 
theory of affine Kac-Moody dgebras. It is natural to expect a similar role for EAWG's in 
the theory of EALA's (see [Sal]. [BGK], [Lr] and [AABGP] for some applications of EAWG 
in understanding of theory of EALA's and EARS's). 
In 1985 K. Saito [Sal], introduced axioms for EARS's ( the root systems which Saito 
considered contains only nonisotropic roots). He studied these root systems and their Weyl 
groups and classified (marked) EARS's of nullity v. For Saito the Weyl group of an EARS is 
a subgroup of automorphisrns of the real span of roots. Even though that  time there was n o  
specific description of the structure of EARS's of nullity > 2. he was able to (using Eichler- 
Siege1 map) describe the Weyl group as a semidirect product of a finite Weyl group and an 
abelian normal subgroup. He also obtained some results regarding a central extension of 
such Weyl groups. In 1992. Moody and Shi [M-S] studied toroidal Weyl groups. the Weyl 
groups of toroidal root systems. Their work covers all EAWG's where the underlying root 
system R is simply laced with rank > I- They also considered some special cases when R 
is of type A*.  Regarding the structural theory of EAWG's the basic achievements in [M-S] 
is the unique expression they give for a typical element of the we_vl group in terms of some 
nat u r d y  arisen transformations ( Eichler-Siege1 transformations ). where the knowledge of 
the structure of toroidal roots systems plays an important role in this achievement. Based 
on the knowledge of the structure of EARS's investigated in [AABGP. Chapters 11.1111 (see 
Construction 1.1.24 and Theorems I. 1.28 and 1-1-29), our approach in the study of EAWG's 
will be similar to that of [M-S]. In fact the current chapter. in part. is a generalization of 
the [M-S]'s paper to all EAWG's when the root system R is reduced. i.e. R has one of the 
types -4. D, E. B, C, F and G. 
Section I gives the basic definitions and results about semilattices and the structure of 
EARS's. The notion of index for a semilattice. given in Definition 1.19. plays an important 
role in section 4 (see also [A]). Ln section 2, the general setup for the study of EAWG's is 
provided. The notion of duality for finite and affine root systems is generalized to the class 
of EARS's. (Saito [Sal] discussed this notion only for the set of nonisotropic roots.) 
Section 3 deals with the structure of an E,4WG W. It is shown that ).V is a semidirect 
product of a finite Weyl group PV and a characteristic subgroup H of W. where H is a 2- 
step nilpotent abelian group with a center which is a free abelian group of rank u(u  - 1)/2, 
v being the nullity of the  E-4RS. Corollary 3.25 and Proposition 3.30 provide a unique 
expression of elements in W in terms of some naturally arisen transformations (Eichler- 
Siege1 transformations). We regard this as the basic acheivement in Section 3. 
In section 3. one of the characterizations of a basis for a finite or affine root system 
is considered for the class of EARS's. Namely. for an EARS R of type -'. there exists a 
subset ll(-y) of nonisotropic roots so that a l l  the nonisotropic roots can be recovered by 
the action on n ( X )  of the subgroup of n' generated by reflections r,. a E II(X). 
Moreover. II(X) has the least cardinality ind(R) + t! + v with this property. where ind(R).  
is an isomorphic invariant of R, l is the rank of the finite root system attached to R and 
v is the nullity of R. In the finite or affine case. when u = 0 or I. n ( X ) .  LVn(,y) and 
indt R )  + t! + Y are just a set of simple roots. the Weyl group and the rank of R. respectively. 
Section 5 is devoted to the study of Weyl groups of EARS'S of index zero. The main 
result of this section shows that an EARS of index zero has a presentation by conjugation 
(Theorem 5.17). 
The final section. Section 6. is a generalization of Section 2 of [M-S], showing that the 
WeyI group of an EARS of index zero is the homornorphic image of some Weyl groups of 
indefinite type where the homomorphism and its kernel are given explicitly. 
1 Basics 
In this section we discuss the basic information which we need to s t u t  the study of the 
Weyl group of an extended f i n e  root system (EARS). 
Let R be an EARS in a finite dimensional vector space V .  as in Definition I.l.1.i. Then 
V is equipped with a semidefinite symmetric bilinear form (-. - )  and R satisfies axioms 
(R1)-(R8) of Definition 1-1-14. We have 
R = R X  u R*. where 
R X  = {a E R I (a,&) # O), the set of nonisotropic roots of R and 
Ro = {a E R I (a. a )  = 01, the set of isotropic roots of R. 
Recall from Chapter 1 that if V O  is the radical of (-. .). 3 = V / V o  and - : V - L' is the 
canonical map and we define 
then 
( ., ) is a symmetric positive definite bilinear form on L' and 
( 1.1 
R = ( 6  I a E R )  is a finite irreducible root system in 3. 
Let Vo be u-dimensional and R have rank e. Then by Definition 1.1.16. R has nullity 
v .  rank t and type X. where X denotes the type of finite root system R.  .Also R is reduced 
if R is. 
Throughout this work we assume that 
R is a reduced EARS. That is, R has one of the types 
X = Ae( l  2 1 ) .  Dt(l 2 1). E6, E;, Es, Bt(I 2 2): Ct(I 2 3) ,  F4 or Gz. 
Thus we consider aU types except for type BCe(l > 1 ). 
As in (1.1.17). we fLu a basis R = {al,. . . ? a c }  of R and choose 6; in R so that Li = a*. 
we let 1;' be the real span of bl , .  . . . tic and 
R = {d !  E v I c i + 6  E R for some 6 E yo) .  (1 .2)  
Then L' = ~$1.'~. and by (1.1.19). R is a finite root system in u isomorphic to R.  Moreover. 
since R is reduced. As in Chapter 11. we assume that 
if X is simply Iaced then every root is a short root. (1.4) 
-4s usual we decompose R' := R \ {0} as 
where f i sh  is the set of short roots and RIg is the set of long roots (which might be empty) 
of d X .  Let 
S = { b  E v0 ) a + 6  E R. for some a E RSh} and 
L = {6 E V O  I a + 6  E R. for some a E Rig} ,  ( i f  Big # 0 ) .  
As in (I.1.21), 
R = (s+ S )  u ( R S h  + S )  u ( R b  + L ) ,  
in which S and L are semilat tices (see Definition 1.1.23) where we interpret the term Rig + L 
as an empty set if Big is empty. More precisely. from Construction L1.24 and Theorem 
1.1.28, we have 
R = ( S + S )  u ( R + S) if S is simply laced. where 
S is a lattice if rank( R )  > 1. 
and 
R = ( s + s ) u ( R ~ ~ + s ) u ( R ~ ~ +  L )  if.7C is not simply laced, where 
k S + L c L s S + L s S  inwhich 
k = 3 if .Y = G2 and k = 2 otherwise. 
Further if R has type G2 or F4, then S and L are lattices. 
If R has type Bc(l 2 3).  L is a lattice. 
Finally if R is of type C((1 2 3 ) ,  S is a lattice. 
If R has the form (1.7) or ( l .S)?  we write 
We note that the choice of the finite root system R ,  defined by ( 1.2). is not unique. Indeed. 
it depends on the choice of the preimages of roots in under the map -. The type is however 
unique. In the next lemma we examine this situation. For a subset S  of a vector space U. 
we denote by ( S ) .  the subgroup of U generated by S. 
Lemma 1.9 Let R' be another choice of the finite root system appearing in the structure 
of R .  Let 
(s+s)u (R+s)=  R = ( s ' + s ' ) u ( R ~ + s ~ )  or  
( s + s ) u ( R ~ ~ + s ) u ( R ~ , , + L ) =  R =  ( s ~ + s ' ) u ( R : ~ + s I ) u ( R ; ~ + L o  
be the corresponding expression of R in the f o m  (1.7) or (1.8). according to the type of R 
and with respect to the finite root systems R and R'. respectively. Then S' = S + t!io and 
L' = L + Xo for some 60 E S and Xo f L .  
Proof. First assume that R is not simply laced. So 
Therefore (S) = (S + S )  = (S' + St)  = (Sf ) .  Now let o E f i sh  RSh = ( R : ~  + S f ) .  Then 
a = of f 60 for some a' E Rth and b0 E Sf. Therefore 
Thus -60 + S' & S or S f  C S + bO. On the other hand. 
Thus 60 + S 2 S' and so S' = S + do. Since 2s' + S' 2 S' and do E Sf we get 2b0 E S' and 
so do E S. 
Starting from a root in dl ,  and following a similar pattern as above we get L' = L + Xo 
for some Xo E L. If R is simply laced. then starting from a root in R \, {O) and a similar 
argument as above we get S' = S + b0 for some do E S. 
Let T be a Linear subspace of vO. By (.. .)= we denote the induced bilinear form on 
the quotient space V/T defined by ( u  + T . v  + T ) T  := (u.v). Clearly (...)T is positive 
semidefinite on V / T .  Let 
RT := {a + T : a E R}. (1.10) 
Proposition 1.11 Let R be a reduced EARS and T be a subspace of Vo so that ( R )  n T is 
a lattice in T .  Then RT is a reduced EARS in V / T  of the same t ype  of R. 
Proof. We must show that RT satisfies ( R l  )-(RS). (R1) and ( R 2 )  are clear. Since R 
spans V ,  RT = { a  + T : a  6 R) spans V/T. so (R3) holds. For (R-1) assume (a + T) E RT. 
where a E R X  and 2(cr + T) E RT. So 2a + T = a0 + T for some CLO E R X .  Thus 
'La - a0 E T Yo. So 2a + V o  = a0 + V0 E {a  + Yo  : a E R )  = R. Since R is reduced and 
6 E R, we get a contradiction. Thus (R4)  holds. For (R5) consider the linear projection 
map 7 : V - V / T .  Then RT = r;(R). B y  assumption, both (R) and ( R )  n T are lattices 
in V and T. respectively. Therefore. R Oz (R) S V and R Bz ( ( R )  n T) 2 T. where both of 
these isomorphisms are induced by natural maps- Thus 
Therefore (RT) is a lattice in V / T .  Hence RT as a subset of a discrete set is discrete. For 
( R6), let cu + T, /3 + T E RT with a. /3 E R and (a, a) # 0. Applying (R6)  forR. we get 
nonnegative integers u, d such that 
We are done if we show that 
First note that if -d 5 m,n  5 u and (0  + T )  + n(a + T )  = (0  + T )  + m(a + T), then 
( n  - m ) a  E T Since a is not isotropic and T C_ VO. we get n = rn. Thus the set 
{ ( B  + T )  + n ( a  + T )  : -d < n u} has cardinality d - u + 1 = 1 + 2(a .@) / (o .  a ) .  Now 
if -d 5 n 5 u. then by (1.12). d + na E R. so (0  + T )  + n(a + T )  = (0 + na) + T E RT. 
Therefore 
So we only need to  show that the later set has cardinality 1 + 2(a,ljl)/(n,o). For this. let 
(0 + T )  + n(a  + T )  E RT, a. 13 E R. n E Z. Then we have f i  + n6  = ( 3  + V o )  + n ( a  + V O )  E
R/Vo = R.  Since R is a finite root system and 6 .  P E R. the number of such integers n 
is equal to 1 + 2 ( & & / ( 6 . 6 )  = 1 + 2 ( a J ) / ( a . a ) .  Thus (R6) is satisfied. (R7) and (R8) 
follows easily from the facts that (Ri) and (R8) are satisfied for R and that T V o .  Since 
(L'/T)/(v0/~) n V / V O  it follows that R Y & and so RT is reduced and has the same type 
as I Z .  which is by definition the type of R. o 
Before finishing this section. we would like to  record some of the facts about semilattices 
(see Definition I. 1.23) which we will need in future sections. 
Proposition 1.13 [.4A BGP. 11.1.41 Suppose that S is a subset 0124. If S is a semilattice 
in U and A = ( S ) ,  then A is a lattice in U so that 
211 C S A. and 'LA + S & S. (1.14) 
Conversely, if there exists a lattice A in U so that (1.14) holds, then S is a sernilattice in 
U. 
It follows from this that (see [AABGP, 11.1.71) 
if v = 1, then any serniiattice in U is a lattice in U. (1.15) 
It also follows tha t  (see [AABGP. 11.1.1 11) 
the Z-span of a semilattice S has a Z-basis consisting of elements of S. (1.16) 
Remark 1.17 Condition (1.14) can be given a simple interpretation. Namely. given a 
lattice A in  U. (1.14) is equivallent to saying that S is the union of a set of cosets of 2A in 
A including the trivial coset 211. Therefore there is some nonnegative integer rn so that 
S = uE0((r, + 2A).  where T; = 0 and ri s represent distinct cosets of 2.1 in A. (1.18) 
Clearly m is the smallest nonnegative integer so that (1.18) holds. Moreover if A = Cr=I Zhi 
and b l . .  . .6, E S ,  then m 2 u and we can assume that rI = hl,. . .. r, = 6,. 
Definition 1 .I9 Let S be a semilattice in U and A = ( S ) .  W e  dejne index of S, written 
i nd (S ) .  to be the nonnegative integer m,  so that (1.18) holds. Then d imU 5 ind (S )  5 
2di"' - 1. We also have that any two lattices of the same rank have the same index. 
Lemma 1.20 Let S be a semilattice and 6 E S .  Then S + d is also a semilattice and 
i nd (S  f 6 )  = ind(S). 
Proof. For the first statement see [AABGP, 11.1 -91. To see the second statement let S = 
ind(S) ind(S) Ui=, (~~+2(S))beane~pre~~i0n0fSinthef0rm(1.18)- Then S+6= Ui,, ( r i+6+2(S))  
is an expression of S + b in the form (1.18). Thus i n d ( S  + 6 )  = ind(S). o 
Lemma 1.21 Let S ,  Sl and S2 be semilattices and S = S1 $ Sq. Then 
Proof. Let 
S1 = U ~ ~ ( ~ ' ) ( T ~ + ~ ( S ~ ) )  and 2 = u;"="dh)(nJ +2(S2)) 
be expressions of Sl and S2 in the form (1.18). Then 
We show that T, + oj. 0 5 i 5 ind(Sl) and 0 5 j 5 ind(S2) ,  represent distinct cosets of 
2(S)  in ( S ) .  I f  Ti + oj + 2(S) = rk + oc i 2 ( S )  for some 0 5 i 5 ind(Sl) and 0 5 j 5 ind (S2 ) ,  
On the other hand, rj - r k  E ( S 1 )  and O, - oc E (S2). Therefore T,  - r k  E 2(S1) and 
oj - of E 2(S2). By the choice of T,'S and uj's. we get i = I; and j = 1. Thus (1.22) gives 
an expression of S in the form ( 1.18). So 
Remark 1.23 If V O  has dimension I ,  then the root systems giuen in parts (a )  and (b) of 
Construction 1.1.24 gives exactly the reduced afine root systems. This is because in  this 
case both S and L are lattices ('see (1.15)). 
Definition 1.24 Suppose ( S .  L) is a pair of semilattices in V0 satisfying (1.8). Then we 
have kS C L & S. Hence 
U S )  G (L) & (S ) .  ( 1.25) 
Thus (S)/(L) can be identified with a quotient space of the vector space ( S ) / k ( S )  over 
Fk := Z / k Z .  Hence 
I(S)/(L)I = k t .  where 0 5 t 5 v. 
The integer t is called the twist number of pair ( S .  L ) .  If R = R(-Y. S. L )  is as  in Construc- 
tion I . l .2 ; f (b) ,  we define the twist number of R to be the twist number of ( S .  L). 
Lemma 1.26 Let ( S .  L )  be a pair of semilattices in V O  satisfying (1.8) with twist number 
t .  Then there am subspaces V,O and V: of V O  and semilattices Sl and S2 of Up and @ 
respectively, so that 
L" = Vp @ v:. dirnv: = t.  dimv; = v - t .  
S = SI 3 (S2) and L = k(S1) $ Sz. 
Proof. For the case 1; = 2. see Proposition 4.17 of [AABGP]. The case k = 3 follows 
easily from Proposition 4-15 of [AABGP]. ~i 
2 Extended Affine Weyl Groups 
We recall that R is a reduced EARS. Therefore R has the form ( 1.7) or has the form ( 1.8). 
Convention 2.1 The twist number t and the integer k are defined for nonsimply laced cases 
in Definition 1.24 and (1.8). To be able to hove a single argument for both simply laced 
types and nonsimply faced types we freely talk about semilattices S and L ,  twist number t 
and integer k where we assume that 
if S is simply laced then dr, = 0. t = v and I: = 1. (2 .2)  
Also we assume that (1.8) holds only when -Y is nonsimply laced. Therefore, from now on. 
no matter what the type. X, of R is, we write 
Let (If')' be the real dual space of v O .  We define the bilinear form ( - .  .) on the 1 + 2u 
dimensional vector space 
3 := v @ yo $ (vO)‘  (2.3) 
so that 
m ( . ,  .) extends the form (.. .) on V, 
. ( v * ) )  = 0 ( ( v O ) ' .  (VO) ' )  = { O ) .  
.(vo. (v')' ) is the natural pairing. 
Clearly the form ( .. . ) is nondegenerate on 3. We normalize t h e  bilinear form so that 
(a.a)=2 ifaE Rsh and ( a . a ) = 2 k i f  a €  Rl,. (2.6) 
then we have 
&. .- 2 a  
.-  for o E 3 with ( a ,  a) # 0. 
(a.4 
1 
& = a if a E RSh and t = -a if a f RI, k 
A quick look at the realization of finite root systems (see [HI or [J] for example), gives the 
following data which we s h d  use in sequel without any further reference. 
Before giving the definition for an extended affine Weyl group we define a notion of 
duality and follow this with a result. 
It is well-known that if R is a finite root system of type X. then fi = {d : a E R X  ) U {0) 
is a finite root system of type .%. where .c is the type of the finite root system corresponding 
to the Dynkin diagram obtained by reversing the arrows of the Dynkin diagram of R. Ei is 
c d e d  the dual of R. One notes that 
where the integer k depends on the type X of R and is defined as in ( 1.8) and (2.2). For 
an estended affine root system R we set 
R X  = { c i  :a E RX}. 
*' : 6 ~  R O . a ~  R X . a + 6 ~  R )  and do = { (0+6.0+6) 
~ = d x u $ .  
Also let 
EiSh = {& I a E RSh} and RI, = { c i  I o E Rig) .  
Then we have the following result. 
Proposition 2.9 If R has type X, then R is an EARS of type A%-. Moreover if S is not 
simply laced and R = ( S + S )  u ( BSh + S) u (Big + L ) is an ezpression of R in the form (2.3) 
with nullity v and twist number t ,  then R has nullity u and twist number v - t .  Furthermore 
Proof. If X is simply laced then from (2.6) we have R = R and .f = S. so we are done. 
XoW suppose A- is not simply laced. We first prove that if R = (Sf  S ) U( RSh+ s ) u ( hlg + L ) .  
then (2.10) holds. Clearly &, = Rsh and drg = l /k (Rc) .  So it only remains to show that 
do = ;( L + L). First we show inclusion "C". Let 6 E do. Then d = (u+f,;+6, for some 
6 f  R O a n d p ~ ~ '  w i t h ? + d ~  R. L f p € R l h . t h e n * = d ~  R o = S + S G  l / k ( L + L ) .  
If B E RI,. then = f i + A  for some 3 E &, and X E L. Since d + X + b  E R. we have 
26 1 1 1 
d =  - = - 6 ~  - ( L - X ) G  z ( L +  L ) .  2k k k 
Thus do S k ( L  + L ) .  Next.  let 6 E l /k (L + L). Then k6 E L + L 2 S R'. Therefore 
there is X E L  so that k6 - X E L. Let c i  E krg and = 6 - A. Then 13 E Rlg and 
4 f k d  = d . + ( k 6 - A )  E R4.  S O  by definition of do we have 6 = 2 k b / ( , d + k 6 . $ + 1 ; 6 )  E do- 
Hence (2.10) holds. By Theorem 1.28. R is an EARS if S and ( l / k ) L  are semilattices in 
yo so that 
1 I 
- L + S s z L  and L + S C S .  (2.11) k 
But we already know that S and L( and so (l/k)L) are semilattices in v O .  Also the 
inclusions in (2.1 1) follows immediately from ( 1.8). To conclude. it only remains to show 
that R has type x, nullity v and twist number v - t .  By Definition 1.1.16. I? has nullity v 
and by Definition 1.24. R has twist number t' where kt' = I((l /k)Lj/(S)I.  But t' = u - t 
since kt = I(S)/(L)I. From (2.10) we see that R has the same type of root system as 
f i s h  U ( l / k )  R[, U {O) = R. Thus it has type .$. This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 2.12 The notion of duality can be defined similarly for EA RS's of type BC. In- 
deed. i f  R is an EARS of type BCc(l 2 1 ) of nullity u and twist-triple ( t ,. t. t 2 )  (see De j -  
nition 4.34 of [AABGP. IIl) and R is defined by (2.81, then R is an EARS of type BCc of 
nullity u and twist-triple (u - t 2 ,  u + t - t1 - t2: v - t1  ). (See [-A]. Appendix). 
For cr E L'wi th  ( a . ~ )  # 0 wedefine the reflection r ,  E G L ( ~ )  by 
Lemma 2.14 (i) The bilinear form (.. .) is invariant under n$ections r,. cr E 1;. cr non- 
isotropic. 
Proof. ( i )  This is easy t o  see by a straightforward computation. For (ti) note that  we 
have r o ( b )  = ( r o ( a ) ) - .  Xow using part ( i )  we have. for X E V. 
Definition 2.15 The extended afine Weyl group W R  ( EA WG) of R is defined to be the 
subgroup of G L ( ~ )  generated by tlepections r,, a E R X .  When there is no confusion we 
simply write W instead of W R .  As we have seen in I. 1.53. >V is isomorphic to to the We yl 
group of a tame nondegenerate EALA which has R as its root system. 
Xote tha t  from (R6) we have 
W R  C R. 
Proposition 2.17 Let R' be another EARS in V .  If R S R', then WR 2 WRr. 
Proof. Since R  S R'. there is 9 f G L ( V )  so tha t  q preserves the bilinear form (-. - )  
up to a nonzero scalar and p ( R )  = R'. Since ( u ,  v )  = 0 e ( p ( v ) , p ( v ) )  = 0, 27 E V ,  we 
get y(v0) = V0  and  y ( R X )  = R r X .  Thus ylvo E G L ( V O ) .  Let 0 be defined by (2.4). Let 
( - ,  - )  be the extended bilinear form on x as in (2.5).  Then one can see that  p can be 
extended to  a map in G L ( ~ ) .  denoted again by y. so  that  9 preserves the extended form 
up to a nonzero scalar. We have WR = ( r ,  : cr E R x )  and WRt = (rat : a' E R f X ) .  We 
define p : W R  - by 
We prove that defines a group isomorphism. To show that 3 is well-defined and one to 
one. it is enough to  show that 
Fix a*. .. .ak E R X .  Note that ( 0 . 4 )  = ( y ( a ) .  for any a.3 E 6. d nonisotropic. 
Using induction o n  the length of elements of WR (an element = r,, - . - r,,. ai's in R X  
has length n, if n is the smallest positive integer such that w can be written in this form), 
one can see that. for X E 6 ,  
Thus $ is well-defined and one to one. Clearly is a homomorphism. Since (I=( R X  ) = R t X .  
$ is onto. Thus 3 is an isomorphism. CI 
The following lemma wilI be used in the sequel in different places. 
Lemma 2.18 (i) If S = A l ,  then W R X  2 R X  + 2(S). 
(i4 If -y = Bt( [  2 2) ,  then wksh C &!rh + ( L ) .  
(iii) If X = Bz or X = Ct(I 2 3) ,  then wklg dl, + 2(S). 
Proof. ( i )  Since W is generated by reflections r,, a E R X  and W fixes pointwise VO.  
it isenough to show that r , ( R X )  2 R X  + 2 ( S )  for all n E R x .  So let a = & + 6  E R X .  
6 E R ~ . ~ E S .  Then
Since BX = {b.  -&) we are done. 
(ii) We only need to show that ro(Rsh)  Eirh + (L)  for all a E R X .  So let cr E R X  = 
RSh U Rig. If cr E Rsh, then a = c i  + 6.  c i  E R,h. 6 E S. Then 
If a E Rig.  then a = c i  + 6. d: E R [ ~ ,  6 E L. So 
(iii) Again we only need to show tha t  +,( dig) E dl, + 2 ( S )  for all a E R = RSh U R19 
If a E Rsh. then a = ti + 6. ci E tish, 6 E S. Then 
If a E Rig, then a = 6 + 6 .  c i  E tilg, 6 E L. So 
Now let R' be another EARS in V of the form 
R ' =  ( S ' + S f ) u  ( R +  St)  with ( S t )  = (S) (2 .19)  
if -' is simply laced and 
St + L' C S' and kS' + L' L' with 
- 
( S t )  = ( S )  and (L') = (L). 
if S is nonsimply laced and reduced type. Using Convention 2.1 we can always write R' in 
the form (2.20). Then we have 
Lemma 2.21 I f R  R' then WRtRX R X .  
Proof. We consider the following cases: 
( 1) Y = A .  By Lemma 2.18( replacing R with R' and WR with WR. ), we have 
( 2 )  at- is simply laced with rank > 1. By Theorem 1.1.28, in this case S is a lattice. so 
S = ( S )  = ( S t )  = St .  Thus  R = Rt and so 
( 3 )  X = Bt(1 2 2) .  We need t o  show WRtRSh C RSh and WRtR1g Rig By Lemma 
2.18 we have 
To show WRtRIg RIO we note that if 1 2 3. then by Theorem 1.1.28. ( L )  = (L') and so 
Rig = Rig. Then 
W p  Rig = WRt Rig C Rig = Rig. 
So it only remains to  consider the case 1 = 2. If I = 2. then Lemma 2.18 gives 
( 4 )  X = Ct(l 2 3).  By Theorem 1-1-28, ( S )  = ( S t )  and so Rsh = R:h. Thus 
Also by Lemma 2.18. we have 
( 5 )  X = F4 or G2. By Theorem 1.1.28, S. St, L and L' are lattices. Therefore R = R' 
and so W p R X  = WRRX R X .  
We will use the symbole "4" for the notion of "normal subgroup". 
Proposition 2.22 Let R' be an EARS in V as in (2.20). If R C R' then MiR 4 WRl. 
Proof. Since R C R' we have S St .  L & L' and WR W p .  By Lemma 2.14 the normality 
of W R  in YVR1 is clear if we show that WRt R x  2 R X  . But we have seen this in Lemma 
2.21. 0 
Starting from EARS R  we now introduce a new EARS R as follows. If -3- is simply 
laced we set 
R = { S ) V ( R +  ( S ) )  
and if -Y is nonsimply laced and reduced we set 
By Theorem 1.128. R is an EARS of type S. It is clear that R has the same twist number 
of R. We denote by l@ the EAWG of R. 
Lemma 2.23 (i) The bilinear form (-. - ) is a- invar iant .  
(ii, wraw-' = r,, for a E R x  , w E I&. 
( i i i )  w 4 %V 
Proof. ( i )  and (ii) follows immediately from Lemma '2.14. 
(iii) Since the EARS R is of the form (2.20) and S C (S) and L (L)  therefore by 
Proposition 2.22, we have W 4 ~. Q 
3 Structure of Extended Affine Weyl Groups 
Let R be the EARS as in (2.3) and (St L )  be the corresponding pair of semilattices. By 
Lemma 1.26 we can write V O  = U P  $ v:, S = St $ (S2)  and L  = k(S1) $ S2. where Sl and 
S2 are semilattices in V'p and v:, respectively. By ( 1 . 16 ) ,  V P  has a basis b l . .  . .bt and V! 
has a basis . . . ,6, so that  
Therefore we can write 
Let A be the  Cartan matrix corresponding to R with respect t o  the  fundamentd system 
fI := {cil,. . . hc}.  Then 
where A * .  . . . A, is the basis of (VO)' dual to hIt . . . ,6,. 
Here we need to introduce some notation. Let ZT denote the Z-span of a subset T in V. 
We set 
5 = ( 1 . 2 . .  ..a} 
J S = { l , - - . . t } = { i ~  J : k i #  I ) ,  J c =  J \ J , .  
Q = Z R ,  Q, = i!dSh, Q~ = zPlg, 
Q = ZR = ZR = Q + Ck1Zbi 
Q s  = ~ R s h  = Z R s h  = Q s  + ~ ~ . l Z d i  = Q. + (S). 
Q t  = Z R ~ ,  = ZRb = Q( + Cr=lkjZbi = QI + (L) and 
fi = (r6, : 15  i 5 1 )  5 G L ( ~ ) .  
Note that  ).i' can be identified as a subgroup of G L ( V )  and so is isomorphic to  the finite 
Weyl group of R. Also note that 
IJsI = t  and IJtI = v - t .  
Lemma 3.5 If R is nonsimply laced and reduced, then we have 
Proof. Checking the Dynkin diagram of R. one can see that  there are simple roots 
a E ~ . h ,  E R~ such that  ( a d )  = -1 and ( & 6 )  = -k. Thus o + i3 = ro(a) E Blh and 
d i  ka = r , (B)  E ~ 1 ~ .  Therefore 4 E BSh-a Q, and ka  E krg - L3 Then we have 
This gives Qe Q,. .Us0 
This gives k ~ ,  Q ~ .  The second part of the statement now follows from this and the  fact 
that kS L 2 S. a 
Let a E L' be nonisotropic and  6 E V'. Then. for X E L'. we have 
1 
r o + ~ r a ( A )  = A - (A. 6)h + [ ( A .  ir) - -(ti. 2 & ) ( A .  6)]6. 
In fact 
1 
= A  - ( A .  a)& + [(A. ir) - - ( d .  &)(A. 6) ]6 .  2 
1 where the last equality follows from the  fact that  (a.&) = 2. Therefore if 6 = ycr (in 
particular if a E Eirg ) we have 
1 1 1 1  1 
r Q + h r Q ( A )  = X - ( X 1 6 ) p  + [ ( A .  ; a )  - -(-a - Q ) ( A -  6 ) ] 6 .  2 k ' k  (3.7) 
and if ci  = a (in particular if a E RSh) we have 
1 
r , + a r , ( A )  = X - ( A .  6 ) a  + [ ( A ,  a) - -(a. a ) ( X .  6) ]6 .  2 (3 .8 )  
This leads us to define. for i E 3, and a E Q, the linear map t?) : 0 - given by 
1 1 1 1  
tE ' (A)  := A - ( A .  T 6 i ) ~  + [ ( A .  Q )  - :(a. a ) ( A .  -6i)I-di- 
2 k k 
(One may call this an  Eichler-Siege1 transformation (see [Ei] or [Eb] ). ) It is easy to see that 
for all n E 2, i f  J .  and 0 E Q. 
1 
t'" 4 = 1 and t t ) ( ~ )  = 0 + (,d - a )d i .  k 
We say ( - ,  .) is invariant under a map T E G L ( ~ )  if (~(a). ~ ( 0 ) )  = (a. 3 )  for d o. L? E p. 
Lemma 3.11 For i E J .  we have 
I ~ )  t p t ( i )  = tW o + o . f ~ r a l l a , ~ ~ Q . H e n ~ e t ~ ) ~ ~ u t ( ~ ) .  
(ii) For any T E G ~ ( 0 )  satisfying T jixes pointwise V O  and the bilinear form ( -. - ) is 
( i )  invariant under T we have Tt,  T-I = t!:, 
(iii) wtk'w-l = t c b .  for a E Q, m E W .  
(3)  (4  J - t ( i )  (iv) to to La - for i .  j E J ,  a,D E Q. tb3)ca) 
Proof. We have 
(iii)-(iv) By Lemma 2.23, the bilinear form ( .. .) is fi-invariant. It is also straightforward 
to  see that the bilinear form ( -. -) is invariant under the linear maps tt' . i E J .  a E Q. Now 
both (iii) and (iv) follow immediately from (ii). o 
Lemma 3.12 Let a E B X  and 6 = ELl mibi, mi E 2, then 
(i) I/ a E Rc, we have 
where dl = 0 and 13, := mid;. 2 5 j < - v. 
(ii) If cl E drh, we have 
( .  Proof. ( i )  From (3 .7 ) .  we get r,+s,r, = t,'). Now let 13, := mibi. If' rn, > 0. then 
we have 
4 ( 4  (4 Since tbfLns, = t b  tnb, and = I for all n E Z ,  then ro+mlbt ro = ( t a )  )mt = tmIo ,  If 
(4  t 1 )  mi < 0. then -m; > 0 and ~,+,~d,r, = T - , - ~ , ~ , T , ,  = ( t -o)-m,  = t m t o .  Then 
This finishes the proof of (i). 
(ii) Using (3.8) with an analogous argument as in part ( i )  we get (ii). 
To study the structure of the EAWG W and PQ we need to  define some new terms. Let 
Proof. Since H E H w and W C W. we just need to show that H and H are normd 
in W. From Lemma 2.23(ii) we have 
- 
W T ~ + ~ T ~ W - '  = WTQ+sW ' W T , U I - I  = r, ,+~r, , .  
for any ZE E w and a E R x .  We have WR E R,  so w a  E R X  and wcrf6 = w(a + 6 )  E d X .  
Thus  from the definition of H we have r,,+sr,, E H. II a E R x .  then from Lemma 
2.21 we have w a  f R X  and wck + 6 = w(a + 6 )  f R X .  Thus by definition of If? we have 
Two+6Tro E H .  Hence H 4 pi) and H 4 W. 0 
Lemma 3.15 H = ( t :)  : ( i , a )  E ( J c  x Q c )  u ( J ,  x k Q s ) )  
Proof. Let us denote by T the right hand side of the statement. First we show that 
T C_ 8. We do this in the following two steps: 
(1)  Let i E  Jt and cr € Rig = R ~ , + C ~ = ~  k j Z b j .  Since ki = I. we have a + h i  E Rig. By 
Lemma 3.12(i). we have t ! )  = r,+s, r ,  E 8.  Now Lemma 3.11(i) implies that t:) E 8. for 
all E Qf.  
(2 )  Let i E J,  and a E Bsh = R~~ + Cy=l Z b j .  Then cr + hi E Rsh. By Lemma 3.12(ii). 
we have t t :  = r,+btr, E H. Again Lemma 3.11(i )  implies that t:: E H for all a E Qs .  
Thus T H .  
We now show that H T. Let a E R'. 6 = mihi and o + 6 E B x  . We must show 
that r,+dr, E T .  First let a E RI,. By Lemma 3.12(i), we have 
where 41 = 0 and /3, = midi, for 2 < j < v.  W e  notice here that since R~~ = R~~ + {L) 
and (L)  is a lattice we have u + 13, E ~1~ for all j. 1 < j < v .  By (3.16). i t  is enough 
to  show that ( t ~ ~ o l ) m ~  E T for 1 5 j 5 v. If j E Jc .  then (j. a + ill ) E Jl x Qc and so 
t(j) 
*+dl E T. Thus (tFiul ) m ~  E T .  NOW let j E J,. Then kj = k. Since E E (L) = xFI k,Zd, 
we have mj  E kZ. Let mj = krn; for some mi E Z. We have a + dl E QI Q,, so 
( j .  k(r* + 13,)) E J ,  x kQ,. Thus tib+ol) E T .  This gives 
This takes care of the case in which a E Big. Now let a E R , ~ .  By Lemma 3.12(ii). we have 
where ,dl = 0 and ,Oj = ~1;: mihi. for j. 1 5 j 5 v -  Since RSh = Eirh + (S) and (S) 
is a lattice. a + 4, E R S ~  for 2 5 j 5 Y .  We are done if we show that ( t K b + J J , ) m ~  E T 
for 2 5 j  j v. Now if j E Js, then ( j , k ( a +  8,)) E Js x Q, and so tgb+o,, E T. Then 
( tKb+41) )m~  E T. I f  j E J I .  we have k(a + 6 )  E k Q s  Qe  (see Lemma 3.5) and so 
( j .  k ( a  + 4 ) )  E Jc x Q e .  Thus (t&o+oJ,)rn~ E T. This completes the proof of Lemma. 0 
We set 
c;, = t ( ' )  
-4 (i. j J ) .  
H:" = ( t g '  : E d l )  ( i  E J ~ ) .  
~y = ( t c )  : a E k Q , )  ( i  E .J,) .  
Then for i ,  j E J and A E we have 
1 1 
cij(X) = X - -(A.6j)6i + z(X.6i)6j. cii = 1 and cijcji = 1. k 
Proof. If i E Jt and a E Big. then a + kiLi = o + 6i E Rb. Thus t!? = r,+br, E H .  
From Lemma 3.11(i) we get t t '  E H for all a E Qc and therefore H:') 5 K 5 H. If i E Js 
(4 and a E Bsh, then a + bi E Rsh. Thus t k ,  = r,+c,r, E H. So by Lemma 3.11(i). I:: E H 
for all a E 9,. This gives H:') 5 H 5 H. o 
Remark 3.20 I f  u = 1, then we are in the case of the theory of afine Weyl groups which 
is known. So for the sake of simplicity we assume from now on that v > 1. However as is 
known (see [Ka] for example), Proposition 3.30 of this section is valid for the case v = 1. 
So we will refer to Proposition 3.30. in future sections. for u 1 1. 
Let 
C = (cij : i, j E J )  5 ~ u t ( P ) .  
From (2.7) we have that ( q a )  = 2k for a E R , ~  then it follows that (a, 9) E kZ for 
a. 8 E Qt. Because of this the part ( iv)  of the following lemma makes sense. 
- 
Lemma 3.21 (i) C. Z and Z are iree abelian groups of mnk u(u  - 1 )/2.  
(ii) For any T E G L ( V )  such that T JLzes pointwise V* and the bilinear f o m  ( - .  - )  is 
invariant under T we have cijT = T c i j ,  i. j E J .  
(iii) wc;j = eij'w and c i j t p )  = t c ) c i j ,  for any u: E l&', i. j .  n E J and a E Q ,  
( 'I  t ' j)  C . - ~ ( ~ J ) ,  a, E Qc,  i, j E J. where (I. y )  = zyz - '~ - '  is the group W )  ( t o  f l  ) = 13 
commutator. 
Proof. First it is easy to see that C is an abelian subgroup of A U ~ ( V ) .  By (3.18). C is 
generated by v (v  - 1 )/2 elements {ci, : i, j E J. i < j}. Suppose 
for some integers ni j .  Then for X E v we have, 
Thus 
Subsituting X = A*. I; E 3. we get nij = O for all i. j E J ,  i < j. So C is free. To show Z 
and ,7 are free abelian goups of rank u(v - 1)/2 it is enough to show that for any i. j E J 
there exist some non-zero integers nij such that c,:" E 3. this is because any non-trivial 
subgroup of a free abelian group is free and 2 2 C C. Fis i. j E J and ci E dSh. We 
have b + S + kS 6 + S C Rah. Therefore dr + hi. d! - khj and ii + hi - k6j are in RSh. 
Xow by Lemma 3.12(ii)? we have 
This completes the proof of part ( i ) .  
( i i )  By Lemma 3.11(ii), we have 
(iii) This follows immediately from (ii). 
( i v )  Using Lemma 3.11 and (3.10) we have 
From part (iii) of Lemma 3.2 1 we have 
Corollary 3.22 3 ~ e n t ( ~ )  and Z Cent(W).  
CoroUary 3.23 (ij H = 2cnic J 3  H:" 1. 
l i i )  H = z(niE J ,  a!'' )(njEJt ~ j j )  
Proof. ( i )  We have 2 c H and by Lemma 3.19. H:') C H for i E Js and H/') H for 
j E Jt. Thus the right hand side of the equality in ( i )  is a subset of H. To show H is a 
subset of the right hand side. we only need to show that t z )  E 2(n iEJ ,  ~ ; ' ) ) ( n ~ , ~ ,  H:" ) for 
all (i. a) E ( Jt x Q e )  U ( Js x Qs). this is because of Lemma 3.15. First let (i. a )  E Jc x Rrg. 
Then a = ir + 6. where 6 = midi, c i  E R I ,  and mi E Z. SO 
(i) ml ttl = - ('1 (4  m'(tf.'_l ) m d  . . ( t s ,  ) - ('1 
- t& ( t6, ) - t ,  z 
i )  ( 4  for some r E C. Therefore s = t!$, E H n C = 2. Thus 
Then from Lemma 
Jc x Q e .  NOW let (i. kn) E J x kRsh where a = dr + 6 ,  ci E RSh and 6 = I:=, mibi. mi E Z .  
Then as in the first part of (i)  we get 
(4 for some 2 E C. Then z E H n C  = 2. Thus t f ;  E j(niEJ, as ) (nJEJ ,  H : ~ ) ) .  Again using 
Lemma 3.11(i) we get t!: E Z(niEJs ~ : ' ) ) ( n , ~ ~ ,  H!')) for any (i. a )  E J ,  x Q,. 
(ii) By Lemma 3.19. the right hand side is a subset of H .  Note let h E H .  Since H H. 
then by part ( i ) .  there are elements z E C and h' E (nicJ, Hii ')(njEJt H;')) such that 
h = zh'. We are done if we show that z E 2.  But ht E H. so r = hht-' E C ~ I  H = 2.  This 
completes the proof. o 
By the above corollary, any element h E H can be written in the form 
Corollary 3.25 Let h E fi be written in the form (3.24). Then a:s and 4 s  are independent 
of the choice of the order oJ the product. In particular if we take the natuml ordering on J ,  
and J t ,  then the e q m s s i o n  of h E K in the form (3.Y) is unique. 
Proof. Let p E J. j E Jt and i E Js. Then for 4 E Q ~ ,  
and for a: E Q,. 
A A P -  ( r n o d ~ ' ) .  
If p € J t .  then considering (3.10) and (3.18) we have 
and i f p  f Js, then 
hAp r ~ t k ) ~ A ~  E hp - ap ,  ( rnodvO) .O  
Remark 3.26 Note that Corollary 9.25 is valid $ and 2 a m  replaced with H and 2. 
respectively. 
Recall that if G is a group with (G. G) E C e n t ( G ) .  when ( a .  6 )  = aba-'6-' is the group 
commutator. then 
( z ) = ( ) for xi? y E G. I a finite set. (3.27) 
iE I t~ 1 
Proposition 3.28 (i,' 2 = ~ e n t ( X )  and Z = C e n t ( X ) .  
( i i )  (B.8) = ( H .  H )  & 2, 
( i i i )  Both - and 5 are canonically isomorphic t o  the direct product o f t  copies of k ~ ,  
- 
and ( v  - t )  copies o ~ Q ~ .  
Proof. ( i )  From Corollary 3.22 we have 2 c e n t (  H ). Now let h E C e n t (  H ) C_ H. Let 
h = :(niEJ, t:;, )(njcJ, 1;') be an expression of h in the form (3.24). ive have (h.  t:) = 1 
for a.li ( p , c r )  E Js x Qs. and ! h . t f ) )  = 1 for all ( p . 3 ) ~  Jc x Qc. Thus for ( p . o )  € Je x Qc 
we have. using 3.27. 
where the Iast equality follows from Lemma 3.21. Plow using Lemma 3.21(i) we get that 
(a'. a) = 0 for d i E Js. o E Ql and (&a) = 0 for all j E Jc.  a E Qc. Since spanpgr  = v 
and the restriction of the form on v is positive definite we get that a; = O for all i E Js and 
L7, = 0 for all j E Jc.  Thus h E 2 and ~ e n t ( ~ )  = 2. We can use a similar argument to  see 
that C e n t ( H )  = 2 (see Remark 3.26). 
(ii) From Corollary 3.23 and part ( i )  we have 
where the Iast inclusion follows from Lemma 3.21(iv).  
( iii) We consider the surjective group homomorphisms 
H -- k ~ ,  x .. - x libs x Q( x - .  . x Qr (t-times k ~ ,  and ( v  - t)-times (2( 
H - kQS x . . . x k O s  x Q( x .. . x Qc (t-times k ~ ,  and ( v  - t)-times Q[ 
Xote that by Corollary 3.25. the above maps are weU defined. It is clear that the kernel of 
these homomorphisms are 2 and 2 ,  respectively. Thus both sequences 
~ - - ~ - H - - ~ Q , X ~ ~ ~ X I ; Q , X Q ~ ~ . ~ . ~ Q ~ - ~  
are exact, which gives (iii). 17 
The following example shows that the inclusions in part (ii) of Proposition 3.37 can be 
proper. 
Example 3.29 Let R be a finite root system of t ype  A l  ( including 0). Then by Theorem 
1. I .  28, 
R = R $ Zhl 6 Zb2 
is an extended afine mot system of type A1.  Using Lemma 3.2l(iv). we have for any 
(4  (j) a.3 E R X .  ( t ,  .to ) = e!~*'). 1 5 i. j 5 2 Since (a. ,O) E 2Z for any a.0 E R. we get 
On the other hand i fa  E R X ,  then a + b i + b j  and a+bi are in R X  . i < j and r,+h,+6, r,+5, = 
(4  t f k b j  = t ,  c-' 11 . Therefore c;j = tFb-d,  t ! )  E H n C = 2 .  Thus 
ci j  E Z \ ( H .  H). 
Proposition 3.30 I& = oc H and W = w N R. 
Proof. Each generator of w has the form P6+6 where & E R'. 6 E V0 and c i  + 6 E R. 
Since r=+~rg E H ,  we have & = (I&'. 8). -4 similar argument shows that W = (dotW. H).  
By 3.14. H d ~ and d 4 W .  We need to show that H n w = 1 and H n w = 1. But 
H H ,so we only need to  show that Ei n ).v = 1. For this it is enough to show that H 
is a torsion free subgroup of W ,  since ).i' is a finite subgroup of ).b. Let h E H. h # 1 and 
(i )  hn = 1 for some n c Z. We want to show n = 0. Let h = z (n icJ ,  tka, )(njEJC t g ' )  be an 
expression of h in the form (3.24).  If ai = 4, = 0 for all i E Js and j E J f .  then hn = zn. 
Since 2 is a free abelian group we get n = 0. Now assume there is some io E Js  so that 
cr;, # 0. By Lemma 3.21(iv), and Proposition 3.28. 
Since the restriction of the form to Q is positive definite we have (a io ,  aio ) # 0. Using (3.10) 
and the fact that the elements of act as the identity on Q we get 
So if n # 0, then hn(ai, ) # aio which is a contradiction. Thus n = 0. If there is some 
j E Jc so that ,dj # 0. then using an analogous arguement as above we get n = 0. Thus H 
is torsion free. 0 
We remark here that to prove H is torsion free in the above proposition. we could use 
Corollary 3.25. making the argument simpler. But for a later purpose we avoided doing 
that. 
Recall that for a group G and so  E G. the subgroup C G ( x o )  = {x E G 1 3x0 = x02} 
is called the centralizer of s o  in G. For a subgroup N of G. the subgroup C c ( ! V )  = { x  E 
G I xn = nx,for all n E N }  is c a e d  the centralizer of N in G. N is called self-centralizing 
if C c ( N )  = N. Also the subgroup GI, = {t E G I [G : CG(x)] < m} of G is called the 
finite conjugacy subgroup of G. Ln fact GI, is a characteristic subgroup of G: that is. it is 
invariant under any automorphism of G. 
Lemma 3.31 (i) Cw/z(  H / Z  = H l Z  and c,,+,~( R / Z )  = R l i .  
(ii) C w ( H )  = 2 and ~ , + ( f i )  = 2. 
Proof. Let w E W and w,? E C w l z ( H / Z )  Then u?-'h-'wh E 2 for all h E H .  In 
( i )  - w-l ( i )  particular - t -, vtt) E 2 for all ( i. a )  E ( Jc x Q ~ )  u ( J ,  x I;Q, ). From Corollary 
3.25 we get that a - w-'a I 0 ( m o d V o ) .  B y  Proposition 3.30. we have = w h  for some 
lit E ~ and h E H. Therefore cr r m-'a  r h-'tbi.-'a ( m o d v o ) .  Since W fixes pointwise 
yo. we get ha I wir-'a  mod^'). Sow we have PVQ c Q and by (3.10).  ha a (modL") 
for any a E Q. So d-lo = o for all a E Q. Thus i, = 1 (see [HI) and so w = h E H .  
So C w l z ( H / - ? )  H I Z .  Since H I 2  is abelian we get C w l r ( H / 2 )  = H/Z. An analogous 
- - 
argument gives C , + / ~ ( H / ~ )  = H l Z .  
(ii) From part (i) we have C w ( H )  H. Then from Lemma 3.28(i) we get C w ( H )  = 3.  
Similarly ~ ~ ( f i )  = 2. A similar argument gives 2 = ~ e n t ( V v ) .  CI 
Corollary 3.32 Z = C e n t ( W )  and = ~ e n t ( V u ) .  
Proof. By Lemma 3.31. C e n t ( W ) / Z  C w I z ( H / 2 )  & H I E .  Thus C e n t ( W )  C_ H and so 
C e n t ( W )  E C e n t ( H )  = 3. Then by Corollary 3.22. we get Z = C e n t ( W ) .  0 
We recall the following lemma from [PI. 
Lemma 3.33 Let G be a group. !V be a normal torsion free abelian subgroup of G with 
]G : X ]  < m. Then GI, = 3 if and only if N is self-centmlizing. 
Theorem 3.34 Let Wl and W 2  be two EAWGs of the form under consideration and 9 : 
Wl - W2 be a gmup isomorphism. Let w1. ~ 2 ,  H1 and Hz be subgroups of Wl and W2 
defined by (3.13) and (3.4). respectively. Then ~1 V& and y( H I  ) = Hz. 
Proof. We denote by Zl  and Z2 the centers of Wl and m, respectively. From Corollary 3.32 
we know that Z1 = Cent( H1 ) and Z2 = Cent (&)  and by Proposition 3.30, Wl = w1 x HI 
and >V2 = .Li;2 0: Hz. Since y is an isomorphism we have 
Since Zi = Cent(Wi) for i = 1.2. therefore wi2?; = {wz : w L. E,. + E Z i } ,  i = 1.2 is a 
subgroup of W;.  We have 
Since p is an  isomorphism and because of Proposition 3.28(iii) we have that % - and 
are free abelian groups. Also from Lemma 3.31 we have 
H2 Hz P( H1) S m 1 )  F ( H ~ )  c % ( ~ )  G 7 and C w  (-) = C,cw, r (7) - 
-2 ~2 -2  3 dm Y ( 2 * )  d - 1 )  d-71) 
Moreover 
w2 Hz w2 vW1) [,. ,] = ~)k?[ < oc and [?-. -1 = 
u 2  ~2 ~2 d Z 1 )  
Therefore by Lemma 3.33, we have 
Thus y ( H l )  = H 2 .  Since W 2  = y(W1) = y(l&!I) a p(Hl )  = v ( T ~ l )  cx H2 we have 
w2 E 2 2 p(kvl) 2 file 
Corollary 3.35 H is a characteristic subgroup of W .  
Let 
RI = ( s ~ + s ~ ) u ( R , ~ + s ~ ) u ( R ~ + L ~ )  and 
R2 = ( 5 2  f 52) u (& 4- S2) u (& + L2) 
be reduced EARS's of the form as in Convention 2.3. Furthermore assume that 
(51) = (S2) ( L l )  = (Lz) 
Then we have 
Proposition 3.36 Wl = W2 C+ Cent(W1) = Cent(W2).  
Proof. We denote by Hn and Z, the subgroups H and ,7 of W,. for n = 1.2. From 
Proposition 3.30 and Corollaries 3.23 and 3-32 we have 
).V, = ).ir a H,. H, = Z,( n A!'))( n H:')) and t, = Cent().&). 
i €  J s j €  Jc 
for n = 1.2.  Now the result is clear. o 
It is well known that nonisomorphic finite or affine root systems might have isomorphic 
Weyl groups. The following example shows that for arbitrary v. nonisomorphic EARS's 
might have isomorphic E.4WG7s. Unlike the finite or affine case even when the type is the 
same. nonisomorphic EARS's might have isomorphic EAWG's. as part (ii) of the following 
example shows. 
Example 3.37 ( i )  Let v be arbitrary and R be an EARS of type B f ( l  2 3 ) .  By Proposition 
2.9, I? is an EARS of type Ct(l 2 3 ) .  So R R.  From 12-81 we have R X  = {6  : o E R X } .  
s o  
LVR = ( r ,  : ir E R ~ )  = ( r ,  : o E R X )  = WR. 
(ii) Let R ba an extended uBne root system of type Al  with nullity v > 3. By Theorem 
1.1.28. R has the form R = ( S  + S) u ( R  + S ) ,  where S is a semilattice and R is a finite 
root system of type =II .  As in (3.1) we can write (S) = $!=, 26; where 6; E S .  Set 
S1 is a semilattice, since it is a union of cosets of 2(S) in S including the trivial coset 2(S) 
(see Remark 1.17). Moreover ( S 1 )  = (S) . Set 
By Theoem 1.1.28. Rt is also an extended af ine mot system of type A1.  We show WR, =
).Ii. By Proposition 3.36. we only need to show that 3 = Z1 where ZI is the center of WR,. 
Since Z1 3 C C = (ci1 : i. j E J ) :  we get the result if we prove that cij E Z1. for all 
i. j E J .  Let dr E R. If we denote the corresponding subgroup H of R1 by H I .  then 
Therefore C i j  = rb-6, +6, '6-6, t!) E - Thus C i j  E 21 and SO WR,  = ).i'. Since ( S )  is a 
lattice and Sl is not a lattice. R1 and l? are not isomorphic (see Theorem I.1-29). 
We close this section with the lollwing remark. 
Remark 3.38 ( i )  Let 0 5 p 5 v and let J ,  6e a subset of J of cardinality p .  Similar to 
the definition of V in (3.3) we define 
As in (2.5) we extend the bilinear form (., - )  on V to v, by 
Thus the form has a ( v  - p)-dimensional mdical. For cr E V, ,  nonisotropic. we define 
Define I?,, H,, C,, b, and 2, exactly in the same way we defined H ,  H .  C, 3 and 
Z. ~spect ively .  Checking the proofs in this section, we see that the only places that I J , [  
plays a role are in Lemma 3.31(i) and Corollary 3.25. Note that we deliberately did not 
use Corollary 3.25 to prove any other result in this section. Also one can see that Lemma 
- 
3.2l(i) holds for C,, 2, and 2, by changing the statement to the following: 
C,. 2, and Z, are free abelian groups o/ rank i - 0 -  1) 2 +w - P I -  
Therefore all the results of  this section, with the exceptions mentioned above. remain true 
for fipi.',, W , 2, and 2,. 
(ii) W ,  is a central eztension of Wo. To see this, consider the sequence 
where rP is the surjective homomorphism defined by n,(ut) = W I ,  We need to show 
that kerr ,  = 2,. Since elements of 2, act as the identity on V .  we get Z, kern,. 
*Vow let uy E W ,  and r P ( w )  = 1. By  (3.24) and Pmpsi t ion  3.30, we can write zu = 
z ~ z ( ~ ; ~ J ,  t!2,)(njEJt t x ) ) )  where i~ i , ~  W ,  ai 'sE QS, pj 's€ Q [  and z E Zs. SO 
B y  Proposition 3.30, w = 1 = ( ( n i E J ,  ttit )(nlE Jt t g ) ) .  Then using an argument similar to  
that in the pmof of Proposition 3.30, to show H is torsion free, w e  get a,  = O = 3, for all 
i~ Js and j E Je .  Thus w = 2 E 2,. 
4 The Notion of a Basis 
The notion of a basis for a finite or a.fFine root system or in general for the root system of 
a Kac-Moody algebra plays a crucial role in the related theory. .i\ basis I for such root 
systems is a finite subset of roots with respect to  which the set of roots can be decomposed 
into the disjoint union of. so called. positve and negative roots. A positive root is a linear 
combination of the roots in ll with a l l  coeffficrints in Z>* A negative root is the negative 
- 
of a positive root. The reflections on roots in 11 generate the whole Weyl group of the 
corresponding root system and the Weyl group acts transitiveIy on the set of bases. .All 
bases have the same cardinality- 
For an extended affine root system R with nullity v 3 2. having a notion of a basis with 
characteristics similar to those of a finite or a n e  root system is far from being realized. 
Indeed for such root systems there is in general no finite subset IT of R so that any root 
is a Z-linear combination of roots in II with al l  coefficients having the same sign. This 
being said. we are not planning to  define a notion of basis for an EARS. instead we will 
show that one of the important characteristics of finite and affine root systems holds for the 
class of E.4RS's. Indeed. for a reduced EARS R we would like to consider the problem of 
esistence of a finite subset II of R X  so that the action of the subgroup of G L ( V )  generated 
by reflections based on roots in ll gives all nonisotropic roots. II having least cardinality 
with this property. 
First we need to introduce a general setup which we use throughout. RecalI that  B X  = 
R~~ u R~~ and fi = {til. . . . , ( r e }  is a set of simple roots for R. For a subset P of V. consisting 
of nonisotropic elements we set 
W p  = ( r ,  : o E P )  5 G L ( ~ ) ) .  
R; = W p  P. 
Sf = { b  E v0 : o + 6 E RF for some cr E dSh) ,  
L p  = { b  E V O  : a + 6 E RF for some a E dl,} and 
R p  = ( S p  + Sp)u R;. 
In what follows we fix 
Note that fI P R X .  Thus 
W ~ W ~ ~ W  and R F G f i x .  (4.3) 
Proof. First we show R$ E ( R . ~ + S ~ ) U ( R ~ ~ +  Lp). Let D E P and m = r,, . . r,, E Wp. 
7 i . s ~  P. We must show w(@) E ( R s h  + S p )  U ( ~ 1 ~  + L P )We can write d = f i  + 6 and 
7i = yi + A; where 8.4i E B X  and & X i  E v0. Then it is easy to see that 
w ( p )  = r+, . - .q , ($ )+o  for some a~ vO. 
By the definition of R;, we have w(P) E RF. But then from the definition of Sp and 
L p  we have a E S p  or cr E LP. Thus w(P) E ( B S h  + SP) U ( ~ 1 ~  + LP). This gives the 
desired inclusion. We now show the reverse inclusion by proving that R , ~  + Sp s RF and 
Rig + L p  2 RF. Let b E Sp. By the definition of S p ,  there esists o E BSh such that 
cr + 6 E RF. Since PV & WWp we have 
Since 6 E Sp was arbitrary we get Rsh + S p  & R;. If A E Lp. then there exists i3 E dig so 
that ,d + A E RF. Thus 
Thus dlg + Lp 2 RF. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 4.5 PVp = WR;. 
Proof. We have Wp W R .  . Now to see the reverse inclusion. let a E R: = W p  P. So 
P 
there exists w Wp and @ E P so that a = wp. Then 
Thus Wp contains all generators of W R x  . Hence WRx W p .  
P P 
Lemma 4.6 If R~, # 0, then 
kSp + Lp 2 L p  and S p  + L p  G Sp. 
Proof. Let d E S p  and X E L p .  There exist roots a E RSh and 9 E R ~ ,  such that 
(a, 13) = - 1. (13. b )  = -k. By Lemma 4.4, a+& , + A  E RF and so r,+s. ra+,j E WR; = WP.  
Thus 
+ J + A + 6 = r o ( a )  + X + 6 = ru+*(o + 6 )  E W p R ;  C RF 
Since r d a )  E &h and r,(4) E R[,, Lemma 4.4 gives X + 6 E S p  and k6 + X E L p .  It 
follows that 
S p + L p  G S p  and k S p +  L P G  L P .  
Lemma 4.7 (i) S p  and L p  are semilattices. 
(ii) I/ is not of type A* or Bt, then Sp is a lattice. 
(iii) If R is not of type Cc(l 2 3 )  or B2, then L p  is a lattice. 
Proof. ( i )  We must show Sp and L p  satisfy (S1) - (S4)  (see Definition 1.1.23). 
( S l )  is clear. For (S2) let E E S p  and a E RSh. Then -a-6 = re+& ( a + 6 )  E WR;RF G 
R;. so -6 E Sp. Therefore S p  = - S p .  Wow let A. 6 E S p  and a E Ash. Then 
From this it follows that Sp * 2Sp  Sp. The inclusion L p  f 'LLp  L p  follows using 
an analogous argument. so (S2)  holds. We now consider (S3) .  From (4.2) we see tha t  for 
any i. 1 5 i 5 m we have either o, E S p  or oi E L p .  Since Lp C_ SP we get 0, E Sf for 
1 5 i 5 m. So 20; E 2 S p  2 L p  for 1 5 i 5 m. Since oi's spans Vo.  both Sp and L p  span 
1:'. For (S4) note that by (4.3) and Lemma 4.4. 
Thus S p  ( S )  and L p  (L). So. as subsets of discrete sets both S p  + Sp and L p  + Lp 
are discrete. 
( ii) In this case there are roots a, 3 E R , ~  such that ( a. $ ) = - 1. Therefore if 6. X E Sp. 
then a + 6.d + X E RG and so 
By Lemma 4.4.6 + X E S p .  Thus S p  + S p  & Sf and so Sp is a lattice. 
(iii) In this case there exist roots a,? E R ~ ,  such that (a. 3) = -1. Now using a similar 
argument as in part (ii) we see that Lp is a lattice. 0 
By Lemmas 4.4. 4.7 and Theorem 1.1 -28 we have 
Proposition 4.8 R p  i s  an EARS of the some type of R and of nullity u. Moreover 
Definition 4.9 Let P C R X .  W e  say a nontrivzul element w E W p  has length rn (wi th 
respect to P ) ,  written l ( w )  = m.  i fm  is the smallest integer s o  that w can be written in the 
f o m  
u ~ = T ~ ~ . . - T ~ ~ ,  ~ k i f  P for I <  i < m. ( 4 . 1 0 )  
W e  define 1( 1 ) = 0. 
Let 8, and Br be the highest short and the highest long roots of R with respect to  fi. 
respectively (for simply laced cases 8, = 9 ) .  By Convention 2.1. for simply laced cases we 
have only the highest short root B , ( : =  8 ) .  We set 
We note that for simply laced cases a[+i = 6; - 0 for all i E J .  We also note that II is of 
the form ( 4 . 2 ) .  Therefore by Proposition (4.8), Rn is an EARS and 
Clearly II E R X  and Wn E W. so RG = WnIi W R x  R x .  By Lemma 4.4. Sn c S 
and Ln L. Therefore Rn R. Moreover from Lemma 4.6 we get b l . .  . . .6, E Sn and 
k61, . - - . kdt . 6,+1, . . . ,6, E Ln. Thus 
Proposition 4.13 Rn is an extended a m e  root system of the same type and the same 
twist number as R. ~bforeover R = Rn i f8  is not of type X = A l ,  BC, CC. 
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Proposition 1.8 and (4.12). If 
.X # f 1 ,  Bc. Ct, then by Theorem 1-1-28. S. Sn, L and Ln are lattices. Therefore Proposition 
4.8 and (4.12) gives Rn = R. o 
From Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.13 we have 
Corollary 4.14 If X # A1, B1. Ct. then Rn = R = R and Wn = W = I&'. 
In section 1. we defined the notion of index for a semilattice (see Definition 1.19). We 
now want to define a notion of indev for an EARS R. This notion as we s h d  see depends 
on the rank. nullity, twist number and the index of semilattices which arise in the structure 
of R. Recall from (2.3),  Lemma 1.26 and (3.1) that if R has type BI or Ct .  then 
R = ( S +  S ) U ( R , ~  + S)U (Rig+ L ) .  
there exists subspaces Vy and Vg of v0 and 
semilattices S1 in L': and S2 in V: SO that 
V * = V ~ @ V ; ,  d i m ~ f = t ,  d i m ~ : = v - t ,  
S = SI  @ (S2), L = 2 ( 5 1 )  @ S2, 
(4) = I:=, Z d i  and (S2 )  = ZJi  where 
61,  . . . ,6 t  E Sz  and . . . -6, E Sz. 
By Remark 1.14, we can write 
ind(S1 ) 51 = Uizo ( r i + 2 ( S 1 ) )  where 
rcs  represent distinct cosets of 2(S1)  in ( S 1 )  and 
TO = O , T ~  = bl, . . . ,  ~t = b t .  
S2 = ~ f ~ ~ ( ~ ) ( ~ i  + 2(S2) )  where 
oi's represent distinct cosets of 2(S2) in (S2) and (4.17) 
60 = 0.61 ..., CT,,-~ = 6,,. 
ind(SI )  2 t and ind(S2) 2 Y - t .  (4.18) 
Note that if 1 < i  < ind(S l )  and r, E (L). then T* E (L) n S1 = ( 2 ( S 1 )  3 ( S z )  ) n S1 E 2 ( 4 )  
which contradicts the choice of q 0 s  in (4.16). Also if 1 5 i 5 i n d ( S z )  and a; E 2(S). then 
o; E 2 ( S )  n S2 = 2( (S1)  $ { S z ) )  n S2 2(S2) which contradicts the choice of q ' s  in (4.17). 
Thus  
T ~ # ( L )  f o r l < i l i n d ( S 1 )  and ~ i e 2 ( S )  f o r l s i < i n d ( S 2 ) .  (4.19) 
Let R' be another choice of the finite root system in fj 1 and R = ( S' + S' )  U ( R : ~  + Sf )  U 
( dig + L') be the corresponding expression of R in the form ( 1.8). Then  using Lemma 1.26 
we have 
S' = Si 5 (S.;) and L' = 2(S1)  $ S: 
where S; and S; are semilattices in some subspaces of V O  of dimensions t and v - t .  respec- 
tively. 
Lemma 4.20 ind(S1) = ind(Si)  and ind(S2)  = ind(S;). 
Proof. By Lemmas 1.9 and 1.20. we have ind(S)  = ind( S ')  and ind( L ) = ind( L'). There- 
fore. by Lemma 1.21, 
Since both lattices (S2) and (S;) have rank t .  ind((S2)) = ind( (S ; ) ) .  Thus i n d ( 4 )  = 
ind(SI) .  Using ind(L) = ind(L1) and a similar argument as above we get ind(S2)  = ind(S;).  
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Definition 4.21 Let R be an EARS of type -X. I f  S is simply laced of rank > 1 or 
is o f  type F4 or G2,  we deJine index of R ,  written ind(R) ,  to  be zero. If X = rll and 
R = ( S  + S )  u ( R  + S )  is on ezpression of R in the form (1.7) .  we define ind(R)  := 
ind(S)  - u. By Lemmas 1.9 and 1.20. ind(R) is a well-defined integer and by Remark 
1.1 7, ind(R) 2 0. If X = Bt. Cc,  and R has an expression of the form (4.15) we define 
ind( R )  := ind(S1) + ind(S2) - v if S = B2, ind( R )  := ind(S1) - t if B = Br(l 1 3 )  and 
ind( R )  := ind(S2) - (v - t )  if X = Ct(l >_ 3) .  By Lemma (4-20). ind( R )  is well-defined 
and by (4.18), ind(R) 2 0. 
Let R be the dual root system of R defined by (2.8) .  
Lemma 4.22 ind( R )  = ind( R).  
Proof. If R is simply laced, we have R = R and so ind(R)  = i n d ( ~ ) .  Since R has the 
same type of R lor the cases F4 and G2. so ind( R )  = 0 = ind( R )  . Therefore. we can assume 
that R is of type Bc or Cc. Then. we have S = Sl $ (S2) and L = 2 ( S I )  5 Sz. where S1 and 
S2 are semilattices in V: and V: as in (4.15). By Proposition 2.9. we have 
Let SI := (1/2)S2 and S; := S1. Then Si and Si are semilattices in V; and e. respectively. 
( S )  and S=2(S;)3S;. 2 
If R has type B2. then by Definition 4.21. ind(R) = ind(Sl ) + i n d ( S 2 )  - v = ind(S;) + 
ind(2S;)-v = ind(S;)+ind(S;)-v  = ind( f i ) .  If R has type B e ( /  2 3 ) .  then R has type Ce 
and twist number v - t .  So ind(R) = i nd (S1 )  - t = ind(S;) - t = ind(S4) - ( v  - ( v  - t ) )  = 
ind( R) .  Finally if R has type Ct(I 2 3 ) ,  then R has type Be with twist number u - t .  So 
i n d ( R )  = ind(Sz) - ( v  - t )  = ind(2S;) - ( v  - t )  = ind(S;) - ( v  - t )  = ind(R).  o 
We are now ready to state the main result of this section. We denote by IPI. the 
cardinality of a set P. Recall from section 1 the projection map - : L' - v and recall that 
R is a finite root system in V. 
Theorem 4.23 Let R be a reduced EARS of type S. Then there exists a subset n(S)  of 
R X  of cardinality ind( R )  + I + v so that Wn(x)II(X) = RX . iMoreover if n' is any subset 
of R X  so that 
fit contains o basis of R (4.24) 
and WntIl' = R X  . then In'[ >, ind(R) + I + u. 
As we shall see in the sequel we use the assumption (4.24) only for the cases Bl(l  >_ 3)  
and Ct(l 2 3 )  and the other cases will be proved without using (4.24). We also note that 
the assumption (4.24) does not impose any restriction on the sign of roots in I'. since 
Wn,IIt = W p P  where P is any set obtained from II' by changing the sign of some roots 
in n'. To proceed with the proof. we consider each of the  cases ( a )  X is simply laced with 
rank > 1. X = F4. G2, (b )  -X = Al. (c)  -Y = B2. (d)  = B& (l 3 )  and ( e )  -Y = Ce(1 2 3 )  
separately and in each case we state some lemmas and propositions to complete the proof 
of theorem. 
(a) X = simply laced of rank > 1 or X = F4. G2. 
Let II be the set defined by (4.11). Then IIII = 1 + v. 
Lemma 4.25 WnH = R X .  Moreouer ifn' C R X  and WnJIt = R X .  then In'l 2 1 + v .  
Proof. We have already seen the first statement in Proposition 4.13. ?low let n' is as 
in the statement. Then 
Since dimV = 1 + v .  we get In'l 2 1 + v. 
( b )  X = Al. 
We have R = (S + S) u ( R  + S) where (5') = Zbi and 61 ..... 6, E S (see (3.1)).  
Thus ind(S)  2 v (since 61. . . . ,6, # 2(S) ). By Remark 1.17, we can write 
ind(S) S = UiZo (ri + 2 ( S ) )  where ri's represent distinct cosets of 2(S)  in ( S )  and (4.26) 
TO = 0 . ~ ~  = b l ? . .  ..T, = 6,. 
Let R = {-a. O? a). We set 
n(&) = {a,? - a.. . .. T i n d ( ~ )  -Q)- 
n(.A1) has cardinality 1 + i n d ( S )  = ind(R) t 1 + v .  Recall definitions of wn( .~ , )  s n ( ~ ~ )  
and Rnc-4,) from (4.1). 
Proposition 4.27 )II(ill ) = R X  . Mooreover if IIt R X  and WntIIt = R X  . then 
IIItl 2 ind(R) + 1 + U. 
Proof. By the way R&A1) is defined. we have Wn(A,)II(A1) = R&,ll) .  Clearly the set 
n(Al  ) satisfies (4.2). By Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.8, Sn(A1 is a semilattice in V0 and 
Rn(*,) = (Sn(,4, ) + Sn(Al 1 ) U ( R + Sn(.4,)). So it is enough to show that S = Sn(..4, ,. We 
have 
so Sn(-.4, 5 S. Now we show that S & Sn(a, Since hi E Sn(A1 for 1 < i 5 v .  we have 
(Sn(Al)) = (S). Then for each i. 1 5 i 5 m. we have 
~ n d ( S )  Thus S =  uiZl ( T ~ + ~ ( S ) ) G  Sn(,ll). This finishes the proofof the first statement. 
For the second statement let fl' & R X  and WntIIt = R X .  Then II' = { j i  + f l i I i E I  for 
some index set I. where Bi = f a  and qi E S for i E I. We claim that S = U i E ~ ( t ) ,  + 2(S)). 
Since qi E S. we have r)i + 2(S) S + 2 ( S )  & S, so + 2(S)) S. On the other hand 
let 6 E 5. So cr + 6 E R X  = Wntll'. Therefore a + 6 = w ( 8 ;  + V i )  for some u; E W17, and 
some i E I. By Lemma '2.18(i), we have 
Thus 6 E Q + 2(S).  SO S E U i E l ( q i  + 2(S) ). This gives S = Uier(qi  + 2(S) ). Because of the 
choice of ri's (see ( 4 . 2 6 ) )  we get ln'l 2 i nd (S )  + 1 = ind(R)  + 1 + v. This completes the 
proof. D 
Now we start the discussion of types ,Y = Bc(l 2 2) ,  Ce(l 2 3) .  First we establish some 
results which we apply to both cases X = Br.  CE. Later we consider each of these cases 
separately. 
Lemma 4.28 Let lIt R X  and WII' = R X  . 
(iJ If S = Bt(l  2 2 ) ,  then II' contains a subset II; so that 1II;l = i n d ( S l  ) and elements 
of II; are of the form ,@ + q where .i? E RSh and I )  E Ti + ( L )  for some i. 1 5 i 5 ind(Sl). 
(iiJ If X = B2 or .ri = Ct(Z 2 31, then IS contains a subset IT; so that In; 1 = ind(Sz)  
and elements of II; are of the form @ + q where 3 E R ~ ,  and r )  E oi + 2 ( S )  for some i .  
1 < i 5 ind(Sz) .  
Proof. Let I I t  = {ji + q i ) i g I .  for some index set I. where Sics€ B X  and qi.s€ S. We 
first prove (i). Let 1 5 i 5 ind(S l ) .  Then r, - 8, E Rx = Wn'. SO there exist w E W and 
k; E I so that T, - 8, = w ( &  + vk, ). Clearly & E ~ , h .  By Lemma 2.18(ii), we have 
Thus q k l  E r; + (L). We claim that if 1 5 i, j < ind(Sl  ) and i # j. then ti + k,. Because. 
if otherwise k; = k, then qk,  = qk, and so ri - r, E ( L )  = 2(S1)  5 (S2). This and the 
fact that Ti - T, E Sl - S1 E (Sl) give ri - rj E 2(S1). But this contradicts the choice 
of' s in ( 6 )  Hence if i # j, 1 5 i, j 5 ind(S1),  then k; # I;,. Therefore the set 
n: = {?kg + q k ,  : 1 5 i 5 ind(S1 ) }  satisfies the statement. This finishes the proof of part 
( i ) .  
(ii) Let 1 5 i 5 ind(S2).  Then a; - Be E R X  = WII t .  So there exists m E FV and ki E I 
SO that oi - Bc = w(& + q k ) .  Clearly fie, E dl,. By Lemma 2.18(iii). we have 
So qk,  E u; + 2 ( S ) .  We claim that if 1 < i. j 5 ind(S2 ) and i # j then, k; # P j .  Because, 
otherwise if  ki = I;,. then q k ,  = qk, and so Qi - 0, E 2 ( S )  = 2(SI) $ 2(S2) .  But this and 
the fact that uj - 0, E Sz - S2 C (Sz) implies that oi - u, E 2(S2) which contrsdicts the 
choice of 0;'s in (4.17). Therefore the set II; = {& + v c l  : 1 5 i < iad(S2)} satisfies the 
statement. This completes the proof of part ( i i) .  o 
Corollary 4.29 Let II. II; and II; are as in Lemma 4.28. 
(i) If X = Bt(l > 2 ) .  then nt \ II; contains at least one short root. 
(ii) If X = BZ or X = Ct(l > 3 ) .  then nt\ II ;  contains at least one long root. 
Proof. ( i )  Suppose to the contrary that the only short roots of ll' are elements of II;. Since 
8, E R X  = WII'. there exist w E W and O II' so that wd = 8,. Clearly ,8 E Rsh. 
By assumption. 13 E ll;. According to Lemma 4.28(i), 0 = + q.  where 3 E R , ~  and 
7 E r, + (L) for some 1 5 i 5 ind(S1  ). Then by Lemma '2.18(ii). we have 
Thus Ti E ( L )  which is a contradiction (see (4.19)). Thus I1' \ ll; contains a t  least one short 
root. 
(ii) Suppose the contrary. tha t  is the only Long roots of Ii' are elements of II;. Since 
Of E R X  = WIT. there exist w E Mi and ,d E II' so that w3 = OI. Clearb 3 E Rlg.  
B y  assumption. 01 E ll;. According to Lemma 4.28(ii). ,d = 3 + q where 3 E bb and 
r )  E Oi + 2 ( S )  for some 1 _< i 5 ind(S2) .  Then by Lemma 2.18(iii). 
So oi E 2(S)  which is a contradiction (see (4.19)). Thus ll' \ II; contains at least one long 
root. 0 
From here we divide our argument for the remaining cases of X. 
( c )  X = B2 
Recall that fI = { a l , a 2 ]  is a set of simple roots for the finite root system R. We set 
Then lII(Bz)l = 2 + i n d ( S l )  + i n d ( S 2 )  = i n d ( R )  + 2 + v. Recall definitions of w n ( B 2 ) .  
Rn(B2) .  Sn(B2) and L n ( ~ 2 )  from (4.1). 
Proposition 4.30 We have ).Vn:n(B,)lI( Bz) = R X .  Moreover i f  TI' & R X  and WfltlI' = R" . 
then III'l > i n d ( R )  + 2 + u. 
Proof. We have R i ( B 2 )  = W n ( ~ ? )  II(B2) .  SO we are done if we show that R X  = R i ( B 1 ) -  
Since rl = 61,.  . . . rt = bt and = J t + i  , . . . , CT, ,~+~  = JU. II(B2 ) satisfies (1.2). So by 
Lemma 4.8. we have R;(B2) = ( BSh + SncB2,)  u( R ,  + Ln( ,  ). Thus we only need to  show 
that S = Sn(&) and L = Ln(B2)- We have l l ( B 2 )  R X .  so )n;ncB,) C n'. Thus RL(B1) - 
W n ( B 2 ) I I ( B 2 )  & W R X  R X .  So Sn(s2) S and Ln(&) & L. Therefore it only remains 
to prove S E SncB2, and L Ln(B2p  Since hl. . . . . bt E S n ( B 2 ) .  6t+, . . . . - 6 ,  E LncB2)  and 
PSn(B2) 2 L n ( B I )  E SncB2)  (see Lemma 4 . 6 ) .  we have 
V V 
C 26; G ( S n ( & ) )  G (5) = C 26, and 
i= I t=l 
Similarly 
Thus S 2 Sn(*,) and L C Ln(B21 This completes the proof of the first statement. 
For the second statement note that we have ind(R)  = ind(Sl)  + i n d ( S 2 )  - V. Then the 
result follows from Lemma 4.28 and corollary 4.29. 
The above proposition concludes our discussion for type B2. 
( d )  X = B ( ( l >  3) 
We have R = ( S  + 5) U ( R ~ ~  + S )  U ( R ~ ~  + L ) .  By Theorem 1.128. in this case L is a 
lattice. From Definition 1.19 we have ind(R)  = ind(S1)  - t .  We define 
Then IlI(Bc)[ = ind(R)  + t' + v.  
Proof. We follow the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.30. Since TI = 
h l ,  . . . . T, = b t .  II( B e )  satisfies (4.2).  So the equality Wn(B,)II(Br) = R X  is a consequence of 
inclusions S C Sn(B,) and L E Ln(B,).  Using exactly the same argument as in Proposition 
4.30 we get S Sn(Bt) and (L) = (Ln(s,)). But both L and Ln(*,) are lattices (see Lemma 
4.7), SO L = L n ( B t p  R 
Lemma 4.33 Let II' be a subset of R X  which satisfies (4.24) and Wn.n' = R X .  Then ll' 
contains at least 1 - 1 + (Y - t )  long roots. 
Proof. By assumption. Tf' contains a basis {PI. .  . . .Be) of R.  As is well-known we can 
assume that P I . .  . are long and pt is short. We consider a fixed preimage di of gi in 
n'. Let li' = ~ ~ a n , { j ~  ,.... &I. Then L' = v ' %  VO.  Let 
R' = { b  E I d + 6 E R for some 6 E yo} .  
-1s in Section 1 we have R' is a finite root system in V' isomorphic t o  R and R' E R. Write 
R' = R:, u hig, where as usual l&, is the set of short roots and fij, is the set of long roots 
of R'. Set 
S' = {6 E V O  I b + 6 E R. for some $ E R : ~ }  and 
L' = ( 6  E V O  I d  + 6 E R. for some 3 E R L } .  
Then (as  in Section 1) we have S' is a semilattice and L' is a iattice in yo. Moreover 
R = (S f+  S f )  u (R:, + St )  u (dig + L'). 
By Lemma 1.9. we have 
(S) = (S t )  and L = L'. 
We can write IT' = {dl + 71. . . . , dt + Q, &+I + qe+l. . . .} where r)l = = qe = 0. 3& 
R' \ {O) and qi's€ St. Since V = Span,RX = Span,WrrJI' = Span,lIf and dimV = 1 + u 
so 1 ll'1 2 I + v. We already know that 81, . . . , are long roots. If II' contains another 
u - t long roots we are done. Otherwise there is some integer s. 0 5 s < u - t so that ll' 
contains only 1 - 1 + s long roots. Without loss of generality assume that the set 
is the set of all long roots of n'. Let 
We show L' E L'' by proving that 
dig + L' C R;, + L". (4.35) 
I 
Now Rig = R:, + L' C R X  = WntIIf. Since the length is invariant under the action of 
reflections. we get R;, 2 WntII1'. Therefore to prove ( 4 . 3 5 )  we only need to  show that 
Wntn" c RI, + L". So let ,O be ftxed in II". We use induction on the length of elements in 
Wnr to prove that 
W,-p/.3 E R;, + L". (4.36) 
We have 
p = B i  f rli f o r s o r n e i ~  {I  ..... 1 -  1 } ~ { [ +  1 ..... 1 + ~ } .  
Let w E Writ have length 1. Then w = r, for some a E IT. We have o = ,aj + rl, for some 
j. Then 
= rb,($i) + (q + (13: h ) q j )  E R& + (qi + ( . d . G ) I ) j ) -  
Since ( 3 .h )  E 22 for a E RSh and (D.6) E Z for a E Rig, we get r,(& E hig + L". SO ( 4 . 3 6 )  
holds. As induction hypothesis assume ( 4 . 3 6 )  holds for any elements of 'lVnt with length 
less than or equal m. Now let w E Writ have length m. We are done if we show that for 
any a E II'. ( 4 . 3 6 )  holds for the element raw of f i r .  By induction hypothesis. we have 
w ( @ )  = L? + rl" for some 8' E kig and I)" E L". Write a = j, + rl, for some j. Then 
Again using the fact that (b1 .6)  E 22 if a E RSh and ( d f . 6 )  E Z if o E Rig we get that 
r a w ( $ )  E Rig + L". Therefore (4.36) holds. Thus L' L". We claim this is a contradiction. 
Indeed. let .i\ = EL, Zbi and ~i = A/2A be the v-dimensional F2-vector space, where here 
Fz denotes the field of two elements. Let and Li' denote the imager, of L' and L" under 
the projection map - : A -- li. respectively. From definition of L" and the fact that R has 
twist number t we have 
Thus L' L". 
Proposition 4.37 Wn(Bc)II( Be)  = R X  . Moreover if II' is a subset o/ R which satisfies 
(4.24) and  Writ II' = R X  then. I n'l 2 ind( R )  + 1 + v.  
Proof. For the first statement see Lemma 4.32. By Lemma 4.28. Corollary 4.29 and 
Lemma4.33.~'containsatleastind(R)+l+tshortandl-1+(u-t)longroots. 0 
X = C e ( l  2 3 )  
We have R = (S + S )  U ( R . ~  + S )  u (&, + L )  where by Theorem 1.1.28. in this case 
S is a lattice. Recall semilattices Sl and S2 as in (4 .15) .  By Definition 4.21. i nd (R )  = 
i n d ( S 2 )  - ( v  - t ) .  Let oi's be as in (4.17). We define 
Then l I I (Ce) l  2 i n d ( R )  + 1 + t .  From Proposition 2.9 we know that R is an EARS of type 
Bt of twist number v - t .  B y  Lemma 4.22, we have i n d ( R )  = i n d ( ~ ) .  Let I I ( C c r  := { c i  I 
I lI(Ctr= {al.. . . , B r , b l  - t?,, . . . . b t  - 8,. ?al - 
which has the form (4.31 ) with respect to the basis &, . 
highest long and f dl is the highest short root of R with 
. . . & of R. We note that  0, is the 
respect to the basis & 1. . . . . he. 
Lemma 4.39 W n ( c , , I I ( C e )  = R X .  
Proof. By Lemma 4.32. we have Wn(c tr l I (CrT  = BX.  Hence 
Lemma 4.40 Let II' be a subset of R X  which satisfies (4.24) and WniII1 = R X .  Then II' 
contains a t  least i n d ( R )  + 1 - I short roots. 
- 
Proof. Since ).VntII1 = R X  we have w,-pfi' = A X .  I t  follows from (4 .21)  that R' satisfies 
- 
(4 .21)  with respect to R. By Proposition 2.9, R has twist number v - t and by Lemma 
1 . 2 2 . i n d ( R )  = i n d ( B ) .  B y  ~emrna4.33,fi 'contains at least I - l + ( v - ( v - t ) )  = 1 - l + t  
long roots. Thus  ll' contains at least 1 - 1 + t short roots. u 
Proposition 4.41 Wn(c,)II(Cr) = R X  . Mo~orrover if II' is a subset of R X  which satisfies 
(4.24) and Wn,lI1 = RX. then II'I 2 i n d ( R ) +  1 + t .  
Proof. For the first statement see Lemma 4.39. We have that R is an EARS of type 
Br with twist numer v - t. fit satisfies (4.24) and W,-p 0' = BX . therefore Proposition 4-37 
gives 1fitl 2 ind( R)  + 1 + u = ind( R) + 1 + v.  Since IF1 = I fi'l we are done. This finishes 
the proof of theorem. 
Note that by Lemma 4.5. we have 
We close this section with the following interesting fact: 
Proposition 4.43 Le II be the set defined by  ( 4 . 1 1 ) .  Then. Rn = R + i n d ( R )  = 0. 
Proof. Let X be the type of R and let II(-Y) be the set which we defined in the  proof of 
Theorem 4.23. First let Rn = R. Then from definition of Rn and Theorem 4.23 we have 
WnII = RG = RX . Since fI satisfies (4.24). Theorem 4.23 gives. I IIl 2 ind( R )  + 1 + v. But 
Ill1 = 1 + u. so ind(R) = 0. Bow let i n d ( R )  = 0. Observe that II 2 T[(X). Thus 
So n = n(X). Thus R;I = WnIl = Wn(x)II(.Y) = R x .  Therefore R; = R X  and conse- 
quently Sn = S. Thus Rn = R. El 
5 Extended Affine Root Systems of Index Zero 
Let R be as in previous sections. In order to study the structure of R. in section 3 we 
introduced an EARS R so that R 2 R. Ln section 4 we introduced an EARS Rn so that 
Rn R. In this section we investigate the relations between Rn,  R and through the 
study of the centers of the corresponding Weyl groups. By Proposition 4.43. EARS's of the 
form Rn are exactly the EARS's of i n d e ~  zero. Ln Proposition 5.10 we wilI show that the 
EARS's of index zero are exactly those EARS's for which the Weyl group is generated by 
reflections in II. Finally we will show in Theorem 5-17 that the Weyl groups of EARS's of 
index zero have a so called "a presentation by conjugation". 
Let 
Zn := Cent(Wn) 
In the following two lemmas we investigate the action of H and Wn on the dual basis 
hl. . . . . A, of 61, . . . ,6,. Ln fact. in the proof of Corollary 3.25 we have seen the effect of H 
on A1,. ...A,. modulo VO. Here we need to see more than that. 
Note that by Lemma 3.15. any element h of H can be written in the form 
Therefore we can define the length of h. written l ( h ) ,  to be zero if h = 1 and to be the 
smallest positive integer m such that h can be written in the form (5.1). 
Lemma 5.2 Let h E H .  then 
1 
h(;\,) E itj + Q,. if j E Js and h ( A J )  E A, + ;Qt, if j E J I .  ( 5.3 ) 
Proof. We use induction on the length of elements in H to prove lemma. Let h E H 
and i ( h )  = I. Then h = t g )  where (i. P )  E ( J ,  x kQ,) u ( J I  x Qc). First let ( i ,  0) E .I( x QI. 
Then 0 = + kol + 0 2  where 01 E x:=I Zbi and 0 2  E Cr=t+l Zbi. If j E Js then from (2 .5) ,  
(.ij, hi) = 0. SO from (3.9) we have 
If j E Jl, then since (@,@) E 2kZ we have 
Now we consider t h e  case in which (i. p )  E J ,  x kQs.  We can write 01 = k(? + 6 )  where 
$ E and 6 E EL'=, Zdi-  If j E Js ,  then since (p, b )  E 2Z we have 
If j E J t .  then ( A j . b i j  = 0 and so 
Therefore (5.3) holds when l ( h )  = 1. h E 8. Now let (5.3) holds for all h E H with i ( h )  5 n. 
If h' E H with 1(h1) = n+l. then h' = tF)h where i ( h )  5 n and ( i . 3 )  E ( J s x k Q s ) ~ ( J t x Q I ) .  
We again divide our  argument into the cases in which ( i. 17) E Jc x Qt or (i. 4)  E J ,  x k Q s .  
First let (i .  J )  E Jt x Qt. If j E J s ,  then by  the induction hypothesis. we have h ( A l )  = A, +a 
for some a E Q s .  Then using the first step of the  iaduction. (3.10) and the  fact tha t  
(a.3) E kZ we get 
If j E J t .  then by induction hypothesis. h(kAj) = k d i j  +a for some a E Q t .  Since ( a .  13) E kZ 
we get 
Now we consider the case in which (i. g) E Js x kQs. Then P = I;@' for some ,dl E Q,. If 
j E Js we have h(Aj)  = Aj + a  for some o E Q,, then 
If j E Jc .  then h(kAj) = kAj  + cr for some a E Q c .  Since (ad') E kZ we get 
This finishes the induction and the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 5 -4 Let w E Wn. 
(a) For 1 5 j 5 t we have 
(i)VX = Ce(1 2 3 ) ,  then wAj E !Ij + Q, + (5'). 
(ii) If X = Be(/  > 2 ) ,  then wAj E Aj + Z b j  + + (L). 
(b j  For t + 1 5 j 5 Y we have 
(i) If X = Cc(l > 3)  or B2, then wAj E Aj + 126, + ;QI + (S). 
(9 Ifs= Bt(l 2 3 ) ,  then w A , € A j + f f O c + f ( S ) .  
Ic) If X = A1 and 1 5 j 5 U ,  then wAj E Aj + Zd, + Q + 2(S). 
Proof. We use induction on the length of elements in (see Definition 1.9). For parts 
( a )  and ( b )  we proceed as follows. We start by showing that if w = r,,. 1 5 h 5 I, or 
w = rs,-e,. 1 5 i 5 t .  or w = rs,-e,. t + 1 5 p < v .  then w satisfies the conditions stared 
in the statement. This would take care of the case in which l ( w  ) = 1. Next we show that 
if w' f W n ?  l(wt) 5 n and u:' satisfies the statement, then elements 
also satisfy the conditions of the statement. This would complete the induction steps. W-e 
begin with (a). Since 1 5 j j t and because of the definition of the bilinear form ( .. . ) on 3 
(see (2.5)) we have 
rah( . i j )=. i l .  rs,-s,(Aj)=Aj-bij(bi-Os) and r ~ p - ~ c ( A j ) = . 4 j .  (5.5) 
( i )  By (5.5): (i) holds for I(w) = 1. Let w' satisfy ( i ) ,  then from (5.5) we have 
r ~ p - s ~ ~ ' ( i ~ ~ )  E r - s ~ ( i i ~  + QS + ( S ) )  C Aj + ( Q S  + Zbp) + (S) 
E - A ] + Q ~ + ( S ) -  
This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) By (5.5): (ii) holds for w E Wn with l (  w )  = 1. Let m' E PVn satisfv (ii) ,  then using 
(5.5) and the fact that in this case (a ,b)  E 22 for any a.J E R&. we have 
G - 6ij(ai - 8,) + 26, + ( Q ,  + 226;) + ( L )  
G Aj+Zbj + Q , + ( L ) .  and 
This completes the proof of (ii). Now we start the proof of part ( b ) .  Since t + 1 5 j 5 v 
we have 
( i )  By (5.6). ( i )  holds for i (w)  = 1. Now let ( i )  holds for w'. Then from (5.6) and the fact 
that  in this case (4.6) E 22 for any 13 E o E Eish and ( a d )  f 22 for any a.d E dig. 
we have 
1 1 -  1 1 
rattw'(Aj) E ra,(lij + ?26j + 2Qt + (S)) Aj + 526, + :Qe 2 + (s). 
( i i )  By ( 5 . 6 ) .  (ii) holds for l ( w )  = 1. Let w' satisfy (ii). Then from ( 5 . 6 )  we have 
This finishes the proof of part ( b  ). 
( c )  Let l ( w )  = 1. Then w = re or w = rbI-e .  for some 1 5 i 5 v. Then 
So ( c )  holds for l ( w )  = 1. Now Iet w' E M;n satisfy (c) .  Then by (5 .7) .  
This completes the proof of the Iemma. 
Proposition 5.8 (i) For all types 
Sn = ( c t j  I 2 .  j E J.i < j ) .  
( r )  For the remaining types we have 
Zn = 2. 
Proof. ( i )  Let us denote by -b1 the right hand side of the equation in the statement. We 
first show that M C 2. Let ( 2 ,  j )  E J ,  x J .  Then 8, + bi + 6, and 8, + di are in f i sh .  So 
t ( j )  
be, = re, +j, re, E I? and t  ti), t$ = t ( j )  ke, t ( j )  C 6 ,  - k ( e , + ~ , )  ( j )  = r O ~ + 6 , + 6 , r e , + s ,  E f?. 
From these equalities we get c k  E 8.  So cfj E H n C = 2. Now i f  p. q E Jt .  then 
+ 6, + 6, and Bc + 6, are in RI,. So 
Thus c, E H n C = 2. Therefore M E 2. To prove M = 3. we must show tha t  if 
cm" E b. then klmij for dl i. j .  This is because C = (e;,  I i, j E J. i < j )  := n ( i . j ) E ~ , x ~  11
is a free abelian group of rank v(v - 1)/2 (see Lemma 3.21) and M < 2 5 C. Note from 
(3.18) that for io E J we have 
Now let c be as above. Fix io E J,. By Lemma 5.2, 
This and (5.9) gives klmiio for all i < io and klmio for all io < j. Since io was arbitrary. 
we get k(mij  for all mij. (i, j )  E Js x J .  This completes the  proof of part ( i ) .  
(ii) First let S = A l .  We have Zn C C = (ci j  I i. j E J . i  < j ) .  By Lemma 3.'Ll(iv). we 
have ( t ( 4  .t g  ( i )  ) = cl:**) = c:,, so cTj E Zn, for an? i. j E J. Now let c := n,,, c;" E Zn 
Ph. m;j E Z. Fix io E J. By Lemma 5.4(c), we have 
This and (5.9) gives 21mi0,. i < io and 21mi0, for io < J .  Since io was arbitrary. we get 
2(rn;, for all i. j. This takes care of the case X = .A1. Now let -Y = C((1 2 3) .  We know 
that  there exist roots a ( J . 7  E dSh and a' E R~~ such that  ( 0 . 3 )  = 1 and ( 7 . 0 ' )  = 2. Thus 
If i f Js, j E Jc, then 
If i. j E Je.  then 
( i )  ( j )  i ( a t *a ' )  ( t o ,  . tot ) = C t ~  - c:, E Zn. 
Thus e$ E Zn for i. j E J ,  i < j. Wow let c := ni,j cm" t I E 7 n  C PVn. Fix 2, E J. From 
Lemma 5.4(a),(b) we have 
1 .  1 
i € i + S )  ( mod ?QS + -Z6;, 2 ).
-.\gain using (5.9).  we get 21mil for ail i. j. This completes the proof of ( i i ) .  
( i i i )  We know that in this case there exist roots a E dSh and 9.7.7' E R~~ such that 
(a.13) = k = 2. (7. y 3  = 2. Then if i. j E Js we have 
Now let c := Q i t j I E J ,  x J  c:" E Zn C PVn Fix io E J. From Lemma 5.-L(a) we have 
So this and (5.9) gives -Ilmij if i. j E Js and 21mi, if ( 2 .  j )  E J s  x .Ji. (Note that  ( L )  = 
I:='=, kiZdi, where k; = 2 for i E Js and ki  = 1 for i E Jt ). This completes the proof of part 
(iii). 
( iv)  In this case there exist roots o E tish, f i  E dlg so that (a,$) = 2. Then similarly 
to the previous cases we see that c:, E Zn,  i. j E Js and cg, E Zn. ( p ?  q )  E J x J t .  Wow let 
c := ni,, CZ'J E Zn Wn. If io E J l .  then from Lemma 5 4 b )  we have 
This and (5.9) gives 21miJ if i. j E J r .  Since c;, E Zn fpr i. j E J l .  we get 
Then the same arguement as in part (iii) gives .Ilm;, for i, j E Js and 21mij for (i. j )  E J S x  J l .  
( v )  Now let S be of type different from A * .  Bc or C!. By Proposition 4.13, we have 
The following proposition gives a characterization of EARS'S of index zero in terms of 
their Wey 1 groups. 
Proposition 5.10 WII = R X  e R X  = RE e i nd (R)  = 0 o W = Wm 
Proof. From Proposition 1.13 we have R = Rn e i + d ( R )  = 0. By Lemma 2.21 (replacing 
R' with R and R with Rn).  we get WR; C RG. So if WII = R X .  then 
Thus R X  = R i .  On the other hand if R X  = Rf;, then W = Wn and so WII = WnII = 
R; = R X  . So to complete the proof we only need to show W = Wn o R X  = RE. 
If X # ill? Be or Ce. then by Proposition 4.13 and Corollary 4.14. we have WII = R X  
and W = Wn. So we can assume that = A1,  Bt(I 2 2)  or Ct(l 2 3) .  Let W = Wn. 
We want to show R X  = R;. Thus we are done if we show that S = Sn and L = Ln. 
Since Sn S and Ln 2 L we ody need toshow that S Sn and L C Ln.  Let 6 E S 
and X E L. We have (S) = (Sn) and ( L )  = ( L n ) .  Since Sn + ( L n )  Sn we have 
6 f Sn C+ 5 + ( L n )  C Sn e 6 + ( L )  & Sn. So we may assume that 
6 = f i b 1  + . . - + ~ ~ 6 ~  where ci E {0.1}. 15 i 5 i. (5.11) 
We can assume that there is some j ,  1 5 j < t such that cj  # 0. because otherwise 6 = 0 
and we are done. .Use since Ln + 2(Sn) C Ln we have A E Ln * X + 2(Sn) Ln e 
X + 2(S) Ln.  So we can assume that  
Again we can assume that there is some j .  i + 1 5 j 5 v such that E ,  # 0. We consider 
different types of -y separately and in each case we show that b E Sn and  X E Ln( for 
-4- = Al we show t5 f Sn). 
-1- = Cc(l >_ 3 ) .  By Lemma 4.7, we have S = (S) = (Sn) = Sn. So d E Sn. We have 
Bf + X E R X  .so re,+,, E fi' = Wn. By Lemma 5A(b) .  we have 
On the other hand, since E j  # 0, 
1 
T ~ , + * ( A ~ )  = l l j  - ( i i j ,  (ec  + An(@( + A )  = hj - 2(8e  + A ) .  
X = Bc(i 2 2) .  We have 8, + 6 E R X ,  so re,+,r E W = Wn. By Lemma .j.J(a). we have 
On the other hand. since 6, # 0. 
If 1 2 3. then by Lemma 4.7 we have L = (L) = ( L n )  = Ln. s o  A E Ln. For -y = &. we 
have Be + X E R X  . so rot+,\ E W = Wn. Then by Lemma 5 .4  b ) we have 
On the other hand 
Thus 
A E 26, + 2(S)  C Ln + 2(Sn) G L n -  
-k- = rll - By Lemma 5.4(c), we have 
On the  other hand 
Proposition 5.13 (i) H n  = &(niEJ, ~ ! ~ ' ) ( n ~ ~ ~ ~  H I " ) ,  
(ii) ( H .  8 )  = ( H .  H )  = ( H n ,  Hn) = &, 
(iii) W = Wn e 2 = Zn (H.H)= Cent(W).  
Proof. By Proposition 4.13. Rfi is an EARS of the same type and the same twist number 
of R and by 4.12. (Sn) = (S) and ( L n )  = (L). Thus we can apply Corollary 3.23 to Rn in 
place of R. This gives ( i ) .  
(ii) Applying Proposition 3.28 to  An in place of H we get 
So it remains t o  show that Zn C ( Eln. Hn). But we have already seen this in the proof 
of Proposition 5.8 for the types ,A1, Bt and Ct. Now if X is simply laced of rank > 1, 
then from Proposition 5.8(iv) we have Zn = (cij I io j E J. i < j). Since in this case C = I 
and there exist roots a. /3 E R such that (a, P )  = 1. from Lemma 3.21(iv) it follows that  
,7n ( Hn. H n  ). For the  cases ,X = F4 or Gz, the inclusion Zn 2 ( Hn,  Hn ) follows from 
Proposition 5.8(iv). Lemma 3.21(iv) and the facts that there are roots a. J E RSh such that 
(a.@) = 1. roots a E kSh and 4 E R~~ such that (a.4) = k and roots aJ E Rrg such that 
(a.0) = k. 
(iii) The assertion ,7 = Zn e ( H . H )  = C e n t ( W )  is clear from part (i i) .  Now let 
,7 = Zn. Since W = i:oc H and Wn = CVR, = H n .  theequality W =  Wn 
follows from the equality H = Hn which holds because of Corollary 3.23. part ( i )  and the 
assumption Y7 = Zn. If W = Wn. then clearly 2 = CentW = CentWn = Zn. a 
Recall that R has nullity v and twist number t and that  Rn R E R and Wn W C_ W .  
Proposition 5.14 
(i) I 'S = A , ,  then [a:  Wn] = 2(;). 
(ii) If X = Cc(l  > 3): then [k t  : Wn] = 2(";'). 
(iii) I ' S  = Bt(l 1 3 ) ,  then [W : ).Vn] = 2(;). 
(iv) If S = Bz, then [w.  Wn] = 2(;)+(";'). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.22. Wn a W. By Corollary 3.23 and Proposition 5.13. [& : 
= [i : Zn]. Now (i)-(iv) follows from Proposition 5.8. El 
We conclude this section by showing that an EARS of index zero has a presentation 
which following [Iir] (see also [Sh] ). we call "a presentation by conjugationo'. This presenta- 
tion is well-known for finite and aRne Weyl groups (see [St] and [M-Po Proposition 5.3.31). 
For the group which arises from the vertex representation of a toroidal Lie algebra with 
v = 2. this result is obtained by [Sh]. [Kr] generalized this for simply laced toroidal Weyl 
groups of rank > 1 with a method different from [Sh]. Using an approach similar t o  [Kr]. 
we now generalize this result to a.ll EARS of index zero. First we need to introduce some 
new notation. For j E J we set 
Vj = O 6 Rbj $ R A i .  
Qj = ELI Za; 6 k jZb j .  (k, is defined in (3.2)) 
n j  = {al.. . . a c , a c + j } ,  
Wj = ( r e ,  1 i E I u {1 + j } ) .  
R, = 26, u ( RSh + ~ 6 ~ )  u (Rig  + k j Z b j ) -  
The following lemma is well-known from the theory of finite and affine root systems and 
Weyl groups. (See [St]. [Ka]. [M-PI.) 
Lemma 5.16 ( i )  Rj. j E J i s  a n  a f ine  root sys tem with mot lattice Q, and the group PV, can 
be ideztified with the a f i n e  Weyl group of R j .  Moreover R j  is of twisted type if j E Js and 
is of untwisted type if j E J e .  
),Q a " - w a kg,, ifj  E J,. ( i i )  Wj = , (Canonically.) 
w H ! j )  g W N Q ~  i f j ~ J t .  
(iv) Ci' is the group defined by generators r, .  u E E i X  and the relations 
(v) W j  is the group defined by generators r,, a E R; and the relations 
Theorem 5.17 Let ind(R)  = 0. Let w be the group defined by  generators i.,. a E R X  and 
the relations 
( i )  i: = 1. a E R X  and (ii) i.,iof,' = ck.,~? E R X .  
Then  W E W .  
Proof. By Lemma 2.23 and the fact that r: = 1 for u E R X .  it is clear that the 
assignment i, + r, induces a unique epirnorphism dy from w onto W .  By the  definition 
of W. we have 
~ f a j y - l  - - 
- Trb(&)a 9 C E  W ~ ~ E  R'. (5.18) 
By Lemma .j.l6(iv)-(v) the restriction of ~ to the subgroups w := (i, I a E R') and 
).i', := (i, I o E ~ : ) , j  E J ,  of w induces isomorphisms 6 : w - w and ID, :W] - W,. 
j E J .  We define 
ig) := zb;'(tY) for ( j .cr)  E ( J s  x k d S )  u ( J c  x d l ) .  (5.19) 
Then for i f Js and p E J t ,  using the isomorphisms +; and tbp. we get 
Let 
To proceed with the proof of the theorem we need a few lemmas. 
Lemma 5.24 w is genemted by the subgroups W ,  @ii) .  i E J,  and @PI. E J t .  
Proof. Let a E R X  . By Proposition 5.10. there exists ai E II and an element u* = 
ra, ++r~ , , , .  3, E II such that wai = a. Let 6 = - -ip, E W .  Then by (3.18) we have 
Therefore VV = (r', I E II). Now for i E Js and p E Je we have (see (3.7),(3.8) and (3.9))  
Using the isomorphisms ~; and ~6, we get 
Thus all generators of belong to the subgroup generated by W. H!'). i E J ,  and H : ' ) . ~  E 
Jr This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 5.25 For ( i ? a ) , ( j , b )  E ( J s  x k ~ , )  u ( J t  x Q ~ )  we have 
where (3, y) denotes the group commutator X ~ X - ' ~ - ' .  
Proof. Let y E R X .  Then from (5.18), (5.19) and Lemma 3.21(iv) we have 
where the last equality follows from the fact that Cij fixes R pointwise (see (3.18)). n 
Lemma 5.26 Let ( i , a ) , ( j . / ? )  E ( J ,  x LJ ( J r  x &). The element (&?$')) OJW is 
uniquely determined by the ordered pair (i. j )  and the real number ( a .  d ) .  
Proof. We prove the lemma for each of the  following cases separately. 
(1 )  ( i , a ) , ( j , p )  E JS x k&h, 
( 2 )  (W.( j ,13) E Jt x dl,, 
( 3 )  ( i , a )  E Js x k ~ , h  and ( j , &  E Jt x db. 
-W -(I) Since ( t o  . t ,  ) = (t$).iF))-'. the above cases covers d the possibilities. 
( 1) We have a = ka' and 3 = kp' for some a'. ,dl E dsh. Using ( 5 . 2 0 ) .  ( 5 . 1 8 ) ,  ( 3 . 8 )  and 
isomorphisms @i, w j  we have 
By Lenma 3.12 and (3.10). we hare rsa+,ir,t(P') = t t 2 1 ( ~ ' )  = ,B' + (,Dl. &)6; and 
Since 4' E R S h 9  there exists ti, E w such that iB' = 8,. Then 
where the last term is uniquely determined by the ordered pair ( i, j ) and the real number 
(P'.  6,)  = (g', a') = (a, 4 ) / k 2 .  This completes the proof of (1 ). 
(2 )  From (3.7) and isomorphisms titi- &j we have 
( i )  J ) I  i(j) ( t o  - t D  ) - -0 = f 6 1 + a ~ a f 6 1 + ~ f ~ ~ a ~ ~ l + a ~ ~ f 6 , + ? -  
Then similar to the case ( 1 ) we get 
Since /3 E Rig,  there esists w i,E W such that w p  = 1 9 ~ .  Again using a similar argument as 
in the case ( I )  we get 
Since a € tilg. then from (2.7) we have (b,b)  = = i (P.a) .  This completes the proof 
of ( 2 ) .  
( 3 )  CVe have o = ka' for some of c k . h .  Then 
Using a similar argument as in part ( 2 )  we get 
Since a' E ~ . h ?  we have (9.6') = (8,  a') = :(@. a). This eompietes the proof o i  lemma. R 
Motivated by Lemma 3.21(iv). we define 
By Lemma 5-26? is a well-defined element of W. Thus. the element 
is also a well-defined element of ).v. 
Corollary 5.29 For (i. a). (jJ) E ( Js x k Q S )  u ( J c  x Q ( )  we have 
Proof. We can write a = CT=l 7, and 13 = x:=, 8,. where all 7,'s belong to kRsh or 
all belong to drg,  and the same for all 9,'s. Using (5.20). (5.21). Lemma 5.25. (5.27) and 
(3.27) we have 
Let 
Lemma 5.30 (i) 2 ~ e n t ( ~ ) ,  
(iij 3 is a free abdiar: group of mnk v ( v  - 1)/2.  
Proof. ( i )  follows from Lemma 5.25 immediately- i!Jow let ( i. a). ( j ,  9 )  E ( J ,  x k ~ ,  ) U 
-(a.a) ( J e  x d r  ) By Corollary 5.29. t b ( ~ $ ' ~ " ' )  = e i  . Since ind( R )  = 0. from Proposition 5.13 
we have ,7 = ( H ?  H )  where 2 is the center of W and H is the subgroup of W defined by 
' Q ~ P )  - ( i )  (3 )  (3.13).  Therefore. using Lemmas 3.15 and 3.21(iv) we see that elements CG( - ( to  . t9 ), 
( i . o ) . ( j , d ) ~  ( J s  x ~ Q , ) u ( J [  x Q ( )  generate Z. Thus t b ( i ) =  2 and Z = (e; 'm '~  ] i < j } ,  
where mij is the smallest positive integer so that mij = (ai .  4 ) for some (i. a;). (j, ,8,) E 
Am,) ( Js x ~Q,)u( J ~ x Q ~ ) .  We claim that 2 = (t; I i < j ) .  Indeed. from the definition of we 
l(a,c3) h a ~ e ( t ~ ~ ~ ' ' ( i < j ) ~ i ? . O n t h e o t h e r h a n d . i f ~ &  . ( i . a ) . ( j , ~ ) ~ ( ~ , x k ~ , ) ~ ( ~ ~ x ~ ~ ) .  
- ( a m )  - &b*fl) is a typical generator of 2. then +(t i  - 
' I E Z. so ( a . 4 )  = mm;, for some m E 2. 
L(o'" - ( z ;~"  )". Now this and the fact that Thus i.: 
' I  
k m  ) - I .  '(a*@) - <I1 
- ( i ( i )  ~ ( J ) ) - I  = (?+, E '=- 
I' - ( t O  , fa  - m y ~  11 
gives the d i m .  By part (i). 2 is abelian. To show 2 is free abelian let 
and 6:' E 3. 
-n1 J Then e,in" = +(ti ) = 1 in 2 .  But Z is a free abelian group on generators ctm". So. 
n;, = 0 for all i, j E J .  i < j .  Thus 2 is a free abe1ia.n group of rank v(v - 1 ) / 2 .  CI 
We are now ready to  complete the proof of theorem. We are done if we show that I1: is 
one to  one. So let 6 E M: and i ~ ( z b )  = 1. Using Lemmas 5.24. 5.25 and 5.30 we can write 
From Corollary 3.25, we get w = 1, yi = 0 for i E J, ,  0, = 0 for j E J( and n, = 0 for 
i. j E J .  i < j .  Thus w = 1. This finishes the proof of theorem. 17 
See also [Sa-T] for another representation of E.4WG's when v = 2. The representation 
given in [Sa-TI is a generalization of a Coxeter system. Namely the generators are in one 
to  one correspondence with the vertices of a unique diagram attached to  the root system 
and the relations consists of two groups: ( i )  generalized Coxeter relations attached to the 
diagram, and (ii) a power of a transformation, called Coxeter transformation, attached to 
the diagram. 
6 Relations to  Weyl Groups of Indefinite Type 
Let, as before, R be an EARS of nullity u and twist number t and let k be the integer we 
defined in Section 1. We keep the notation as in previous sections. Recall that  
~ = { i l l < i < i } .  I = { i l  l < i s i + u ? ,  - J = { i l  I < i < v } .  
JS = { l a . . - . t )  a d  Jc = J\ Js. 
A. the Cartan matrix of R with respect to  fi = {a,, .. . . a,) and 
II = {ai I i E I) where ac+j = 6, - 0, if j E .I, and a/+, = 6, - Bt if j E J t .  
Moreover 
(6, - s,,(aj - 80-1 = (es.d,) = 1. 
(ai - 0,. (6, - 1 9 , ) ~ )  = (&,8,) = k and 
( b i  - 8,, (6, - 8,)-) = (0,. 8,) = 2 = (gel &) = (6r - Be.  (bj - @ e l F ) .  
I 1 if (i,  j) € Js x J t ,  at+i.l+j = k if ( i ,  j) E Jl x Js, ( 6 - 2  2 otherwise. 
Therefore A is a generalized intersection matrix of Slodowy [SI]. By changing the sign of 
each positive off-diagonal enteries of A we get a generalized Car tan  matrix A. 
Let 
be a set of simple roots for the real root system R of A. We can identify h l . .  . . .be with 
the basis bl. . . . . i t t  of R. We set 
nj  = {61.....&eliie+j}. ( j  E J ) .  (6-4) 
-4s one can read from the matrix A. 
fij forms a set of simple roots for an &ne root system R, which is 
(6.5) 
of twisted type if j E Js and is of untwisted type if j E .Il. 
Denote by 6, the null root relative to fij. That is 
W e  list the corresponding objects for the root systems R and B j .  j E d :  
Q = ~12;  Zdi = Zhi 6 1"" ,=(+, zBi. the root Lattice of i. 
Q j = Q 3 zb, . j E J. the affine root lattice. 
(-I-). the symmetric bilinear form on Q. 
F i  := r ,  the simple reflection in hi, i E I ,  
fa. the reflection in i5 E R, 
w = {(Pi I i E I )  = (i, I a E R ) ,  the indefinite Weyl group. 
. j J the subgroup of fi generated by reflections f l . .  . . . it. Z c + ,  
We note that 
From Lemma 5.16. by replacing Rj and W, with Bj  and w,. respectively. we have 
We note that 
( & ( j J )  < 0 for i. j E J. i # j. 
To see this let Bf.9" E {B, .&} .  Since bi and 8, are null roots for the  affine root system R; 
and R,, we have 
Therefore (iillj) 4 -(6'l8") = - (e l ,# ' )  < 0 (see (6.7)) .  It is also well known that  (see 
[Ka],[M-PI) 
W is a Coxeter group with presentation, 
generators: F;. i E I .  and 
+ ' = I  for all i E I 
= 1 if d . 6 .  = 
relations: t J 1 1  O 
RecaLl the  definition of It from Convention 2.1. Note that for simply laced cases for which 
k = 1. we have only the  first three relation in (6.10). If R is of type Bt. Ct or F4, we also 
have the fourth relation with k = 2 and if R is of type G2, then we also have the  fourth 
relation with k = 3. 
Remark 6.11 It is known that the indefinite Weyl group ~ acts faithfully on Q (see 
Corollary 2 of JIM-P, 5-21). Thus we can consider w as a subgroup of . - l u t z ( ~ ) .  For 
(i. a) E ( J s  x k O S )  U ( J l  x Q c )  we define the linear maps 3:) on Q by 
As in (3.7) one can see that 
- - i t ' '  
+ - if (i. a) E J ,  x dSh and 
- - i"' 
+ - if ( i ,  a) E Jl x ~ 1 ~ .  
so $2' E w for ((i. 0 )  E ( J s  X kdrh) U ( J I  x R l s )  using the same proof given in Lemma 
3.11 (i), one can see that 
Thus 6;) E w /or ( i , o )  E (Js x k ~ , )  U ( J c  x Qe).  Let 
Then one has (see (6.8)) 
Lemma 6.14 wi i:n ~, = w for i, j E J .  i # j .  
Proof. We have w C win%. Now let w E w ~ ~ I w , .  By Remark 6.11. there exist a.3 E Q 
such that $!)w. 3;)~ E W .  Since wiji = di  and w j 8 j  = i j  we have 
Since (8ilij) # 0 we get cr = 0. Hence w E k. 
By Lemma 6.14. the amalgamated free product 
exists. Let (1) u {h j ,  ); be a set of coset representatives for > b j / ~ ~ . i ) ,  j E J .  Then each 
element i. E F can be expressed uniquely in the form (see [Sc, Chapter 81) 
5 = whl . - h, where 
TZ E 2x1, - lit E ~, hk E r = l ( { h j K } i )  and 
no two consecutive hk Lie in the same group f i j -  
Proof. Any element of F can be expressed uniquely in the form (6.16). By Remark 
6.11, the coset representatives for >bj/)v can be taken from H!') or I?,(') depending whether 
( t )  * * * H : ~ )  ) also have the j E Js or j E J t .  But elements of w cr: (H: ' )  t - -  t Hs 
same unique expression. 17 
Identifying H!') with kQ, and Rji) with Q c  we get 
Let N be the normal subgroup of F generated by elements 
(f t+ife+j)2k.  ( i ,  j )  E Js x Jc.  (6.19) 
Note that if X is simply laced or if the twist number t is 0 or u. then Js = 0 or Je = 0. 
Thus in these cases N is the trivid subgroup of F. In general we have 
Lemma 6.20 (i) If .ri = Bt(l 2 2 ) ,  Cc(l > 3)  or 4. then N is the normal subgroup of H 
generated b y  elements 
(ii) If X = Gz, then N is the normal subgroup of H generated b y  elements 
Proof. By definition. N is the normal subgroup of F generated by elements (ic+iic+,)2k. 
( i , j )  E J s  x Je. Now let i E .Is and j E Jr .  Using Remark 6.11.  (6.8). Lemmas 3.12 and 
3.11. we see that 
Now in the case ( i)  we have k = 2 and in the case (ii) we have k = 3. In either cases one 
can easily check that (rg,rs, )*" 1. Then using (6.23) and a straightforward computation 
we obtain. if k = 2 
Thus the elements (iC+i+c+j)2k sit inside the subgroup A of F. Note that  N is in fact the 
subgroup of F generated by elements 
By Lemma 6.17. we can write it = . . . i('m) . Ji% Q and ij E J .  i, # i j + l .  Then. 
using (6.23), we have, for the case k = 2, 
where 
and for the case k = 3. 
After possible cancelation of adjacent terms which are inverse of each other we see that  
Proposition 6.24 PV 2 F I N .  
Proof. For j E J we have ).i;, VV. Therefore the inclusions T, : I&', - ~ b .  j E J .  lead 
to an epimorphism j : F -- Pb. so that f l ~ ]  = TI. j € J. For (i. j )  E J ,  x Jc we have 
where the last equality follows from (6.10). So N Ckerf. Therefore we get an induced 
epimorphism f : FIN - W. Considering (6.19) and that I&' is a Coxeter group with 
the  presentation given in (6.10), we see that  the assignment I'; + f ; N .  i E I. defines an 
epimorphism w - F I N ,  which is the inverse of J.  Hence ).i, S F I N .  I3 
Recall the EAWG V\ln defined by (4.1 ) and recall that Wn is a subgroup of the EAWG 
w of R. 
Lemma 6.25 The assignment i ; c- r; defines a homomorphism sr from the indefinite Weyl 
gmup ).b into the EA W G  W .  Mtmover T ( W )  = Wn. 
Proof. Since w is a Coxeter group. we only need to show tha t  the relations in (6.10) are 
satisfied in W. replacing ii with ri. we note that each of the first three type of relations in 
(6.10) sit inside only one of the affine Weyl groups &j,  j E J and so it is satisfied in W .  It 
remains t o  show that each relation of the fourth type in (6.10) is also satisfied in W. For 
simply laced cases there is no such relation (as Jc = 0). Then the same proof as in Lemma 
6.20 shows that (rlcirccj )2k = t i , j  where t i ,  is defined in the same way as i i j  by removing 
-'s. Now using Lemma 3.21(iv), it is easy to  see that t i j  = 1 in W .  This takes care of the 
first statement. For the second statement, we have 
According to  Proposition 6.24 we can assume 
Therefore any element rit E w has an expression of the form 
Let 7i be given by the composition 
where f is as in the proof of 6.24. Then for w E FIN of the form (6.27) we have 
Now using 3.1'i(ii) we get 
t ( 6 )  = ZW~?" e l  - - taw ( i n )  where z E Z, w E W ,  n E Z, and ai, = C Oj3,, k E J. 
i ,  =k 
Then by Proposition 3.30 and Corollary 3.25. 
ker* C h. := {$'I) . . . i ( i m ) N  E H 
01 &,a - it' - ' C 0; = O for all k E J } .  
i,=k 
We note that ?( I< )  C 2.  Recall the set C = (ci1 I 1 < i < j u) defined in Section 3. Let 
pij ( i  < j. i, j E J)  be the 2-valued projection map from Z to 2. taking c: to m. Define 
Proposition 6.28 The assignment i.; + ri defines a homomorphism IT from indefinite 
Weyl group w into the EAWG W with T ( W )  = Wn. Moreover 
Remark 6.29 Note that Proposition 6.28 generalizes Proposition 2 5  of [rtl-S] to the class 
of E.4WG 's. Indeed. if R is simply laced of mnk > 1, then by Corollary 4-14. Wn = W and 
as we have already seen. iV is the trivial subgroup of F in this case. So Proposition 6.27 
becomes identical to Proposition 2.5 of [hl-S]. Note also that if t = 0 or t = u.  then iV = ( 1 ). 
According to Proposition 6-28, on y E.4 WG of an E.4 RS of index zero is homomorphic image 
of some Weyl group of indefinite type. 
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